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Quaker City.
Nkw Yokk, Oct. 13.—Secretary Whitney’:
“emergency” order, which suspends tin
statutory law' prohibiting the increase of tilt
warkingmen at any navy yard within sixtj
days prior to an election for President 01
members of Congress, “except when tht
needs of the public service require such increase,” is working to the satisfaction of the

Democratic politicians of New York and
Brooklyn. Not only has it permitted a large
increase of the laborers’ force at the Brooklyn navy yard, but it has enabled the politicians to continue picking out those pool
workingmen who are offensive only because
they are tainted with the policy of protection to American industries and American

POWDER
Absolutely
Tim powder

A marvel of purity
strength and wbolesoiueuess. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and eannot be sold In
e impel Itlou with the multitude of low
teat, short
weight alum or phosphate powders. Hold only in
never

varies.

*OTAL BAKOta Powbke
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Windsor Ties!
OILY 17 CENTS.
Best

Bargain We Ever
Sold.

Now is the time to buy Windsor Ties and
get the best bargain you ever saw at
17 cents.
They nre jnst. right
for school children.
You will Hnd them
at the Glove Department.

RINES BROTHERS.
d2t

oclB

W,D. LITTLE & CO.,
GENERAL INSURANCE AGENCY,
IN43.

Ktlabl inked in

NO. 31 EXCHANGE STREET.
AJi kinds of property insured at lowest rates.
First-class companies, American and Foreign.
oct20
mitf

CARPET

BEATING

Steam Carpet

NOTICE.

III Preble HI.. Opp. Preble lion.,-.
Carpets cleansed at all seasons of the year.
oe!17
sn eodly

J. P. WELCH.
/k

pair of Shoes
Within the next THIRTY DAYS,
will Hod it immensely to their
advantage to bay at the

Every person who buys

BARGAIN

a

SHOE

STORE.

OUR MOTTO.
“SMALL EXPENSES AND SMALL PROFITS."
Reliable goods always.
Heavy Shoes for heavy work.
Light, fine comfortable Shoes for street wear.
Don’t tall to call and examine.

J. P. WELCH, 421
sept29

Congress St.
eutf

DYE HOUSE NOTICE.
Garments Cleansed or Dyed Whole, and
Pressed ready for wear,
AT

—

FOSTER’S FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,
Ml., Opp. Preble House.
sneodly
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THE WEATHER.
Signal Office, Was Dep’t,
1
>
Washington, D. C.,
Oct. 14, 1888, 8 p.m. )
The indications for the next 24 hours for
New England are fair, cooler weather,
followed Monday night by warmer, westerly winds
*

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

_PORTLAND, Me.,

Oct. 14, 1888,

|8 A M | 8 P M
Barometer. 29.904 29.890
Thermometer. 36.6
139.6
Dew Point. 33.
|82.
176.
Humidity. 91.
Wiud. N
IN
3
Velocity. 10
Weather. LSuowlClear
Mean dally bar.. .29.900 Maximum tlier_44.2
Mean daily ther...38.0
Minimum ther... .34.4
Mean dally d’wpt..32.6
Max. vel. wind...10
Mean dally hum.. .83.0
Total precip.02 in.
METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

(Oct. 14,1888, 8.00 P.M.)
Observatlohs taken at the same moment of lime
at all stations.
Thermote’r
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Kastport, Me 29.86
Portland,Me 29.99
Boston, Mass 29.94
Block island 29.90
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publicans, were discharged without warnlnn and others filled their
places who had
Pledged themselves to vote for Cleveland
and Hill. When the discharged men asked
why they were dismissed they were told
You are not wanted at this time, so
go!”
One of the men replied: “It is evident
why
our services are no longer
required, and is
signiheant when we consider the fact that
tire force is being increased at this time. But
Congress would do the people a good service
by demanding to know the special hurry in
the completion of the monitors Miantonomah and Terror. The Secretary, in a recent
report on the monitors, said that he did not
see the necessity of spending
money on
them; that a first-class modern iron-clad
could safely anchor, surrounded by a fleet of
these monitors, and be in no danger of injury to herself. The Secretary also said: “It
is not desirable to order work
begun upon
these vessels until they can be pushed to
completion.’ But the desirable time to begin has come.”
A Speech by Gen. Harrison.

Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 13.—Gen. Harritoday addressed a large delegation of
visiting German-Americans, saying among
son

other things: “To lay by something is one
of life’s earliest lessons in a German home.
Their national traits naturally drew your
people to the support of the Republican party when it declared for freedom and free
homes in the territories.
[Applause.] They
secured your adherence to the cause of the
Union in the civil war.
They gave us your
help in the long struggle for the resumption
of an honest currency, and I do not doubt
that they will now secure your
sympathy
and help in the great struggle in behalf of
our American homes.
Your people are
largely w age-earners. They have prospered
tana,
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sure, votu for such a dangerous tariff polas will cut off from their
wages that margin which they are now able to lay aside for
old age or for their children.” [Applause
]
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who had overheard them remark that it was
the duty of every workingman to uphold the
system of protection to American labor and
Amerioan products as against foreign labor
and foreign goods.
They were at once put on the list as lie-

am

Beating Machine. Pat.,

1

vent their obtaining these necessaries at
reasonable prices. Can anv sensible man
doubt as to where he should stand in this
controversy ? Can any well informed man
be deceived by the false pretense that a system so unreasonable and unjust is for the
benefit of laboring men?
Much is said about the competition of
! American laborers with the pauper labor of
Europe. But does not every man who looks
around him, see and know that an immense
majority of the laborers in America are not
engaged in what are called the protected industries? And, as to those who are employed in such industries, is it not undeniable that the duties proposed by the Democratic measure called the Mills bill
far
exceed
the
difference
between
American and European wages and that,
therefore if it were admitted that our workingmen can be protected by tariffs against
cheaper labor, they would be fully protected
and more than protected by that bill.
Does
not every well informed man know that the
increase in price of home manufactures produced by a high tariff does not go into the
pockets of laboring men but only tends to
swell the profits of others? It seems to me
that, if the policy of the Democratic party is
plainly presented, all must understand that
we seek to make the cost of living less, and
at the same time increase the share of the laboring man in the benefits of national Drosperity and growth.
I am very
respectfully,

Your obedient servant,
Allen G. Thurman.

workingmen. On Thursday seven men were
discharged who had been “spotted” by those

Pure.

Cloudy

Encouraging Reports.
New Yoke, Oct. 13.—Tire Republican National Executive Committee met yesterday.
There was a full attendance. General John
C. New, of Indiana, who was called home on
business, was back, and gave Chairman
Quay a decidedly encouraging report of the
political outlook in his State.
He did not
place the majority lower than 10,000, and is
confident that it will be above that. Mr.

Fessenden, of Connecticut, declared that his
State would surely go Republican, although
Senator Barn urn had promised to deliver it
to Cleveland. Mr. Hobart, of New Jersey,
was more than hopeful of carrying that State
for General Harrison, the charter elections
in Newark, showing that the party of protection Is gaining in the manufacturing centres.
Secretary Fassett assured the committee that
New York would give her electorial vote to
Harrison unless there is a great change in
the present condition of affairs.
Coing to Indiana.
Cincinnati, Oct. 14.—Judge Thurman left
Columbus this afternoou in the private car
of Chairman Brice, of the National committee, attached to the 2.15 express of the Columbus and Cincinnati Midland road. Accompanying him was his son, Allan W.

Thurman. Although it was generally understood the Judge would leave for a brief Indiana tour today, the time of his departure was
kept secret to avoid any possible demonstration. This object was accomplished as far
as Columbus was concerned, but the fact
that he was en route was evidently wired
along the road, for at nearly every station
groups of people had collected.

Election Wagers In Philadelphia.
Philadelphia, Oct. 13.—In this city today James Flaherty, of Atlantic Citj, bet
$5,000 even with Charles Seger, of the California Bank Exchange, that Cleveland would
be elected.
Seger also bet $1,000 with Chas.

Ridgway,

of the Ridgway House, and $1,000
with George Gildemeyer. a hardware meron
Harrison.
He has still $3,000 of the
chant,
$10,000 placed with him to be wagered upon
Harrison, and says that after that is taken
there will be $10,000 more awaiting acceptance.
James Christie, a commission wool
merchant, wants to bet $5,000 even with anybody that Harrison and Morton will be
elected. Thus far no one has accepted this
offer.
Mr. Blaine in Indiana.

Evansville, Ind., Oct. 13.—The air was
rather chilly, but still about 8,000 people assembled to hear Hon. James G. Blaine. It

was about 8 o’clock when he made his
aopearance. He was warmly greeted, and his
speech was altogether upon the tariff question.

JUDCE THURMAN ON THE TARIFF.
His Letter of Acceptance Devoted to
an Assault on Protection.

Columbub, Ohio,

Oct. 14.—The following
is Air. Thurman’s letter of acceptance:

Columbus, Ohio, Oct. 12, 1888.

Tu Hon. Patrick A. Collins and

others,

Com-

mittee:
Gentlemen—In obedience to custom, I
send you this formal acceptance of my nomination for the office of Vice President of tbe
United States, made by the national convention of the Democratic party at St. Louis.
When you did me the honor to call upon me
at Columbus and officially notify me of
my
nomination, I expressed to you my sense of
obligation to the convention and stated that,
although I had not sought the (nomination, I
did not feel at Liberty, under the circumstances to decline it. I thought then, as 1
still think, that whatever X could properly
do to promote the re-election of President
Cleveland I ought to do. His administration
has been marked by such integrity, good
sense, manly courage and exalted patriotism
that a just appreciation of these Ihigli qualities seems to call for his re-election.
X am
also strongly impressed with the belief that
ms re-election would
tend
to
powerfully
strengthen that feeling of fraternity among
the American people that is so essential to
their welfare, peace and happiness and to
the prosperity of the union and of our free

institutions.
I approve

the

platform

of tbe St. Louis

convention, and I cannot too strongly express my dissent from the heretical teachings of the mcnopolistsltbat the welfare of a
people can be promoted by a system of exorbitant taxation far in excess of the wants of
the government. Tbe idea that a people can
be enriched by heavy and unnecessary taxation, that a man’s condition can be improved
by taxing him on all he wears, on all his
wife and children wear, on all his tools and
implements of industry, is an obvious absurdity. To fill the vaults of the treasury with
an idle surplus for which the
government

has no legitimate use, and to thereby deprive
the people of the currency needed lor their
business and daily wants, and to create a
powerful and dangerous stimulus to extravagance mid corruption in the expenditure of
the government, seems to me to be a
policy
at variance with every sound
principle of
or government and of
political economy,
lhe necessity of
reducing taxation to prevent
such an accumulation of
surplus revenue and
the consequent depletion of the
circulating
apparent
that uo party dares
*?
consider the modes
reduction may be made we find
.wot.
a
wide antagonism between our
party and
the monopolistic leaders of our
political opponents. We seek to reduce taxes unon the
necessaries of life; our
opponents seek to increase them.
We say to the masses of the
cheap and good clothing, cheap
blankets, cheap tools and cheap lumber* the
Republicans, by their platform and their
leaders in the Senate and by their proposed
bill, say increase the taxes pn clothing and
blankets and thereby increase their cost
maintain a high duty on the tools of
and mechanic and upon
the farmer
which
lumber
the
need
they
for
of
their
construction
the
modest
barns
and
and
thereby predwellings, shops

o,e.iiUvii18i
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GETTING READY IN THE NAVY YARDS

NOTICES.

MAKING

CHINA

Ten Thousand
a

LESS

CROWDED.

Persons Drowned in

Flood Near

Pekin.

Francisco, Oct. 14.—The China mail
received here today says a disastrous flood
occurred near Fang Shan Haien, in the vicinity of Pekin, on the night of August 13th.
San

Seven and a half inches of rain fell in Pekin,
and an immense volume of water collected in
a

ravine about Len Li Ho ani suddenly

broke in

on

twenty villages.
were

More

than

10,000 persons
drowned, and large numbers of draught animals lost.
The villages
in the valleys near Pekin are in danger ev-

the hills are destitute of trees
ery season,
aud the waters flow together in fearful toras

rents, unimpeded by vegetation.

In the Blue Crass State.

Lexington, Ky., Oct. 13—The trots of
the Kentucky Trotting Horse Breeders’ Association were completed in the mud today.
The first race was for the Lexington stakes,
value, $875, was won by Angelina B. F., by
Wilkes, by Dart Mollie, in two heats. Time,
2.45 and 2.41J.
The second race was for
special stakes for 3-year olds, value, $1000.
Two starters, Bozque Banita, by Macy’s
Uambletoniau, dam Legal Tender and Angelina Reef and Alcantara, dam Lady Daggett, Bosque Bonita led on the first heat, and
as Alcantara passed under the string reeled

and fell, dying immediately without a struggle. She was owned by A. H. Gilbert, of
Derby, Conn., and had a record of 2.25 on
the Cleveland track. Some $12,000 had been
offered for her before she came to Lexington.
iv is saiu vne pany was on
tne grounds today ready to pay $20 000 for her in case she
lowered 2.25. C. E. Swan, of New York was

her driver.

Thrown Out of the Window.
New Yohk, Oct. 14.—Master Workman
Quinn of District Assembly, Knights of Labor, who recently gained possession of Pythorgoras Hall by stratagem was with four
of his supporters, surprised by a party
opposing the faction, while sleeping in the hall
last night, beaten and thrown out of a window on the first floor to the sidewalk. They
ran, only partly clothed, to a police station
aud returned with several officers but their

assailants had

disappeared.

A Former Bangor Pastor.
PltOVIDKNCK, R. I., Oct. 14.—Rev. N. If.
Harri in an, pastor of the Pilgrim Congregational church, has resigned, to take effect at

the end of the year.
He came here from
Bangor, aud has been pastor of the Pilgrim
church for two years.

CENERAL NEWS.
More money has been sent to Jacksonville
than is required for the fever sufferers.
Hon. John Wentworth of Chicago, familiarly known as "Long John,” is dying of
softening of the brain.
Democratic business men of New York
had a demonstration Saturday.
There was
a parade and speeches by Speaker
Carlisle,
Secretary Fairchild and others.
A special says that it is reported that the
steamer Ta Uapoosa ran on a reef near the
South American coast, and will have to be
towed to London or New York.
Miss Paddock, an elderly lady of Somerville, Mass., was struck by a train on the
Fitchburg road, Saturday, and fatally in-

jured.

Mrs. Julia Gray, an elderly widow, residing in Fairfield, Conn., was burned to death
Friday night, her clothing taking fire from
the upsetting of a kerosene lamp.
Twenty conductors and brakemen of the
Union Pacific railroad have been indicted in
Wyoming Territory, charged with the robbing of freight trains of thousands of dollars worth of property.
Between 4000 and 5000 people fritnessed
the launching of the new gunboat Petrel at
the ship yards of the Columbian Iron Works
Saturday afternoon.
At Johnson, Tenn., 10 miles east of Knoxville, fourteen guests of Smith’s Hotel are
reported to have been poisoned by something eaten at supper. Three have died and
several others, it is feared, cannot recover.
The road-sculling match in New York resulted as follows:
Gaudaur wins the $1500
prize, Ross gets the second prize, Plaisted
third
prize of #90, and also the $250
gets
prize for the greatest number of miles run
during the night.
Saturday forenoon, William B. McCloskey,
a
brakeman on the Worcester, Nashua &
Portland Division of the Boston & Maine,
was crushed while
shackling cars in Worcester. Mass.
He died soon after in the city

hospital.
Early Saturday, a Brooklyn police officer
was caught in the act of picking the pocket
of a sleeping man in Catherine street ferry
house. He was arrested, aud later held for
examination mi me loom us ponce court, rue
evidence against him is conclusive. The officer is John Cullen.
A train on the Old Colonv road struck a
team at West Barnstable, Mass., Saturday
afternoon, containing Henry A. Cowell and
wife, and Howard M. Lovell and wife, all of
Cowell was killed instantly,
Oysterville
Lovell is reported dying, and the two ladies
received serious injuries, both external and

internal.

Miss Annette Stillman, of Westeily, K. I.,
died Saturday from congestion of the lungs
caused by suppressing a cough, induced by
inhaling the fumes of red fire. She laid just
passed the fire, which was burned during a
political parade, when she met two drunken
men, and suppressed the coughing Gt for
fear of attracting their attention.
A Boston despatch says:
The advance
in fieur is steadily increasing. This advance
in
and
began
August,
starting from about
$5.50 for best Minnesota brands, is now
quoted at $8 and 88.25, and St. Louis at 85.75
and 87.25.
A representative of one of the
leading wholesale Hour firms in the city says
that he expects no decline in prices for a
long while.
A woman, apparently a foreigner, made
some small purchases in Chicago Friday
night, at Whiteford’s drug store. After she
had left, Mr. Whiteford discovered a parcel
under the counter, from which smoke was
Unwrapping the parcel he found
issuing.
the hub of a pulley wheel plugged at both
ends, from one of which projected a smoking fuse. He put out the fire of the fuse and
turned the bomb over to the police, who
found it filled with dynamite.

Colby University.
The Morrill prize of one hundred dollars,
offered to the class of 1889 for highest rank in
the studies of the Junior year, has been
awarded to Miss Hattie Parmenter of Wat.

erville.
The two prizes of fifty dollars each, offered
to tile class of 1890 for the highest rank in
tlie studies of the Sophomore year, have been
awarded to Merton L. Miller, of Lowell,
Mass., and Miss Aduie F. True, of Waterville.

The University prize of fifty dollars, lor
the best rank in the class of 1891 for the
Freshman year, has been awarded to Arthur
K. ltogers, of Waterville, and a special prize
of twenty-five dollars to Norman L. Bassett,
of Winslow.
The assignment of honorary Junior parts
in the Senior exhibition, which is to be held
at the close of the present term, has been
made as follows: Greek version. Miss Addie
F. True, Waterville; Latin version, Merton
L. Miller, Lowell, Mass.; French version,
Dana W. Hall, Wilton; English version,
William L. Soule, Waterville.
At the Sigma Kappa initiation, Friday
evening, the following young ladies were admitted to membership: F. Watson, H. Brady,
1). Libby, 1>. Gilpatrick, N. Bakeman, D.
Knight, F. Cummings.

DAILY

S'reet Car

Will Co Back to

Having Secured

Men

Hours

after election as possible, arrangements will he made for the colony to enter
Six hundred men have althe territory.
ready pledged themselves to enter the terriIt
tory and endeavor to make a settlement.
is the idea to increase the number to at least
stand
until
force is used by
2,000 and make a
the United State. Able attorneys will be
retained and the legal fight carried to the

Suppress

a

Exercises at the

and

Riot While the

Col.

highest court.

Conference Is In Session.

Dedication of

the

Seventeenth Maine’s Monument.
Col.

Hobson’s Oration and Captain
Verrill’s Poem.

Edward

Moore

Recounts

the

Achievements of the Regiment.

The Case of Thomas Warden.

Chicago,

13.—The great street ear
strike, after lasting nine days, ended this
evening on a basis honorable to both sides.
The question of wages has been compromised,
the strikers getting only about one-third of
the increase usked for. On the other hand,
all the reforms demanded by the men iu

the

Oct.

strikers are irritated at the presence of offiThe coroner’s jury brought in a verdict that Thomas Warden came to his death
a
by gun or pistol shot wound fired by he

of
working are conceded,
and all the strikers are to be re-employed.

hands of some unknown person, while
person was acting in self defence.

The

A POW WOW AT THE

Sitting

CAPITAL.

Friends Present

Bull and His

Their Grievances.

Washington, Oct. 13.—Sixty-one chiefs
and sub-chiefs from the great Sioux Reservation in Dakota, who came to Washington
to confer with the President and Secretary
of the Interior, and present their objections
to the law recently passed by Congress for
the relinquishment of 11,000,000 acres of their
reservation, were escorted to the interior department this morning. After being intro-
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dians filed into the office of the assistant attorney general and took seats.
All the
chiefs, as well as their interpreters, wore a
civilized dress, buteach conspicuously wear-

ing

ornament or trinket of some kind peculiar to their race, ltarelv has so notable
a delegation of Indians been in
Washington.
Promment among them was Sitting Bull,
who “made the medicine” for the Custer
massacre; Gall, who commanded the Indians
in that fight; John Grass, said to be the most
intelligent Indian In the whole Sioux nation,
and several others of prominence.
Assistant Secretary Muldrow, the members of the
Sioux commission, Indian Commissioner
Oberly, Mr. Peal, chairman of the House Indian committee, and Delegate Gifford of Dakota, occupied seats near the Secretary.
Kev. Mr. Cleveland, a member of the Sioux
commission, offered prayer in the Sioux language, asking for tile presence aud guidance
of the Great Spirit in the council.
At the
close Secretary Vilas addressed them.
He
explained kin detail the methods he had
to
secure
a
faithful aud honest and
adopted
free expression of their wishes with respect
to the law ; whether they would accept it or
regret it. He explained that the commission
had been instructed to fully aud with absolute faithfulness Interpret the provisions of
tne act. The Secretary said the President
would gladly hear their objections and give
them every opportunity to explain freely
their wishes in the matter.
As the Secretary took Ills seat White
Ghost, from the Crow Creek agency, arose
aud, after shaking hands with nearly everyone
present except his comrades, said
through an interpreter, that he was happy to
see his white brethren and glad “we all have
a good heart.”
He said he and his friends
were very tired and wished to rest until
Monday when they would come prepared to
an

speak.
Swift Bird, from the Cheyennjs agency,
arose as White Ghost took his seat and said,
“My friends, we are pleased to see you. God

has made our skins red [looking at liis hands]
but we are all friends and equal before

God.”

The Pension List.

Washington, Oct. 13.—The following
Maine pensions have been granted:

RESTORATION AND INCREASE.

Benjamin Stimpson, Bath.
INCREASE.

Charles H. Kieb, South Smitiifield.
William Alien, Whltneyville.
Charles K. Mariner, Lewiston.
Itlchard D. Smith, Augusta.
ORIGINAL WIDOWS. ETC.
of Hiram Priest, East

Hannah, mother

Vassal-

THE DOCTORS RESICN.
Trouble In Jacksonville Over a Newspaper Communication.

Jacksonville, Fla.,

Oct. 13.—The sensa-

tion of tlie day lias been the resignation of
all the physicians of the medical bureau.
A
communication in Saturday evening’s paper
gave a tabulated statement of the expenses
of maintaining this corps of volunteer physicians here, the cost per man being estimated
at 8500 per month, or 87,000 for the whole
The communication took the
corps of 14.
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of the sick from now until the epidemic
ends and therefore advocated the discharge
ot these volunteers from further service.
This made them indignant and they.resigned
care

in a body last night. The sentiment of the
community today strongly condemns this
precipitate action. Tonight they have all

agreed to attend to patients

as usual, t he
board of health meanwhile to investigate and
report upon the causes which led to the publication of the article referred to. The whole
thing Is likely to end in smoke in a few days.
The official bulletin is as follows: New
cases, 18; deaths, 2; total cases to date, 3044:
total deaths, 313.
The fever has run riot in the Times-Union
office. At the beginning of the epidemic the
entire force of editors, compositors and attaches of the office numbered some 55 men.
About one-half of this number left immediately on the first announcement of the presFor some time those
ence of the scourge.
that stood to their posts seemed to bear
charmed lives, although they were more exposed to Infection than any other class. But
this was not to last. The fever got a start in
the composing room and first one went dowu
and then another, until on September 25,
there were only five uien*to get out a paper.
And later these men were obliged to give up.
Not a death occurred in this department.
The editorial department and job room were
Less than two months ago
the sufferers.
there were six editors; now there are only
two on duty,—F. W. Hawthorne, formerly
of Bath, Me., and II. W. Flagg, late of the
Kennebec Journal—two having died and the
remainder now sick. Two deaths have also
occurred in the job room. This Is but one
instance among many of the havoc the fever
has made. 'The telegraph office has suffered
even worse, having lost four out of a small
force. Mr. Stockton, of the paper, is reported to be out of danger.

Money Needed at Fernandina.
Fork, Oct. 14.—The following teiegiam from Fernandina, Florida, was received here Saturday:
New

New cases, 26; whites, 6. By careful estimate
*20,000 to carry the population to NoAt the rate the demands upon us are increasing, our resources will not last long as I have
need
vember.
we

stated.

(Signed,)

». S. Schuyler,

Secretary Howard Association.
The Mud Run Horror.

Wilkesbariie, Pa., Oct. 14.—Mrs. Brehony and Michael Kelley, two more victims of
the Mud liun disaster, were buried today at
Pleasant Valley. Many people were in attendance. At Moosie there were two more
interments and at Oliphant one. This makes
54 interments. The remainder of the dead
will be iuteired tomorrow.
To Move on Oklahoma.

Topeka, Kansas, Oct. 13.—Capt. L.
Sutherwaite is here in the

League.

The following games in the National League
were played Saturday:
AT BOSTON.

Innings.1 23460789

Bostons.0

1

1

3

0

0

0

0

0— 6

Pittsburgs.1 00000000—1
Base hits—Bostons, 9; Plttsburgs, 4.
Errors
—Bostons, 6; Plttsburgs, 6. Batteries—Madden
and Kelly, Morris and Carroll.
SECOND GAME.

»

Innings

1

2
0
0

Bostons. .i.O

Plttsburgs.0

4
0
1

3
1
0

6
0
1

0
2
1

7

0—3
0—3

Base hits—Bostons, 0; Pittsburgs. 6.
Errors—
Bostons, 6; Pittsburgs, 7.
Batteries—Radbourn
and Kelly, Morris, Carroll and Fields.
AT NEW TOBK.

Innings.1 23460789
Indianapolis.1 1 1 0 0 2 0 1 0—

6
1—4

New Yorks.3 0000000
Base hits—Indianapolis, 12; New Yorks, 4. Errors—Indianapolis, 8; New Yorks, 9. Batteries
—Boyle and Buckley, Keefe and Brown.
AT WASHINGTON.

Iuuiugs.1

23466789

Detrolts.2

0021

o

02

x—

7

Washingtons.0 01000210—4
Base hits—Detrolts, 10 j Washingtons, 6. Er-

7: Washingtons, 8.
Batteries—
Beatin and Sutcliffe, O'Day and Mack.

rors— Detrolts,

AT PHILADELPHIA.

The Philadelphia-Chtcago game was given to
the former club by a score of 9 to 0, owing to Chicago’s non-appearance.
A BENEFIT FOR THE GIANTS.

The New York base ball team was given a
benefit at the Star Theatre last night, at
which about $3,000 was realized.
Near the
close of the performance the stage was set
with the scene of the polo grounds.
The
Giants then came on the stage, and Amos J.
Cummings presented them with the pennant
they had won. It was received by Messrs.
Mutrie and Emery in behalf of the club.
The
Thfl

fnllnwUi*

cers

Standing.

io

»hn

clubs in the National
Yorks.
Cblcagos.
New

Pliiladelphias.

Bostons.
Detroits.

Plttsburgs.
Indianapolis.
Washingtons.

Hn.l

84
77
69
70
68
66
60
48

_1A

*

AL.

131

.641
.670
.630
.622

136
130
134
131
134
136
134

.618
.402
.370
.369

Athletics, 1.
Baltimores, 0.

Notes.
The world’s championship games, as now
arranged,w ill take place on the polo grounds,
New York, Oct. 10.17, 18, 20; at Brooklyn,
Oct. 19; at Philadelphia, Oct. 22; at St. Louis,
Oct. 24, 25, 26, 27.

Ambergris.
This substance is found floating in the sea,
near the islands of Sumatra, Molucca and
Madagascar; also on the coasts of America,
Brazel, China, Japan and the Coromandel.
The western coast of Ireland is often found
to yield large pieces of this substance.
The
shores of the counties of Sligo, Mayo, Kerry,
and the isles of Arran, are the principal
places where it has been found.
In the

“Philosophical Transactions” there is an account of a lump found on the beach of the
first mentioned county, in the year 1691«
which weighed 52 oz., and was bought on the
spot for £30, but which was afterwards sold
in London for more than 8100. We are quite
within limit in stating that many volumes
of matter concerning the origin of ambergris
have been written, but the question respecting it is still at issue. It is found in the
stomachs of most voracious fishes, these
animals swallowing, at particular times,

sickly fish, whence it is supposed to be the

the effect of the disease.
Some authors, and among them, Robert
Boyle, consider it to be of vegetable production, and analogous to amber; hence its
name ambergris (gris-gray) gray amber. It is
not, however, within the province of this article to enter into any dissertation on the
various thefiries about its production, which,
were it of any importance, could probably be
satisfactorily explained, if our modern appliances were brought to bear upon the subject. The field is open to any scientific enthusiast; all recent authors mentioning it,
merely quoting the facts known more than a
century ago.
A modern compiler, speaking of ambergris,
“It smells like dried cow dung.”
says:
Never having smelled the latter substance,
we cannot say whether Mr. Redwood’s situlie be correct, but we certainly consider that
its perfuming value is most
incredibly overrated ; nor can we forget that Homberg
found that “a vessel in which he had made a

M.

interest of the

long digestion of the human faeces, had acquired a very strong and perfect smell of ambergris, insomuch that any one would have
thought that a great quantity of essence of
ambergris had been made in it.
The perfume (odor!) was so strong that the vessel
was obliged to he moved out of the laboratory.”
Nevertheless as ambergris is extensively
used as a perfume, in deference to those who
admire, ts odor, we presume that to many
it has an agreeable smell.
Thus far, Mr. Septimus Piesse, an eminent
i,

—7----
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little to add, more than that I believe I have
specimen of the supposed lump of ambergris, which was brought to me with the question whether it was that substance or not.
In company with my friend, Mr. N. C. Earl,
the specimen was examined and its behavior
towards water and alcohol was found to be
diametrically opposite to what is stated of
ambergris, being insoluble where the latter
is soluble and vice versa. It seems be a kind
of gelatin possibly derived from seaweed.
Had it been 10 pounds of gray ambergris
that ought to have
brought 2,000 dollars at
the least, for Puturel, of New York, quotes
gray ambergris at from $20 to $30 an ounce.
H. T. C.
a

— ■■

The Drift of the Betting.
[New York Despatch to Hartford Post.]
Immediately after Cleveland was nominated, when there was about as much judgment in betting as there would be now in
picking a horse out of pasture and putting
money on him for next year’s Kentucky
Derby, there were big bets on Cleveland and
talk about no takers. Among the
Republicans, as a matter of fact, bets were
all bluffs, and had naturally few takers bemuch

the money and thb campaign also
pretty well in the future. Since the
committees have got to work, however, and
reports have been coming in, betting affairs
have taken a different turn. Big Democratic
bets are not heard of because Republicans
stand by with the money to take them; and
cause
were

the Republicans
actually put up
money thef Democrats come so slowly that it
seems like a day’s work to put up a day’s
earnings. East night there was a very fair
example of this in a gronp of sporting men
and politicians at the St. James. J. E. Hill,
a shrewd, smooth shaven -little man from
Philadelphia, was In the center of the crowd
holding thousand dollar bills conspicuously
in his hand and announcing that he had just
ten of them to bet even that Harrison would
win. Captain Connor, the well known hotel
man was pretty well back in the crowd,
looking less jolly than usual, and explaining
that when he had promised to cover the
money he had been relying on friends who
had gone back on him. Finally, when Hill
had begun to look weary and Connor’s chat
was growing very thin, a well known firm of
bookmakers took the bet for one of their
customers—possibly William E. Scott. Hill
then pulled out ten more crisp thousand dollar bills and asked for more takers. They
were not there, but some of the crowd suggested that more sporting men with big
Democratic customers, might be found at an
uptown club. The crowd strolled off then
but the money could not be found. Hill
waited until everybody had a chance and
then came down town to his hotel. He
turned over his cash to the clerk to lock up
in the safe, but said that he would still like
to see ten thousand more beside it safe in the
hands of some good stakeholder.
when

in

t1h®.re^ment

everything they happen to meet with. It
has been particularly found in the intestines
of spermaceti whales, and most commonly in

wu
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you left camp Sickles, Va., with the army of
the Potomac and after a long and tedious
march of over two hundred miles you arrived
at the college near Emmettsburg on the
night
of July 1st, where you bivouaced for a few
hours. On the morning of July 2d at 1.30 a.
m. we received orders to march toward Gettysburg. At 4.30 a. m. we were on the
march, and at it a. m. you arrived ou the
held of battle, having made the distance of
thirteen miles in five liours and a half.
As we came down the
Emmettsburg road
we received the compliments of the Confederate picket line belonging to
Longstreet’s
corps. To gain the position which had been
assigned to us we were obliged to pass between the skirmish lines of the two armies.
VV e took up a position near the left of the
rhird corps line, and
supported the picket
line of our brigade until about 2.30
p. in.,
when the regiment was ordered forward toward this wheat field.
We entered this field
at 3 p. m. with 20 officers and 330
muskets,
and became actively
engaged with Anderson s
brigade. Hood’s division, of Longstreet s corps of the Confederate
We
army.
moved across the field, driving the
enemy
back until we gained possession of the stone
w
our front.
Our right rested near the
gully or ravine along the line of the rail
rence, our colors resting on the spot where
this monument now stands, our left
wing
resting along the line of the wall. The contest for this wall became
severe along
very
our whole front, the lines of battle
being not
one hundred yards apart, and a number
oyer
of times during the contest the
enemy were
upon the wail on one side, while we were upon the other.
Winslow’s battery, which was
located on our left flank, did us splendid
service and enabled the regiment to drive
the enemy back and hold possession of the
wall. On our right was the 110th
Pennsylvania, which gave way, owing to the superior number of the enemy in their front,
thus leaving our right flank unprotected.
Die enemy taking advantage of this break in
jur lines,
to gain our rear, but
attempted
the
lortuuately
movements
enemy’s
were discovered in time to
enable
the
:ommanding officer to refuse the right
» “8
to nearly a right angle
with the left. This movement,
although a
irery difficult one to perform underfire was
sxecuted in good order under a severe fire
rom the Confederate lines.
The enemy,
vhicli attempted to gain our rear, were exposed to a murderous fire from our right
>vln$, which compelled them to retreat by
noving off to our right. We continued the
lght along the front of this wall for three
lours and thirty minutes, thus
holding the
memy in check on this portion of the line
ioui 3 p. m. to 6.30 p. m.
About 6 p. in. we received orders to fall
jack across the field to the road in our
rear
ind replenish our ammunition. The
enemy
aking advantage of our retieat, followed us
ip, and attempted to capture the Winslow
occuPied.Kround in the rear
if our left flank.
Their movements were
liscovered just as the left reached the road

Other Carries.
At Brooklyn—Brooklyns, 8;
At Baltimore—Clevelands, 8;

field

Your connection with the battle of Gettysburg dates back to June 11th, 1863, when

Per
Lost. Played. Cent.
47
68
61
64
63
68
85
86

the

vice.

League:

Won.

and men who died in

army hospitals. You had 68 officers and men
taken prisoners of war, and 704 of your number were wounded, making your loss something over sixty per cent, of the whole number of men engaged during vour term of nr-

cause or

ORIGINAL, INVALID.
Jas. A. Leighton, Milbridge. Navy.
Charles K. Vergiu, Mexico.
Joseph K. McGrath, Cliutou.

boro.

said

BASE BALL.
The National

Correspondent ot the Press.]

Gettysburg, Pa., Oct. 10,1888.
The 17th Maine Regiment Association
and their friends arrived here yesterday at
8.30 o’clock, on time, and went directly to
their hotels where a good dinner was waiting for them. In the evening the citizens of
the town with the city band gave the veterans a fine serenade.
This morning at 9
o’clock the whole party took carriages and
proceeded to the Wheat Field where the
beautiful monument of the 17th Maine is located. At 10.30 Col. Moore, the president of
the Association, called the assembly to order
and introduced Comrade Holyoke who offered prayer. Then there was singing by a
quartette of young ladies from Gettysburg
who
kindly volunteered their services.
Then Col. Moore, the president of the Association, spoke as follows:
col. moose’s address.
Comrades: A quarter of a century lias
passed by since you were upon this field, a
field which yon made historic by your deeds
of valor on July 2d, 1863, and which has been
ably termed by the historian as the whirlpool of the battle of Gettysburg.
You visit
this field today for the purpose of dedicating
this beautiful monument which has been
•rected by our State to commemorate the
gallant deeds of her sons and to perpetuate
the memory of those who were connected
with the 17th Maine Regiment and fell upon
this decisive battlefield of the war. You
will pardon me, comrades, if on this occasion 1 take the liberty to refer briefly to your
war record aside from the part which you
took in the battle of Gettysburg.
During
your term of service you took part in twentyseven battles besides doing
on
the
duty
picket line during one-fifth of your whole term
of enlistment. Your loss during your three
year’s services was 207 officers and men
killed, making the regiment stand 33th in
rank a9 to killed in battle out of over 1800 Infantry regiments which were engaged in
the late civil war on the Union side.
Your
loss during the war by disease was 128 offi-

cers.

system

men hired by the company since the
strike began will also be retained, the other
questions at issue will be settled by arbitration, the sole arbitrator to be Lyman J. Gage,
president of the First National Hank, who
has the confidence of both the strikers and
President Yerkes.
The “set car” system, which the men
claimed prevented them from getting a fair
amount of sleep at any one time and kept
them constantly in the harness, making even
a small share of social enjovment practically
impossible, is abolished. Working days are
to be teniconsecutive hours with pay on an
hourly scale. Traffic on every street car line
of the North side will be resumed tomorrow
morning, lifting the embargo, West side cars
having ran today by an extension of Saturday’s truce.
While the conference was going on, a riot
occurred about half a mile away on the corner of Market street and Chicago avenue.
The sight of three north sido cars close together and guarded by police coused a crowd
of 300 |or 4C0 men and boys to assemble.
When the patrol wagon leading the first car
had passed, the mob made a rush and
closed
iu
on
the
conimported
ductor and driver of
the second car.
The police on the car were being overpowered, and a resort to revolvers was imminent,
when Lieut. Brenan, with his officers, came
round the corner on the double quick. Clubs
were freely used, and many of the mob got
away witli broken heads. Six of the leaders
were arrested.

[Special

Bevies, Mo., Oct. 13.—The excitement incident to the killing of Thomas Wan ell, a
wealthy mine owner, by striking mil rs, has
subsided to a marked degree, altlk ugh the

yj*®ry ?.hich

division commander, Gen.'

<7
Javid
1

Bell 'X?1
Birney, who rode up and ordered
he regiment to face about and drive
the en)iny back at the point of the bayonet as our
iminumtion was exhausted.
With cheers
gallant commander wrho led us across
?r
-be held the left forced the
enemy back over
.he stone wall and Winslow’s
Battery was
iaved. Our ammunition was
replenished
ind the lighting renewed, and it was of a
nost deadly character along our whole front
md at times it became a hand to hand
fight.
our loss iu both officers and men was
very
tovere at this poj t.
In your color guard,
imposed of te^ -m. during the light but
;wo escaped uured.
After the repulse
jf the enemy a
s point you were relieved
jy other troops and were ordered to withIruur from liw. ,.,1.
C.U _li
...
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500d order and formed a line in rear of the
road where you bivouaced for the
night.
On the morning of
July 3d, at 3 a. in., the
regiment was moved to the right and formed
in line of battle on the same
ground that
rou occupied on the
previous day at 1 p. m.
We held this position until noon of
July 3d
when we were startled by those two signal
tuns from the Confederate right, which was
the prelude to the most terrihc
cannonading
aur army ever experienced.
For over two
hours and a half, 160 Confederate
guns sent
jhot and shell into our ranks, preparatory to
Longstreet making his assault upon the centre of our lines.
During this artillery duel,
we

S&
THREE CENTS

1888._PRICE

AT GETTYSBURG.

as soon

Left Other Matters to Arbitration.

The Police

15,

colony

Work,

Better

OCTOBER

He says a big
movement on Oklahoma.
is being formed for that purpose. Already the forces aro beginning to gather and,

SETTLED HONORABLY TO BOTH PARTIES \
Chicago’s Striking

MORNING,

PR

received orders to move to the

right and

reenforce the lines of Gen. Doubleday. Proceeding at a double-quick march, we were
soon upon the lino in front of
Longstreet’s
assault,better knownjas Pickett’s charge.You
were placed in line,
the
9th Michsupporting
igan battery.
Throughout the enemy’s assault the regiment was exposed to a severe
artillery and infantry fire, and suffered a
heavy loss in both officers and men. At 9 p.
m., on the 3d, you were sent to the front to
perform picket duty when you remained
for the night.
On the morning of the 4th
the regiment was relieved from the picket
line and set to work throwing upeartliworks.
On the morning of July 5th, the Confederate
army was on the retreat, and the battle
of Gettysburg was at an end. Tho list of
casualties in the regiment during the engagements of July 2d and 3d, numbered 133
killed and wounded. fThe names were read
by Col. Moore.]
After Col. Moore closed..Gen. Geo. West
made a few remarks, describing the movements of the regiment while in the Wheat
Field. Letters were read from Col. Merrill
and other members of the regiment who
were unable to be present.
Col. William
Hobson of Boston, the orator of the day,
was then introduced and spoke as follows:
COL. HOBSON’S ADDRESS.
Comrades and Fellow Citizens:
If a stranger from foreign lands should
finish his inspection of our famous battle,
fields of the late war by a visit to
Gettysburg"
he might ask why this only of those many
fields is covered with monuments of various
designs, but all tasteful and elegant,
and why this field in special manner D

the Mecca of pilgrimage to all lovers of our
Constitution and UnioD. The answer is not
far to seek. The battle of Gettysburg enjoys
a distinction which cannot be accorded to
any other of the great conflicts of which the
history of the war is full. It has been well
said that it marks the high water of the tide
of rebellion. The waves of fire which surged
around these heights on the first three days
of July, 1863, ever after receded until they
sank into ail eternal calm at Appomattox.
AgaiD, it was the only battle of magnitude
which was fought on distinctively free soil,
never again to be vexed by the tread of hostile armies. It was fought, too, at a point
not far distant, at that time, from the centre
of population of the United States, and at a
time not fur away from the middle of the

four years’ conflict. All previous battles led
up to Gettysburg; all subsequent battles led
away from it.
Still further, the fighting of the battle at
this point was not the work of human design.
Neither Gen. Meade nor Gen. Lee had the
least Intention or idea of making this the
scene of conflict. As the meeting in the summer sky of two little clouds differently charged
with electricity calls in all the neighboring
forces of nature on either side until earth
and heaven resound with the roar of nature’s artillery, so the accidental meeting on
the first day of July, 18&I, of Buford’s cavalry with the forces of the enemy naturally
and irresistibly drew to the conflict on both
sides all of the
opposing armies.
As to no general belongs the credit of causing the battle to be fought here, so, to no one
In particular more than another
belongs the
credit of conducting it to a successful issue.
Gen. Keynolds’s orders on the first of
J uly were not to bring on a general engagement. He did not know when he moved to
Buford’s assistance that he was bringing on
a

general engagement,

and,

unfortunately

for him and his country, be never knew it
W tiether, if he had known It, he would have
dpue differently, we never learned from
him. This much we do know, that he was
not a man to march away from the sound of
the enemy’s guns, or to remain quiet when
his comrades needed his assistance.
(’*;nKra* Howard, when he arrived upon
the held, a serious problem was presented,
the preservation of the shattered remnants
of Beyuolds’s corps, and the selection of a
position where that corps, united with his
own, could make a stand against the forces
of the rebels already flushed with victory.
His keen, practised military eye rested upon
Cemetery Hill, and to him belongs the credit
of first placing our forces in position there.
The arrival of the Twelfth
Corps, which was
stationed on his right on Culp’s Hill and
Hock Creek, the arrival of the Third Corps
which was put in position on his left, only
lut-r to be moved further to the left to let Its
first position be occupied by
the
Second
Corps, put our army In array for the movements of the second day.
Of those movements it is hardly necessary
to say to any one who is at all conversant
with strategy, and has studied the
topography of the country, that the action of Maj.
Gen. Sickles, our gallant and beloved corps
commander, in advancing a portion of his
forces to the Emmettsburg road, and there
meeting the first brunt of the rebel attack,
was the salvation of our army in that second day’s tight.
It shattered their lines in
the first
onset, it retarded their advance, and
when they finally swung around and met
our obstinate resistance
here, in the Wheat
Field, and that of the 124th New York, the
4th Maine, the 45th New York, and other
regiments on our left, by the “Devil’s Den"
and in the “Valley of Death,” lime had been
gained for the Fifth Corps to come up, hold
and successfully defend the “Bound
Tops"
and other points on our left. If Sickles had
formed his line on the prolongation of the
line of the Second Corps, In the
depression
of the land which you see, and had then
awaited the rebel attack, with their outnumbering forces, they would have gained possession of the “Bound
Tops," and our left
flank would have been irretrievably turned.
So, too, is due to the gallant and accomplished Gen. Warren the credit of seeing the
strategic importance of the “Bound Tops,”
and of ordering them to be occupied by the
*--"
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perate lighting as was ever seen on any field;
completed the repulse of the rebels on our
left. On our right, the morning of the 3d,
by attacking and driving back Ewell's Corps,
Gen. Slocum made amends for his still unexplained failure to come to the help of Reynolds and Howard on the afternoon of the
1st, while Gen. Hancock’s magnificent repulse of Pickett’s charge in the afternoon H
too well known to need praise or comment
here.
Each of these general officers,
with
the
possible
hinted
exception
»t.
th0
right
at
thing
?'d
the right time.
Together, but not simultaneously, they forged a chain of defence in
which the breaking of any link would have
beeh disastrous to the Union cause.
As to no general officer belongs the special
credit for wbat was accomplished here, so no
particular corps, division, brigade or regiment can claim precedence of its fellows in
contributing to the successful result. There
was, probably, no battle in the war where
the fighting was more eveuly distributed
among the troops engaged. With the exception of the Sixth Corps, which, through no
fault of its own, did not arrive on the field
until late in the afternoon of the second
day,
and was only partially engaged on our left,

every corps in all its parts was actively engaged at some period of the battle, as the
official reports of losses show. It is worthy
of note, too, in the light of the subsequent
history of the war, that this battle was
fought entirely by troops who had voluntarily
enlisted for the defence of their country. No
conscript, ncr bounty lumper, aimed here his
unwilliug musket at his country’s foes. The
cohort* of the lame, the halt, the deaf, the
blind, and the aged, with their gray hair
dyed to the semblance of youth, who, from
the following fall to the close of the war,
filled our ambulances and hospitals, and obstructed the prosecution of the war, had not
then made their appearance. The rapacious
and unscrupulous recruiting officer had not
then sent forward his levies from the slums
of the cities and the
jails of the counties.
None of these can claim any share in this
glorious victory. It was won by rneu who
had a personal interest in the Issue,who knew
what that interest was, and were
willing to
risk their lives for the success of the cause
for which they fought. For this reason, and
because they recognized the supreme importance of the crisis,
I think there was no battle in the war where it was so little necessary
for officers to look out for, or watch over,
their men. Every man was an officer to himself. So it can be said, in all truth, and
must be saidlthat to the humblest rear rank
who fought here is due as much
private,
honor and reverence for what he did, as even
to the commander-in-chief.
In addition to the special characteristics of
the battle heretofore mentioned, it may also
be said that, if we consider the extent of territory covered by the conflict, the number of
troops engaged, the proportion of losses to
the number engaged in the action, the length
of time the contest continued, the skill and
bravery and even the desperation shown on
both sides, and last, and greatest of all, the
magnitude of the Issues Involved, it must be
reckoned as one of the greatest and most Important battles ever fought upon the face of
the globe. I said the magnitude of the issues involved.
The other elements to be
considered can be weighed with
almost
mathematical accuracy, but no human scales
can determine tne weight and
value of the
victory' at Gettysburg. Fortunately for us,
fortuuutely for the world, we shall never
know what the result would have been if
victory had perched on the other banners.
We only know that the hands on the dial
which marks the progress of civilization
would have been turned back for an indefinite period.
The history of that one word, civilization,
in its primary and derived meanings, wou Id
give a more complete idea of the world’s
progress than all the histories that have
ever been written.
In its primary active
sense it denotes simply the making a man a
citizen. In its later, derived and passive
sense it includes all those
advances and
iu
the
improvements
arts, sciences,
literature and morals which entitle a
nation to call Itself civilized. That word
civilized has no synonyms, nor does it need
any. You all know what it means.
Now, I undertake to say that there Is a logical and historical connection between the
active and ihe passive sense of this word;
that in all ages and in all nations the development and advance of whut we call civilization, in its ordinarv sense, has been in direct ratio to the exercises of the rights, duties and powers of a citizen on the part of all
the inhabitants of the different nations.
And as, in a Democracy only, does a citizen
obtain the full exercise of his rights, duties
and powers, so, only in a Democracy can
be found the highest development of civilization.
All the forms of government which have
ever existed may be brought under one of
three classes, a theocracy, an aristocracy,
or a democracy. Of these three forms theocracy is suited to man’s lowest, and democThe failracy to his highest development.
ure of the republics of Greece and Rome was
did
to
not
fact
that
tile
they
recognize
owing
the vital principles of democracy, the equalthe
law.
before
of
all
They unity
people
dertook to reconcile liberty aud slavery under the same form of government, a mistake
which must always prove fatal to a democracy. It was the same mistake which came
so uear proving fatal to our form of government, and which culminated in the war of
the rebellion. The founders of our government saw this danger, and, if they had forecast the future, would undoubtedly have
made the abolition of slavery one of the conditions of the formation of the Federal
Union. They knew perfectly well, from the
logic of ethics and from the lessons of history
that liberty and slavery could not co-exist for any length of time under the same
form of government. Rut the necessity of
superseding the old confederation, which was
a mere rope of sand by a union w hich should
create a nation, and the fact that slavery was
dying out from natural causes, and at that
time oade fair to be eliminated before many
years, led to a compromise in the formation
of the Constitution which flatly contradicted
the first clause of the Declaration of Independence, the foundation principle of the

‘‘evolutionary struggle, by recognizing the
institution of slavery, and throwing certain
safeguards around it, without even mentioning the word slave.
It is needless to recount how the hones and
expectations of the founders of the Constitution were disappointed. The
history of the
country from 1789 to 1861 Is familiar to you
all, as also that slavery, from beiug regarded
as an institution
merely to be tolerated for a
limited time, came to claim, and did
actually
obtain, a dominant influence in national politics, as a matter of right. The history of the
compromise iu the formation of the Constitution was the same as the history of all compromises between right and wrong. It merely
postponed the evil day. VVroug Intrenched
itself, and only made it more difficult for
right to prevail, when it was finally forced to
the conflict, as it always must be.

The Inevitable tendency of the existence of
in the midst of institutions otherwise
free, had not been unobserved
More than
fifty years ago, De Tocqueville, the eminent
French statesman, visited this country and
spent two years In the careful study of the
working of our institutions. He seems to

slavery

have been the

only foreigner

5*Vf*
told
nor

in

America,” published
0 3 return, he pointed out
slavery as the
our
°A
danger, and fore,£ourc.®
the

give rise.
could

troubles to which it would
He could only foretell, however,
any

one
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Moral laws
remorselessly in the
domain of politics as do the
laws which govern the operation of nature.
“Mute thought has a sonorous echo.”
says
an eminent French writer. He
might have
aOQWrTnaT uurMriSUberations of the echo are
proportioned to IheWwn*' power of the
thought. The thunders of tlm
at
Gettysburg, louder than had everbeforebeen
heard on an open field of battle, were the
echoes of the preamble to the Declaration of
Independence. They proclaimed that none
but free men should live in a Iree country,
and that they all should have equal rights
and power under the laws. Only in this way
can a free government exist, as the framers
and signers of the Declaration well understood. The war of the rebellion was, then, a
contest on the part of the government for

How

srfbilury

self-preservation, a duty as incumbent
democracy as upon an individnal.

on

a

The nation had shown its powor to resist
foreign foes; would it be able to overcome
those of its own household ? Should tho balance betweeen the centripetal and centrifugal forces, under which It had been intended
that the members of our political system
should move in harmony around a common
centre, be disturbed, and these members be
allowed to drift off into space at their own
will, perhaps hereafter to be constantly coming into collision with one another? These
questions were decisively answered at Gettysburg. The end did not come then, but it
was made
certain.
No rational person
doubted the outcome after Gettysburg. The
red handed perjurer and usurper who then
sat on the throne of France waiting and
wishing and plotting, but not daring to interh°re f°r the destruction of a government
which his own nation had helped to establish, concealed more carefully. If he did
not
his
cease,
machinations.
The
tones
of
the
England,
enemies
°‘
but
everybody
themselves,
confined their assistance to the Confederates
to such acts as could not be made the pretext
for war. Thenceforward to a much greater
extent than before the sympathies and the
moral
support of the civilized world were on
the side of the Union. The battle of Gettysburg had shown the possibility and the probability, ay, the certainty, of the fulfilment of

Bishop Berkeley’s famous prophecy:

Westward the course ot empire lakes Its way
The f.ur first acts already past;
A filth shall close >he drama with the
day.
Time’s noblest offspring Is the last.”
The fulfilment of this prophecy will result
from the lessons taught by the war, lessons
which ought to be self-evident, that a democratic form of government can be permanent
only when all men living within it have
equal rights under the laws, and have sufficient intelligence and moral sense to exercise
those rights and discharge the duties
arising
from them.
The government being under
wu.i6«iuuu wv piuiuuk
iw own
existence, as
the expressed wish of the people, has the
right and the power to enforce the performance of these conditions.
An education sufficient to enable a man to transact the crdinbusiness
of
ary
life, which shows inclusive
those principles of morals which underlie all
religions, should be made compulsory upon
those who hereafter
may aspire to the prlvliege of suffrage. Intelligence and morality
are the formation of
republican institutions.
Beyond that every man may safely exercise
ms own belief, be he heathen or
Christian,
Hebrew or Mohammedan, or. to speak in a
paradox, even have no religious belief at all.
Recent developments seem to make
plain
also that it is the duty of the
government in
the exercise of the instinct of
self-preservation to prevent the immigration of those misguided people who are hostile to all forms of
Their
belief
may
e due to the unfortunate conditions under
which they were born and bred in
foreign
lands, but it is already not the duty of th>s
country to harbor those who confess allegiance to none.
In considering the supreme
importance of
the victory at Gettysburg, I could not
help
making these suggestions. They seem naturally to arise from the subject. They might
be expanded into volumes, out I can trust
the common sense of this audience to take
them and work them out to their
proper con-

Floquet

German Doctors Declare

pecularity of the victory at
Gettysburg, considered as the turning point
of the war. Although only 2S years have
elapsed, yet, already, both victors and vanquished unitejin expressions|of satisfaction
at the result. Nowhere else in the
past history of the world can this be paralleled. It

hundreds of years after tne conquest «f
England by William the Conqueror, before
Anglo Saxon and Norman grew together into a homogeneous nation, and the Frenchman of today has still au
antipathy to "perfidious Albin,
.because it humbled the
of
eagles
Napoleon at Waterloo. This heretofore has always been the case between conquerors and conquered.
Family quarrels
have even been proverbial for their bitterness, and this was bitter enough while it
lasted. The era of fraternal
feelings between North and South which has
already
arrived, is an auspicious omen for the fuwas

ture.
here let me say we could take no cred..And
it for what we did on this field If we had not
been confronted by men as brave as ourselves. I saw the famous charge of Pickett’s
Division on the third day.
A more magnificent sight I never saw than when, after
forming, they advanced across the fields towards'tbe Emmettsburg road. I have read the
history of many famous charges, but never
of one that marched so far and so
steadily into tne very jaws of hell. No
straggling,
no
falling
out,
those
except
by
disabled by our merciless fire, they advanced
till further advance was an
impossibility.
As the 17th Maine lay on picket that night
on the ground over which
advanced,
they
I saw, the next morning, eight or ten
files front lying on their faces, side by side,
as evenly as if placed by hand, where our
canister had swept through them, ending
their forward movement and their lives at
the same time. I realized more than ever
the horrors of war and the bravery of toe
men who had been fighting.
So, with all honor to the men we fought
here, and with no desire for self-laudation,
we have
come to dedicate this monument,
set up in the interest of history, to mark the
spot where the 17th Maine Regiment, the
first in the famous
“Wheat Field,” the
“Whirlpool of Hell," as It has been aptly
called, did its duty to the best of its ability.
We should be doing injustice to them and to
ourselves did not those monuments do honor
also to the brave men who here gave up their
lives. The patriotic and eloquent words of
VUI3C1CU

UI'UU

|IIC

stone in yonder cemetery, immortal as the
church they commemorate, will never be
equalled; but it is a question whether those
who die for their country, even as he also
died, are not rather to be congratulated.
“Duke et decorum eat pro palriu moni:” “It
is pleasant and honorable to die for one’s
country," said the Latin poet, JOOt) years
ago, and modern sentiment echoes his words:
"Come to the bri dal chamber, death!
Come to tlie mother when she feels,
For the first time, her first-born’s breath j
Come when the blessed seals
That close the pestilence are broke,
And crowded cities wail Its stroke;
Come In consumption's ghastly form,
The earthquake shock. The ocean storm;
Come where the heart heats high and warm,
Willi banquet song,and dance, and wine;
And thou art terrible—the tear,
The groan, tne knell, the pall, the bier.
And all we know, or dream, or fear,
Of agony are thine.
“But to the hero, when his sword
Has won the battl- for the free.
Thy voice sounds like a prophet's word,
And In its hollow tones are nearil
The thanks of millions yet to be.”
Following Qen. Hobson’s address was the
poem written and read by Capt. George VV.
Verrlll, of Portland, as follows:
SEVENTEENTH

MAINE

IN

THE

WHEAT-

KIKLD.

The foe! the foe advances.

Mark you

new

his

course;
Straight for the Union left where half formed lines
are seen.
He alms to hurl his columns with resistless force
Upon and through the Orchard, blushing wl> h Its

fruit,
The Hilleck, slumbering in the shadow of Its
trees.
Across the Wheatlleld, happy with its ripening
grain.
Over the crags and pits and sloughs of Devil’s
Den.
Around and up

the steeps of Hound Top's ragged
sides.
smite, to pierce amd crush; to tear and sweep
away
The slender thread of Blue stretched out to bar
his way!
This only done, yea less, for at the Wheatfleld’s
To

verge

That thread its centre finds, unchecked e'en here
the surge—
And on and through will ponr the torrent of the
To wreck the Union lines, engulf and overthrow.
comes on! and still the Wheatlleld bare
troops!
Haste Btrney and DeTrobrtand! fill up the gap—
This open gateway—quick! or you will be too

The foe
of

..

Even now the skirmish challenge rings through
rifle tube
And spatters of the coming storm fall here and
there!
Nearer the Southron comes,—a mighty wave of
_

dray!

No line ot Blue,—no Noi them breasts his course
to stay!
Up now, ye sons of Maine!—in double quick go in
And fill the gan!-though thin your line, stretch
out auu fill!
Ah, none too soon! for even while the bending

grain

Still kisses Northern feet that press it

speed,

as

they

The angry Southern missiles clip its nodding

plumes!

[CONTINUED ON
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Already Answered Mackenzie.

Rome, Oct. 14.—The Pjpe was present at
the time of Count Ileibert Bismarck’s visit
to Cardinal Kampalla yesterday, and gave a
short audience to Coant Herbert. The latter declared the existing treaties between
Germany and Italy did not admit tbe possibility oi aterHtorial claim in faror of tbe
Papacy. Tho Emperor today talked at
length with German residents who presented
an address of welcome.
In the afternoon,
the Emperor and suite visited the Pantheon
and laid a wreath upon the tomb of Victor
Emmanuel and signed tbe visitors’ book. A
crowd gathered outside the Pantheon and
gave the Emperor an enthusiastic greeting
when he came out,4iis homage to the late
king making a deep impression upon the
»nd adding to bis popularity. Later
P,eP*®
trie Emperor and
King Humoert walked to
rinclo and the Villa Borghese. On returning to the Ijulrlnal, a reception was given to
Italian officers.
Floquet’s Revision.

Paius, Oct IE—The Temps today gives
the outline of Floquet’s revision bill. The
senate and chamber of deputies are to be
renewed biennially. The council of state U
to have under powers and its members are to
elected by the chamber.
The senate

be

shall have the right of suspension to be held
for at most two years and as regards finance
bills, shall have only the right of remonstrance

entailing a second debate in tbe
;It shall be liio President’s right
dissolve the chamber of deputies.
A
shall
ministry
only be obliged to resign on a
solemn declaration in the chamber that
they
have lost the nation's confidence.

chamber.
to

How the Russians Feel.
St. Petersburg, Oct 14.—Emperor William's visit to Rome has created a more bitter

Impression

Vienna.

comment.

here

than did

his

visit to

It is not tbe subject of alarmist

9500,000 Lost.
Glasgow, Oct. 14.—A block of seven story
buildings in Buchanan street, and a three
story block opposite, burned today. Loss,
100,000 pounds. Four firemen were injured.
Tho Germans’ Answer.

London, Oct 14.—Dr. Bergmann told tbe
Telegraph’s Berlin reporter today that the

German doctors would not notice Dr. Mackenzie’s charges, as their answers to them
were

contained

in their

official

renort

on

bmperor Frederick s case, where every sepacharge against them was sufficiently refuted.
rate

Twenty-five Killed.
London, Oct. 14.—A despatch from Madras says 29 persons were killed by an explosion of gunpowder at the village festival
today.
Foreign Notes.
The finance committee of the Montreal carnival association has decided to advise the
executive committee to arrange a carnival
for 1889 which will eclipse all previous ones.
Emperor Francis Joseph visited King
Milan of Servia, in Vienna, Saturday.
A statue of Shakespeare was unveiled at
Paris, yesterday, with great ceremony.

government.

clusion.
One more

Would Have the French

Constitution Revised.
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Emperor William In Rome Causes
Feeling In St. Petersburg.
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who ever thor-

oughly understood them, and in his famous
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THE

JOStF HOFMANN.

Why

the Contract for Hia Return Thle
Season Was Broken.

[John C. Freund in the “American Musician.”]
As the boy (Josef Hofmann) will undoubtedly not come this fall 1 am enabled to give
certain facts in relation to the case which I
would otherwise have withheld from publication.
Those who consider only Casimir Hofmann
the father. In this transaction, would not be
far out If they suspected that the greed for
more gold was at the bottom of the trouble,
for a mure miserly and avaricious nature does
not exist than this same Casimir Hofmann,

but he is only a second fiddle in the music.
His wife, Mrs. Hofmann, is the leader and
the first violin 1 She was at the bottom of the
first trouble and she is at the bottom of the
second. Her great love for her boy has been
paraded as the cause for her preventing his
further appearance in public. All fiddlesticks 1 The evidence of Mr. Wolff of Berlin,
who brought the boy out and was bis manager
for years, i, very clear on this point. He nas
stated publicly that during bis stay in New
York little Josef was constantly neglected by
his parents, who cared for their own comfort
and for nothing else and allowed him to do
as he pleased.
Now for the reason of Mrs.
Hofmann's action: She hates this country.
She hates the language which she cannot
speak. She hates the food which she cannot
eat. She bates our ways which she cannot
understand, and, like the coarse ignorant
woman that she is, she only consented to come
over to this country because she was promised
“so much money” by her husband. This
was broken.
Herr Casimir cutaway
promise
in hia own name all and everything be could
lay his hands on. Mr. Hofmann had further
promised his wife that as soon as the season
was over they should leave this “horrible
America.” When madame found that he
had entered into a contract tor a supplementary season with Mr. Abbey, and that they
were to remain here over the summer, and go
on a second tour after the supplementary
season was over, she became filled with rage
and fury and seizing the first opportunity,
when the boy was temporarily Indisposed, she
to use an Americanism, “broke up the game.”
When Mr. Abbey made his contract with
the father he forgot the mother. He should
have made his contract with her, have given
her a gold watch and chain and a thousand
ilollars for herself, promised her a diamond
uecklace as soon as she landed and assured
her In addition of his undying devotion to
her personally. Had he done this there would
have been no convenient “Berlin physician”
to spoil the stew. However, next time Mr.
Abbey will know better.

Deceptive Truthfullness.
[Ellsworth American.]
S., who lived in what is now Sullivan, was
years ago a prominent citizen of the town
He was engaged in the mercantile business,
and like all other traders of that day, he de*
rived a great part of his profits from the sale
of rum. He owned a
small fast sailing.
schooner, and with one man for cook and
hand, he smuggled large quantities of liquor
On
from the Provinces of Ureat Britain.
one

occasioo he had taken on board over SO
of W. I mm, and a quantity of

puncheons

dried fish. Early one morning as they lay
at anchor off Petit Menan, they discovered
the revenue cutter close upon them.
"We
are gone for it now,’’exclaimed 8.to his man;
"but go below and hurry up as good a breakfast as you can; and 1 will try and throw the
of the cutter off his scent.”
The
captain who
was well acquainted with 8..
officer,

board “Well, what have yon got?’*
said he. “Kum,” says 8. “and a few fish.”
“I don’t believe It,” said tbe captain as be
saw the twinkle in 8.’s eye.
“I swear I
have; come below and try some.”
Nothing
lotb, the captain went below, and was treated to a good breakfast, with a plenty of good
liquor. Alter an hour’s pleasant conversation on general subjects, he arose to go.
“Come,” says S., “go into tbe hole and see
“Not I,”
my rum. I’ve got fifty casks.”
said the captain.
“You’ve cracked jokes
enough on me. Catch me again I” So off he
went: and 8. saved his rum, landing It in the
building for
night, and put it In the church
safe keeping. Thus the old saw:
"Spirit above and spirit below;
but the spirit above Is the spirit of love;
And the spirit below Is tbe spirit of woe;
Tbe spirit above Is tbe spirit divine;
but tbe spirit below Is tbe spirit of wine,”
But the collector of
was literally fulfilled.
customs by some means learned that the liqand
at
landed
once
went to nleze it.
was
uor
After a fruitless search through the store
and cellars, the officers demanded the keys of
the house. “Well,” said 8. when the keys
were returned, “did you find the liquor?”
"No,” answered the officer.
“1 told you
there wa- uo rum In the house” replied 8.,
I should sooner think of looking under that
old mettiivj-houie for
liquor than in my
came on

dwelling house!”

Real Batata Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate In
this couuty have been recorded at the Registry of Deeds:
Cape Elizabeth—E. H. .Thompson to T. C.
Thompson cl al. $1, etc.
Westbrook—Caroline Elies to Benjamin E. Bailey. #1 etc.
Benjamin E. Bailey to R. It. McLellan. $1 etc.
The pay car of the Black mils A Fort
Pierre road in Dakota, was attacked by robbers Etiday, wbo bad caused the derailing of
tbe tralu by teariug up a section of track.
Paymaster lieemer opened fire with a Winchester, and fatally wounded two of the
three robbers.
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SPONGING!
[Hartford Post.]
Jupiter Pluvius evidently takes the earth

nUCELLANEOCI.
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road anonymous letters and commu
The nan.e and address of the writer

We do not
n(cations.
are in

all cases

publication but

Indispensable,

not

necessarily

for

as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot uudertako to return or preserve
crnmnuHtcatkais that are not used.

FOR
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for

a

sponge.
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INDIANA.

LEVI P.
OF

MORTON,

NEW

YORK.

For Presidential Electors.
At Large—Horace H. Sliaw, ol Portland.
Samuel N. Campbell, of Cherryfield.
first
Mark F. Wentworth, of Klurry.
Second District—T. H. Simouton, of Camden.
Third District-Albert W. Cushman, of Ellsworth.
fourth District—Lambert Samis, ol Sebec.

wumps like him.”
The Boston Herald tells its readers of a
io form a hide trust. It is to be remembered that there is free trade in hides, a
condition which, according to Democratic
reasoning, ought to prevent a trust.

plan

Messrs. Mills and Carlisle are preparing
what they will call an an&lysis of the Senate

bill, and intended to offset the paralysis of
that campaign measure known as the Mills
bill.
___

St. John is much troubled over the statement in the Financial News of London that

“unfortunately the harbor of St. John is
covered with ice each winter." This, for the
much talked of winter harbor for Canada, is
trifle severe.

a

Seals are cruising up the Penobscot as far
as Bangor and are audaciously devouring fish
in the very midst of the fauioust “salmon
pool.” This ought to provoke a crusade this
winter from the Maine Legislature, a body
that has been threatening this industrious
auimal for some time.
Some of the Prohibitionists were Inclined
complain awhile ago that the Portland
Herald was not a true blue Prohibition organ. Now that it has got to work vigorously
abusing and misrepresenting the Republi-

to

cans

the complaint will doubtless be with-

drawn.
__

Hill is now out in Indiana, vigorously urging the Democrats to vote for Cleveland and
Thurman. By and by Hill will be pointing
to these exhortations as proof conclusive
that he had nothing to do with knifing the
national ticket. No doubt that is what they
are

for.
_

W. H. Barnum of Connecticut, known to
fame for the last twelve years under the
soubriquet of “Jeven-mule,” is in Washington raising money to help Cleveland out of
the pit. A notice has been sent to Democratic congressmen and government officials
to call around to the hotel where be is staying ; and Democratic clerks have been favored with letters of invitation to the same

interesting reception.
There is

an

interesting contest in Minne-

sota over the nomination of a Republican
candidate to succeed to Mr. Sabin’s seat in
tbe United States Senate. Senator Sabin
wants to return to the Senate, but has a

Btrong competitor in Hon. W. D. Washburn,
one of the brothers of the famous Washburn
family of Maine, ex-Congressman, and a
leading flour manufacturer of the Northwest,
and hence of the world.
The disputes of some eminent physicians
ever their dead patients are neither so small
nor so quietly conducted as to allay the apprehensions of the living. Dr. Mackenzie is
now declaiming to the whole world that the
eminent physicians of Germany are
bunglers, if not fools; and the Germans on
their side have declared that Mackenzie
may be a political intriguer but not a doctor.
most

Outside of professional circles, however, the
chief interest of the report which Dr. Mackenzie makes on Frederick’s case will be
found in the heroic fortitude of the royal
patient in his struggle with a deadly and
terrible disease, and the political aspects of
the situation, not in the details of the performances of the German doctors.

If David B. Hill should be elected Governor of New York next month and Grover
Cleveland should fail to carry the State
what would be the result? Plainly David
B. Hill would still be Governor and Grover
Cleveland would fall into innocuous desuetude. Not even tbe clamors of 1892 could
arouse him.
But not so with David B. Hill,
who would be looming up with all the prosperity of a pig weed in J une. Mr. Hill has
no doubt pondered these things; else why is
he showing himself off to those Democrats of
the West who will have a potent voice in
naming the candidate for 1892, and why are
his followers in New York city offering to
trade several Cleveland votes for one Hill
vote?

National Committeeman William L. Scott
says Cleveland is beaten unless some way
can be devised to convince the workingmen
in the manufacturing pursuits that the administration is not bent upon free trade.
To do this Mr. Cleveland must take back his
letter of acceptance; must undo the work he
ordered done at the St. Louis convention;
must rehabilitate the Randall wing of his
party which he has crushed; must annihilate
the Mills bill so it will seem never to have
existed; and put beyond the memory of man
that astonishing message of last December
in which be declared that the tariff increases
the prices of both foreign and domestic
goods by the precise amount of the duty.
Even bo absolute a Democrat as Andrew
Jackson could not do all these things.
xueir

great,

ure seems

to

nave

up
No town

siiaxen

the wits of the people of Eastport.
ever recovered from a like calamity quick,
continued its progress with
more
energy. Some enterprising citizens now proer

or

pose an improvement enjoyed nowhere else
in Maine. A company have decided to lay a

pipe along the main business street for the
purpose of furnishing steam heat to those
who may want it. The pipe laying on the
street will be done the same time the water
The latter are to be
pipes are put down.
laid six feet below the surface, and after belng covered with two or three feet of earth,
the steam pipes are to be put in inclosed in a
box filled with sawdust or similar material.
Twenty-two owners of buildings and stores
have decided to use the steam heat. The advantages of such a system are many; but unless the man who tends the boiler is above all
human failings, the suppression of riots
caused by the going down of steam on cold
days may cost the town more than enough to
make up for the

advantages.

The New York Sun, though a Democratic
paper, is capable of taking a sensible view
of the business interests of the country, and
advises the Democratic House of Representatives to take up and pass the Senate tariff
bill, for the sake of “industrial quiet,” if for
no pother reason.
In its opinion, the Mills
bill will not secure the “industrial quiet”
which is another name for
prosperity for
both labor and capital, for these
reasons, often charged by the
but

admitted by
Under Mr.

a

Republicans,
rarely
Democratic authority:

Mills’s plan, designed much more diof the tariff than of the

the rednctiou
rectly lorthe
recurrence
Bnrpius,
with which we are

of the same condition
confronted now, would be the
logical effect of but a very short time. A single
year’s working of Brother Mills's schedule would
probably set the revenue to piling up nearly the
same surplus which di-satilies us and alarms us
now, and ihe same weaiisome and inocuous process of tariff smashing would have to be begun,
fought and finished to avoid the danger so forcibly
iu the President’s message upon the
subject last December. If Mr. Mills’s policy
should be finally accepted, It would nut be at ail
Improbable that Grover Cleveland would be called
upon to approve two more Mills tariff bills before
the completion of his second term.

expressed

It should not be forgotten in this connection that the Democrats began their crusade
against the present tariff with the distinct
and solemn avowal that they intended to do
away with a useless and dangerous surplus,
and that tills was their first purpose. It has
been only as the conflict has progressed that
the destruction of the tariff system has been
developed as their real purpose.

few word;.

substance,

C.

substitution of this new substance for ordinary sugar. Saccharine possesses antiseptic
properties, by means of which it prevents
the fermentation of the substances with
which it amalgamates. It paralyzes the action
of the liver, and thus prevents the proper
secretion of the bile. In the bealthv human
frame it iB not assimilated, but it iB thrown
off in the same proportion as it is taken.
In
cases of urganic derangement it is liable to
accumulate and produce or aggravate gastritis and other affections of the alimentary

J.

octl3

Easy to Dye
WITH

Dyes

it may be that the ill effects attributed to it are due to the Impurities it contains,
but as it is impossible at present to obtain it
pure, some time must elapse before the true
action of saccharine upon the human system
can be ascertained.
It has been computed
by Professor Salkowski that the quantity of
saccharine, as now obtained, which a man in
sound health and of medium strength may
take daily with impunity, is not more than
one grain and a quarter.
It Is a curious fact well worth noticing,
that insects seem to have a positive dislike
to tar sugar.
In a pastry-shop, where a
number of cakes had been sprinkled with
saccharine, it was observed that the inevitable flies carefully avoided settling on them,
while they literally covered those sprinkled
with cane sugar, and a wasp showed an
amount of irritation by no means flattering
to the tar sugar when a cake sprinkled with
that substance was purposely nut in its way.
eases.

Superior
IN

many important

other prer»area

Strength,

all

over

ocds.

Makes Plump, Laugh'.:;;, Health; 3:>bl03.
Regulates the Stair.*:!.
h.:iv. !j.
Bold by Druggists.
...

AND

^Simplicity.

..

WELLS, RICHABDSUft &

Warranted to oolor more goods than any other
dyes ever made, and to give more brilliant and
durable colors. Ask for the Diamond, and
take
uo other.
36 colors; 10 cents each.
WELLS, RICHARDSON & CO., Burlington, lit.

CD., emUDtTMi.n.

Baby Portmksa
Portfolio
baby
nits,
luted

A
of beautUtal
pot u
p
on flue plate paper by patent phot; none. -. t mt
to
Bother
of any Baby i.
v.;< i— «
.nee
Every Mother wants these picture::; send re:.« v
Give Baby’s name and age.

WfiLLS, RICHARDSON

The Deadly Thorn Apple.
[Boston Herald. J
A fatal case of poisoning from eating what
are popularly known as thorn apples is reported from the Boxbury district. These
plants grow in abundance In the lowlands
hereabout, and wherever there is plenty of
moisture. Their prickly bulbs resemble the
chestnut burr somewhat, and they contain
seeds which are a deadly poison when taken
into the stomach. In this instance two boys
partook of them, and one died in convulsions. while the other, being the older of the
two. is expected to survive. The distressful
incident should serve as a warning to others
against this dangerous species of vegeta-

& CO., P sjs.,

V'l.

Her Cildmg
;

Bronzing Fancy Articles,

-'.J, C-ih c.-, Hr::ue, Copper.

Only

fan 11

&
-

COMPANY,

-

1Z- THAT

Better

throat ulcerated and hacking cough gradually
the debilitated system. Then
it is that the marvellous curative
power of Sanford’s Radical Cube manifests itself in Instantaneous and grateful relief. Cure begins from the
first application. It Is rapid, radical, permanent,
economical, safe.
Sanford’s Radical Cube consists of one bottle of the Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal
Solvent and an improved Inhaler; price, $1.
Potter Drug a Chemical Co., Boston

WE

ARE

in Groceries!

Bargains

NO BHEUMATIZ ABOUT ME!
I. «» minute the C'nlicnra
A"ti-Pnin Plaster relieves Rheumatic., Sciatic, sudden, sharp and nervou* Pains, Strains and Weaknesses.
The hist and only pain-killing Plaster.
A new
and infallible antidote to pain, Inflammation and
weakness. Utterly unlike and vastly superior to
all other plasters. At .11 druggists. 25cents; five
for $1.00; or, postage free, of Potter Druo and
Chemical Co.. Boston, Mass. octl6MThaw2w
-~

No

Bargains

Choice Formosa Tea

.

Cr

mery Butter
N. O. Molasses.

“

.

.

.

follows:

35 cents per
“
11
25
35

11

“

pound.
11

j

WEEK!

WMl’lm

GrEO.

I shall sell a large ariety of
Albums so very low that it
will pay you to buy now and
lay it away for Christmas.
DON’T FAIL to examine my

bargains. My

BOOKS!I

go like hot cakes.

Frank B. Clark,!
515 CONGRESS STREET.

Price.
I.ubla’8 Toilet Powder.16
bottles.66
Perfumes,
bulk, per oz.29
Soap.28, .42, .60
Pear’s Soap.18, .16, .19
Shaving.18, .26, .45
Colgate's Violet Powder.I61
Cashmere Bouquet.15
Perfume.26
Violet Water.88, .70
Rosodora Water.88
Cashmere Bouquet Water.70
"
Soap, Bosodora.14

CU111
mar28

joms,j

next

Article*.

rice

Hood’s Tooth Powder.. 6
Sozodont..
Jewsbury & Brown’s Tooth Paste..' ’39
Calder’s Dentifrice..
Our Own
Brown’s

PUPPY £
Pfl
Ot
burn

Hiker’s
Saunders’

UUi|

No.

—

IN

—

LOT I consists of 60 nieces, 96 inch
Scotch Dress Fabrics, in Plaids,
Stripes, Checks and Mixtures, manufactured In Glasgow, Scotland.
We were
one of the largest purchasers at this
spot cash auction sale in New York last
week.
These goods hare never before
yard. They will be offered for sale on
Wednesday morning at our popular low
price

29 Cents Per Yard.

•

LOT 4 is 35 pieces of 40 inch, all
wool, line Loustions Henrietta
Cloth, in an elegant line of Fall shades.
Our regular 87 1-2 cent quality, which
will be sold on Monday at

50 Cents Per Yard.
pure Silk and

W.

$1.00 Per Yard.
We have a full line of Silk Plashes In
all the new Fall shades to match Dress
Hoods, 16,18, 20 and 22 Inches wide,
from

&

OP

A full line of Trimmings In Bead Passementeries, Ornaments and Panels.
Braid Trimmings in all the new designs
and combination colors, Himps in all
widths, Braid and Bead Sets, Ac., at
our popular low prices.

I

This is the Top of the Genuine
Pearl Top Lamp Chimney
Allothers, similar are imitation.
This exact Label
is on each Pearl
A dealer may say

and Preble Streets.

a

few days

ou

y we will offer some rare

Bargains In

Blank Books, PI ANOSand ORGANS.
Legal Blanks THE NEW ENGLANlf ORGAN
Don’t wait for a pleasant day, but call very early this week, as we shall sell
without reserve or favor, Prices will be marked In plain figures this week.

C0„

16 FREE

STREET, PORTLAND,

CALIFORNIA
Fine

Stationery

respondence

a

for

polite

cor-

specialty.

193 MIDDLE STREET.
dtjan3
octlO

TEXAN

AND

!

MEXICO.

Semi.monthly' Pnrties,—Personally conduct
Bd,—combining Comfort—Low Kates-Qulck Time
-Pree Sleeping Cars. Call on or address nearest
Ticket Agent, or E. E. CURRIER, New England
IIEA Washington
Agent Southern Pacific Co.
St., lloston. Mass.
jly2eod6in

ME.
eod2w

To the

II1.1bo.

E'aiumi»aionerB of Port-

382,673.68

“Mignon,” "Don Pasquale,” “Bohemian Girl,”
"Mikado,” “Kuddygoie.”
Huddygore scores reduced lo 75 cents; Gems,

25

cents; Librettos, 10 cents. Stockbridge’s MuBlc Store, 124 Exchange street.
octtidlw

State of Mai
8 n° 8», due lAttn

Manson G. Larrabee

Cash Capital. $2,000,000.00
Reserve for Outstanding Losses....
196,062.39
Reserve for Reinsurance. 1,670,726.37
Net Seamus. 1,011,090.37

tfc

$4,778.469.13

KELLOGG, President.

octl2eod3w

ol Central Wharf desire to fill
THEto proprietors
portion of their dock
the westerly
a

on

aide, beginning at the rear of the building occup|ed by 8. A. & J. H. True, and extending down
i*1®
aoc*; ninety (9ii) feet, and not exceeding in
width, thirty-five (36) feet.

“aSSfflfc, President.

(Signed)
Portland, Oet. 12,1888.
the

PIANO!

It Is ordered that a
*1®*r*n*l,e appointed for Saturday, Ocf. 20th
next, at 3 o’clock p. ni., at the head of Central
Wharf, and that a notice of the aitove petition, together with this our order thereon be given by
publication in two of the daily papers published
In Portland, for seven
days previous to the heartngCHARLES MERRILL.
,,
(Signed)
C. H. EARLEY.
B. KELSEY.

The sole ageur" of this world renowned lnstru
menu

Bulbs for Fall Planting!

Mo. 3 free Street Block, Portland.

ON

00tl3SAMUEL

Hyacinths, Tulips,

Crocus, Lillies,
dec.
Flower Pots, Plum Brackets.Plant
stands, Trellises, Ac. Soli
for Potting.

W. G. SAWYER & GO., 5 Prime St.
octO

*

d2w

aJ£

GEO. H. BURDICK, Secretary.

KNSiiT

foregoing petition

Annual Kleeiinif.
annual meeting of the subset ibers
Female Orphan Asylum of Fortland,

THE
neid

i,
Portland, Oct. 8th,

ABBY8. BAKKETT,»ec.
octVdtd

1888.

1. D. CeiMT,

ol Boston, Mass.,
Speaker mid Business
now

Book,
smg&maa
^■aasafffaajSSAfB/

a.

■3*

I

/

—

PklNTItRW’ ■XCUA.’ltIB,

Bwtlaaa *„

ST&NWAY^j
'—

AND

Job Printer

iJSffcBn*
'S*rWt.

MARKS

Card

—

and

97 i >2

Exchange St., Portland, Me*

PBINtIFo

FINE JOB

A

SPECIALTY

All orders by mall or telephone promptly a
ended to.
aovlleodu

DR. E. B. REED, Clalnroyanl
and Botanic Physician.
Medical Rooms 9S Franklin St.. Portland. Ms.
treats all chronic diseases that flesh
heir to; all cases that
DR.IsKKKD
Ingiven up
tbe
and
are

sicians,

allopathic

by

I will take their

as

homeopathic phy-

ease

to treat

them.

.J

——

I

and cure

I And that about four-fifth, ol the cases
given up to die can be cured. Examinations at a
distance by letter with their full name and place
ol residence uad one 2 cent stamp and |2.ix> Examination at tbe office, tl.OO.
Consultation free.
Office hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
sepl4tt

DRESSMAKING.

MISS M. A. BEST
Is

prepared to

Exhibit the Latest Styles In Artistic Dressmaking
Work done at residences. Terms f2.00 per day.
Hours from 9 a. m. till 6 p. m.
0Ct9

All* SPRIVd XTKEKT.

”j7a.

d2W

bayden,

STENOGRAPHER
SlVhKxcHAKon ST., Portland, Ha.
teb!6dtf
Cv Many Thousands Sold E.tawtih Than

at

UNEQUALLED.

The Celebrated Smith Ameri-

Organs.

can

or

INSTALL-

on

MENTS.

WOODWARD
123

&

SUMMER,

EXCHANGE

STREET.

lebll

MW&Ftf

_

Rom

Capital, #780,000
Surplus,

#388,016

tal and Surnlus of $l,lU6,Vl<S. In seventeen years of
business we have loaned tl 1,494,600, paying Cram
n
aw
/a
/% / interest. #7,066.WO of
VWl O ■
U/ intcn-Kt and principal
liave beeu returned
^
U
I
w
■ “
to Investor* without delay or the loss of a dollar. K*al Estate
First Mortgage and Debenture Bonds and
Savings Certificates always on hand for salein Saving* Departments, in amounts of S5 and upwa*d ; in the Mortgage Department. S300 and upward. Full information regarding our various securi
tie* furnished by

i , liar
i
1

my 2 3

With Low L.id Hearth
and Lar^e Ash Pan.
Fitted for Coal or 24 inch Wood.

MWAEoewtf

Furnished with Plain LEGS or with CABI5ET
BASE, LOW HOT CLOSET, ELEVATED HOT
CLOSET, ELEVATED SHELF, E5D TASK
WATER FROST, or BRASS
COIL; also, o«r

POSITIY KLY I’ LOSING ^ K F KS

WICKET OVES DOOR, and
patent PEDAL
ATTACHHEST. making the io.t comply
«?»“* MJParatnsjot product Mad.' b,
skilful

HENRY DICkINION. 31* ■r.U.n

dlawMftwly

Maine Non-Forfeiture Law
j Hsued
only by the OLD UNION
!
IIUTUAL
LIFE
INSURANCE
( WXPANI, of Portland, Maine.

mechanics from the beet outiriili.
EVERY RANGE WARRANTED.
Sold by loading STOVE DEALERS. If not

of

GETTYSBURG,

for sals in your
rieimity, send your address for
mfbrmation to tbo manufacturer,

641 Tremont Street, BOSTON.
Won't Fail to

see

WOOD, BISHOP & CO.

this Great Wattle Seene

at once.
A

now

place

In

subject

now

BANGOR. ME.

being painted will take It*

this building January 1st

au827_

/o

J. B. WA TKINS LAMB MORTGAGE CO.

(juRioN

COOKING RANGE.

streej. BATTLE

POLICIES Protected by the Pop-

be

ai their house 02 state street, on TUESDAY
October 10ib, at three o’clock In the alteruoou.

scad far
octAdtl

BIRINKNS VAK1SM.

WM. M.

Principal and interest both fully guaranteed by Capi

N» York

the

«r

Rooms at Mm. Peck’s, 105 Braekitt St.
oct9dlw*

SMESiiellTS

t®t>2

dtf

to
will

October let.

Psycbomllrisl,

Crand Cyclorama.

LAWRENCE, KANSAS;«

B.—Ash far the HITRDKTT ORGAN
TUNING TO OKDKK.

GYMNASIUM.

will give sittings daily during the week from 9
m. to 4 p. in.

CO.,

middle

/O

SAMUEL THURSTON i
Jyl6

—

call
circulars.

Trance

"Meb have n*

ACADEMY

OF

particulars please

! MRS..
ol Scotland,

21,470.21

$4,778,469.18

M.

Operas and Librettos

"■“"'I

25 Cents Per Yard.

I.I ABILITIES.

land.

RTF'S

LADIES’

‘d/
•&',“'/"•■«css "““»/

In our Black Hoods Department we
have many choice new styles at prices
that will stand the test of comparison.

842,920.00

j

Resencd Seats 15 Cents Extra.

mts.

Opened

—

BUT HE HAS NOT.
insist upon the Exact JT.abel and Top.
For Sale Everywhere. Made only by

GEO. A. MACBETH & CO., Pittsburgh, R&

265,160.00
940,686.00
2,104,786.00
230,974.24

Beal Estate.
Loans on Collateral and Real Estate.
i Cash on hand In Banks and With
Agents.
I Accumulated Interest and Rents..

and think he has
others as good,

eodtf

Bonds.

|

Quartette,

Vocal and Instrumental Music,
from Perkins’ Institute (or the
Blind, South Boston,
Miss Bertha Webb,
Master Tommy Glenn,
Violinist.
Ban Joist.

Ver

We shall open on Wednesday morning
another case of those 36 luch Henriettas,
in all colors, at

ASSETS.
i United States and other Bonds and
$

October 25.

Brass

AND

29 Cents Per Yard.

OP HARTFORD, CONN.
Statement January 1, 1888.
LAKH CAPITAL,
$‘3,000,000.00.

Stocks.
|! Bank
Stocks.
! Corporation and R. B. Stocks And

City Hall, Thursday,

Remember we are the Manufacturers’
Agents for the original all Wool 36 inch
Tricot Flannels at

FHCBNIX
Insurance Company,

Top Chimney.

BARGAINS I 8AGGAINS! BARGAINS!

££M.2e>

For CASH

CO.,

RYAN,

—

50 Cents to $1.50 Per Yard.

THE OLD RELIABLE TIME TRIED and FIRE TESTED

Congress

10 Free Street.

LITTLE
AOKNTS

24

C07,

D.

Wool Henrietta

Cloth, In 15 rich and desirable Fall colorings, retailed by us all the season at
$1.25 per yard. We shall offer these
goods Wednesday morning at

Headquarters for genuine Baker and Burleigh Blankets.
Always Lowest Prices, Largest Variety aod Best Goods.

J.

ttzz: at

~

curable

59 Cents Per Yard.

MART, PLUM STREET.

WM.

MR.

Cli ren under 15 years, 25 cent*.
octOdtd
For sale at Stock bridge’s Music Store.

LOT 3 consists of 25 pieces of 52 inch
all wool Tricots, hare been retailed by us all this season for 75 cents.
Price Wednesday morning,

HORSE BLANKETS AND ROBES,

Concert]

Tickets 36

season.

Portland, Me,

Grand Complimentary

TENDERED TO-

Purchasers of these goods should regoods are 54 Inches wide,
all wool, and cannot be duplicated this

LOT 5 consists of 40 pieces of 40 inch

H.

For

dtf

CUBE

OF =

Ieb27

MLMjfUTURERLHD DEALERS

CO.,

.TJ Exchange Mtreet.

l«2?i£sars^i»M

of New and Desirable Merchandise for Fall and
Winter wear.

YOUR“MONEY

17

NEW ENGLAND ORGAN

“

1.75“

M.WSFtI

^30

Lablache

—

been sold at retail less than 50 cents per

Streets,

..
..

___

sic Store. Half fare on M. C. R. R., on G. T. R. R.
to Yarmouthvllle to all holding tickets. Course
tickets exchanged for either extra If desired.
Horse cars will run to Union and 0. T. Stations,
Morrill’s anil Bradley's Corner,
octlOdlw

PORT LAND

FIVE CHOICE LOTS

oTpRYE,

Murray A Lanman’s Florida Water.47
Hoyt’s German Cologne. .16
Swan Down Face Powder.in

Corner

“
“

--A.T THE-

hazell’s Perfumes, bulk, oz. .26
Pansy.14 Vaseline..
Cashmere Bouquet..21
Imported Bay Rum, per pint.40
Spermaceti.30
Guppy & Co’s Cologne waters, per pint.66
Violet.30
Orleutal Cream.1.96
*•
Glycerine.14 Coudray’s Brilllantlne.
30, .40
Lavender Water.46. .60
Marguerite.14
Vaseline.16
Finaud’s
60, .65
Tar.11
Our Own Beef, Iron and Wine.36
"
Kau de Cologne.18
Wine of Cocoa.60
«
Naiades.14
Florida Water.20, .86
Cutlcura
..16, $1.76 per doz.
Hagan’s Magnolia Balm.60
Hinds’ Honey and Almond Cream.36
Laird’s Bloom of Youth.60
Ana an Immense stock of Tooth, Nail and Hair Brushes, Combs, Puffs and Puff Boxes, and other
Toilet Articles too numerous to mention.

I

dtl

sTEviffi k

Article*.

quality—

“

BY BUYING

A NEW CARD TOTHE PU-LIC
the

aug!3

DRESS GOODS

.55
.75
.45
.35
.25
.49
1.25

“

of every kind. Our long experience enables us to furnish TRUSSES
practically constructed of tbe best
material. A PERFECT FIT is guaranteed in
every instance. We would call special attention to our
Improved pad. By their use the most difficult forms of HERNIA can be retained.

SAVE

~-

“The best advertisement for an article is
consideration is price.”

Evening tickets 60, 75 and <1.00. Course and
Evening tickets now on tale at Stockbrldge'* Mu-

—

H. M. PAYSON &

1173—125 pairs 75 cent Knee Pants
at 50 cents.

50 Cents Per Yard.

16

Men’s Department Store.
No. 453 Con ress Street.

sep26

MICNON.

—

—

nesday morning

Cordovan $5.00 Shoes!

i

■

“

HARD RUBBER, LEATHER AND ELASTIC

GENTLEMEN WHO WEAR FINE SHOES ARE INVITED TO EXAMINE THE

HCAM DDAQ 9
LSCAIM DnUO.

Opera,

member these

att

_A.T

1.25
1.50
1.00
.75
.50
1.00

$5.00

to

CO

WE KEEP NOTHING BUT HIGH GBADE GOODS.

PHOTOGRAPH

$1.25.

LOT 2 is all wool 54 inch Pondichery
Dress
in
Suitings
Plaids,
Stripes, Checks, Illuminated and Plaiu
colors.
Never have been retailed less
than $1.00 per yard. Our purchase was
very large of this lot of goods, as we
could not resist good value. Price Wed-

gallon.

sep27

Under-

Remember this sale will commence at
7.30 o’clock Wednesday morning.

Corner Congress and Franklin
-OF-

$10.00

Ul

6c Per Quart.
8c Per Quart.
are as

BOSTONIANS,

la Ambrose Thomas’s masterpiece, the charming

—

Salesmanship Required!

CO

Choice Medium Beans
Choice Pea Beans
Other

Argument

or

BROS.
octlO______dtt

oe

many

ALSO

Katertaiaaseata,

earac, 10

Hall.

Course Tickets <4.oo, <5.00 and
Opening Entertainment Friday Evening,
Oct. mb, by the

Cash Purchase

LO

.TURNER^

Wi*haview to maintain our reputation in this repect we add to our list of bargains this week:

SPECIAL SALE

»epl8

482 CONGRESS ST.

ELECANT LINE OF DRESS TRIMMINCS JUST OPENED.

CO

A Few of our

Ribbed

at City
<6.00.

Pir«t Mortgage Water Worka Co. BIX
PER CEMT Bonda
Principal and lair real UCABAMTEED.
At PAB and
I a tereat.
FOB SALX BY

2099—100 pairs 40 cent Knee Pants
at 25 cents.

Call and examine at

25 Pattern Dresses, reduced from
50 inch heavy French Dress Goods, reduced from
“
“
50 “
English Billiard Cloth
“
•
50 “
All Wool Plaids,
“
“
40 “
French Dress Goods,
“
“
•
38 “
Silk and Wool
“
“
42 “
Black Kaye
“
Ladies’ Camel’s Hair Underwear,

GIVING

mil CM BE OBTAINED ANYWHERE ELBE IN PORTLAND.

fastening itself upon

35 GENT

Contocook A. Blue
shirts aud Drawers at

Silks und Velvets at lower prices than ever known. Ladles and Children’s Garments at less than Half Price.

WE ARE FREQUENTLY T0L0

structed by choking, putrid mucous accumulations, the hearing affected, smell and taste gone,

THIS

—

25 cent Reversible Linen Collars and
Cuffs at 18 cents.

Waters’ 25 cent
only 121*2

•

Bangor..*.

25 cent Celluloid Collars at 18 cents.

cents.

It EKT

TELEPHONE SOI B.

—

2 cases of Crane &

Operas.octOdlw

Z a near! lie, Ohin.4 1 Ja
Portland Water Co. tla
Portland Wnter Co.4a
Itiddeford and Mac# Water Ct.5a
Angnatn Water Co .5a
Mnine Central K. ft. lal..fa
Maine Central ft. B.5a
Aadroocoggin Ac Kennebec ft. It.tfa

50 cent Celluloid Cuffs at 34 cents.

Heavy Woolen Hose, at

Sail

STOCKBRIDGE

50 cent Unlaundered Shirts at 37 1*2

60 dozen Natural Wool Hose, Hose
sold everywhere at 40 cents to 45 cents,
at 25 cents.

Prlacl

as

Hastsa

for day ot sale only.
Harae far* will run to Union and CJ. T. Rations, Morrill's and Bradley’s Corner, after the

$22.00

cents, the best bargain in this State.

$1.50.

I t

Order Renerred Meats (with money Inclosed)
at once of fraC. Stockbrldge, 124 Exchange St.
Opera Ticket, on sale at the R. R. stations;
can De exchanged for reserved seats at Stockbridge's or at the door. Excursion tickets good

dtf

$19.00

1 case $2.00 Clouded Undershirts
and Drawers made of line Australian
Natural Wool, selected stock, at only

51.

MERCHANT’S NATIONAL BANK.
augl6

Black Worsted Suits at
These Suits are sold everywhere at $22.00 to $25.00.
Our

of

class, Mapcrb t horn.,
Mpeeial
Mccacrjr aad Klegaal Calaaei.
Marie Mtaae, Jallrtte fnedaa, Jeaaic Hart
lell Davla, Jaaephlac Hnrtlett. farlnlta
tlacoada.T.u Karl, K H.H.If.itlc
card* Kiel, Peed lli.aa, ilacDeaold, Mealgaoierv, and Heraabce; O.
carWell, Mtage Maaager; I,. M. Mladley,
l aadui ttr;
P. K. Pend, Ui.anger.
Evening Tickets SO, 75 cents and <1.00; Matinee
Tickets 25,86 and 60 cents. Now on sale
at Stockbrldge’s Music Store.
Half Pare on the following railroads (only to
those bolding Opera tickets) .11.1!. K. H., Including White Mount.un division, H.T. H.K.. and late
train P 4k u.B. K., special to Gorham after the
Opera.

USE

GROCERS.
203 Federal St.,
Whitney Building,

Catarrh.

FOB

1 case 50 cent Clouded Undershirts
and Drawers, 29 cents, best bargains
in New England.

Arlhto, I S I rlrbniiril Ard.h

pals. Orchestra

Holders of U. S. Four Per Cent bonds
may learn something to their advantage by applying to the

No. 54—100 dozen White Linen Hand*
kerchiefs at 25 cents each, $2.00 per
dozen.

eod&wnrmly

MARRINER

The distressing sneeze, sneeze, sneeze, the acrid, watery discharges from the eyes and nose, the
painful inflammation extending to the throat, the
swelling of the mucous Unfng, causing choking
sensations, cough, ringing noises in the head and
splitting headaches,—how familiar these symptoms are to thousands who suffer periodically
from h(jad colds or influenza, and who live in ignorance of the fact that a single application of
Banfohd’b Radical Cuke for Catarrh will
aflord inatantanemu relief.
But this treatment in cases of simple Catarrh
but a faint idea of what this remedy will do
gives
In the chronic forms, where the
breathing is ob-

—

Knee Pants at

tfc CO.’S

Cents.

10

pairs $1.25

",

tion.

albums,

1057—80

03

4 PER CENTS.

No. 21—100 dozen 21 inch Turkey
Red Handkerchiefs, sold everywhere
at 10 cents each, our price 5 cents each,
55 cents per dozen.

$1.00.

BOHEMIAN GIRL!
Presented with Superior Cast and the Full Strength
of the company.

I

DIAMOND PAINTS.

^

j

or

1020—100 pairs 75 cent Kuee Pants
at 50 cents.

vicinity..

•

SOtb,

October

Balfe’s Romantic Operetta, the

IRA F. CLARK. IRA F. CLARK. IRA F. CLARK. MUST COMPANY I
I
BANKRUPT PRICES Manson G. Larrabee ** "to**,t Building.

Fastness,
Beauty,

BABIES CRY FOii FT.
INVALIDS FiEUSH IT.

land and

25 doz. $1.25 Cardigan Jackets at 72c.

Saturday Itlatinee,

Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.,

po£TLAND’

PASQUALE!

(First time In thla city.)

Woodbury & Moulton

No. 11—100 dozen White Lawn Handkerchiefs.
These Handkerchiefs are
sold at retail everywhere at 10 cents
each; our price 5 cents each, 50 cents a
dozen.

and see them.

400 pairs $4.00 All Wool Pants at
worth $3.00 at wholesale. These
Pauts are manufactured from the well
known Dexter mills goods aud owing to
the death of the treasurer of the mills
the goods were sold at a large discount
from actual cost to manufacture, and I
purchased last Summer for SPOT CASH
between four aud live hundred pairs at
such a LOW flgure that I can retail
them at a LOWER price than smaller
dealers pay for them.
100 $6.00 Gray Overcoats at $3.08.
100 $8.00 Blue Chinchilla Overcoats
at $5.00.
Our elegant $30.00 Satin lined Overcoats at $22.00.
Cords and cords of Overcoats, Ulsters
and Reefers, at Rock Bottom Prices.
LOWER prices for Pontoosuc Double
aud Single Breasted Indigo Blue Suits
than any other house In MAINE.

dtf

St’s

Children’s Suits, Overcoats, etc. Call

Our Children’s Department is a sight
to behold. Hundreds and hundreds of

$2.50,

180—MIDDLE STREET—182

I

DON

price yield

-Oth,

October

standard Comic Opera, by Uoulaettl,

the

(2 1-4) Interest, and that as they approach maturity the priee will decline
until the whole premium will be wiped
out.
We therefore advise the holders of
these Bonds to sell or exchange them for
other securities.
We bave ou hand a
desirable list of City, County, Railroad
and Water Bonds, suitable for Trust
Funds, and would be pleased to have the
holders of the above mentioned Bonds
communicate with ns.

PRICES.

We advertised last week that we would
sell $10,000 worth of Clothing and
Gent’s Furnishing Goods at WHOLESALE PRICES, and we SHALL FULFILL THE PROMISE, which will afford au opportunity such as was NEVER

BEFORE OFFERED to citizens of Port-

STORE,

•anal.
From these facts it will be seen that sac!
chariue possesses no nutritious properties of
itself, and prevents the assimilation of the
food with which it is mixed, and that it
causes or aggravates many troublesome dis-

Sneezing

WHOLESALE

FARRINGTON,

OLD

Saturday Evening,

E__L®9I.

only

Ths

BOSTONIANS!

We beg to call your attentloa to tbo
fact that the above mentioned United
States Bonds at the present

AT

PRICES GUARANTEED.

Seine, Paris, has thoroughly investigated the
effects of tar sugar upon the human system.
In the report of their experts the following
statement has been made, which, no doubt,
will surprise many who have prophesied the

DU

HALL.

The Favorites in Opera.

United States 4 1-2
Per Cent Bonds,

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS

to be found in Portland.
Fall
and Winter stock is now complete
and offers many attractions to buyers who desire well made as well
as stylish garments.
1 had; an unline
of
usually large
Men's, Youth's
and Boys' Overcoats in every grade
from $5 to $40. I would call your
special attention to the medium
grades which 1 sell at the popular
prices, $12, $15, $18 and $20, and
are each a great bargain. My Men's
and Young Men's $uits in $cotch
and Cheviot goods are very attractive and made in the best manner
possible. They range in prict s from
$8 to $30. All goods as represented.

Saccharine is a white
insoluble
almost
in cold,
but more readily soluble in hot
water.
It is extracted "by an intricate
process, in which sulphuric acid plays an
important yart, from the coal tar of the gas
works. No method has been devised to obtain it absolutely
free
from
impurities,
although many attempts have been made by
French chemists. The sweetening power of
saccharine has been estimated to be two
hundred and eighty times that of cane sugar.
The sensation of sweetness it produces on
the tongue lasts much longer than that pro
duced by ordinary sugar, but it Is much less
agreeable, for it has a peculiar metallic taste
and leaves an after taste of bitter almonds,
besides producing a dryness of the throat
The Council of llyglene and Salubrity of the
a

CITY

Two and One-quarter Per Cent

CLOTHING,
Illy

S. Professor of
Chemistry
Kentucky Central University writes as follows to the American Prac.
titioner and News:
For the past year much has been said in
the scientific as well as in the public journals
about the new sweetening product called
saccharine. But until quite recently little
has been known of its effects upon the human
system. All of importance that i«
of this subject
can be
summed
up
in the

WORTH

CLOTHING

Men’s, Youths’ and Children’s

Orville A. Kennedy, B.

cryfc*«H*t:c

largest and best assorted stock of

,

TAR SUCAR.

in

L. W. S., the Argus’s New York correspondent, writes that the “HUlltes In large
numbers will knife Cleveland because Mug-

a

1 carry the

Effect of the New Sweetening Product on the Human System.

FOR VICE PRESIDENT,

*10.000

C. J. FARRINGTON.

WAY.

[St. Louis Globe-Democrat.]
The free traders clamor for cheaper goods.
There is but one way they can get them, and
that is by cheaper labor, All those free
traders who know anythiug about the question know this, but none of them have the
courage or the honesty to acknowledge it.

BENJAMIN HARRISON,
OF

ONE

TO THE HOLDERS OF

^od&w3m

uNION DEPOT CAFES.
possible manner, making

a

specialty

of

EVENINC SPREADS.

s=J= gas

Klflr*. Kt'oolyrrs,

jaasB
»5

Fishing Tackle

srraM
jsAsHSF^
Jyiatl UEO.
K.

I I

ft |
L# I
I I W

WWQBURY

VSoN. Prop*.

cured without the

use

of knife

sep»

eodtf

Amunltluu,

Sporting ti,,oda.
BOR

DUPONT S POWDER. ATLAS POWDER AND FUSE
Wkeleeale

_

ences given. Cousultattou free. Send for paraph
et. lo years experience.
Uuudreds cured.

and

ACBNT

I A "or ligature, or deteottou from
b
All dlscaecs ( ll.e
A Rectum successfully treated

(Jure guaranteed. At U. 8. Hotel, Portland.Room
18,every Saturdayfrotn 8 a. ui to 4 p. in.
Refer-

NX,

6 U

would announce to our patrons that we are
WE noi^i*)re*)are^
10 <*° imieral
catering in the

Desi

0

may*

*A«3
I

HeMlI.

MIDDLE STREET1,

^^

THE

do orel

PRESS.

MONDAY MORNING, OCT. 15.
WIT AND WISDOM.
< A free and
Independent citizen writes to a Boston ti tend, apologizing for not making a visit, In

this style:
“DearFrend:

Mi only exooose for not stakin'
mi coDtemplaieed visit Is tbat 1 have been drawd
on the grand Jury,
conoequentll I have gut to be
here for the next tu months at least.”

119

_

speculation and export 1000bales; receipts 2.000
bales.
LIVERPOOL. Oct. 13. 1888—Quotations- Winter 8s 3da’8s 4d; Spring wheat at 8s3d@8s4d;
(Hub Wheat 8s 4d;aHs (id. Corn—mixed Western
4»8V4d- PeasatBs7d. Provisions, &»,—Pora
prime Eastern mess at 77s 6d; Bacon 49s 6d (or
short clear and 47s Od for long clear. Obesse at
48s Od. Lard 49s 6d. Tallow 28s.

Aten.,Topeka and Santa Pe Railroad. 73%
Bell Telephone... *221%
F'lnt a PerelMarquetteilRaliroad com. 38%
d> tret
.;ioo%
C. B. A Q.
114
..
Mexican Central-....
14%
Calilornla isouthem Railroad. 87
Boston a Lowell Railroad... 169
Boston a Albany..
Chicago, Burlington & Northern. 48
Boston & Maine R.
208

WtsconsinlLentral.‘.17%

FROM

Wisconsin CentraUpreferred. 39%
Eastern Railroad pref. 130
Old Colony Railroad. 174

“Smoke?” asked Fogg at tbe close of the restaurant meal.
Fenderson—Thanks; but I never smoke. It
always makes me feel like a fool.
Fogg—You should have sworn oil years ago.
If you are tired taking the large oldfasblonad griping pills, try Carter’s Little Liver
Fills and take some comfort. A man can't stand
everything. One pill a dose. Try them.
An examination
paper gave tbe following answer to a
of Esau: “Esau wrote fables, aud sold trie copyright for a mass of pot-

description

ash.”

Another oue says:
“Zaccheus was a little
short man who climbed up a synagogue tree.”
Oue hoy, on being asked the difference between
a barrister and a solicitor, said, “A barrister Is au

unmarried solicitor.”

We can recommend our readers to use Dr.
Bull’s Cough Syrup Jn all cases of coughs, colds,
etc.

“Mother, the ladles are all out in Spring dresses
and I can’t wear mine for fear of neuralgia.’’
Pshaw, child, go, and buy a bottle of SalvatioD
on.
“But I don’t uuderstand about this phonograph.
How is It done? What is it like?
“Why, it is simply talking to a machine iustead
of to ears of flesh aud blood.”
"Talking to a machine?”
“Yes, talking to a machine: uot precisely as
I’m doing now, but very much the same.”

Prompt relief In sick headache, dizziness, uausea, constipation, pain in tbe side,
guaranteed to those using Carter’s Little Liver
Pills. One a dose. Small price. Small dose.
Bmall pill.
“James,”

the grocer to Iris new boy. “you
want to push them codfisb; we’re overstocked on
’em. Sell ’em at tblrtv cents, aud If they don’t go
I’ll
them ou the bargain counter n$xt
said

^put

“You’ll find them codfish very nice, ma’am,”
said James a little later tu an old lady customer;
“they’re dirt cheap at thirty cents, and it’s the
last chance you’ll have to buy ’em at that price-”
“Is your codfish going up?”
“No, ma’am; ihev’re goto’ on tbe bargain counter next week for what we kin get fer ’em.”

When Bab; wai lick, we gave her Castorts,
When aha was a Child, ah* cried for Cast oria,
Whem ihe became Mia, (be clung to Caatorla,
When ihe had Children, the gave them Cutorla,

,

MOjeMKEIlCUL

FOKTLANI1, Oct. 13. 1888.
following are to-day’s closing (juoiarl ns of
Oram. Provisions, uie.:
Crain,
Flour.
It MxdCotn.
58*69
auoernue and
low grides. 4 25a5 00 Corn, bar lots.. -60*t62
X Sur.i.g and
Meal, bat-lots ..58*69
37*88
XX spring.. B 00*6 36 Oats, car tots
40*42
Oats, bag lots
Pau-u: Sprint
Wheats.8 00*8 25 Oottou Seed.
car lots..86 00*26 JO
Mich.straight
do bfca .86 60*:,8 f>0
roller-. 6 *0*6%
eleai do... .6 76*6 Ou Sack’dtir'r!
ear
lots. .19 60*20 60
6
•tone ground
60*5 76;
do bag. .21 lKt@23;00
St l.otiis stVt
OOlMlddl
lies. 21 00*26 00
76
*7
roller.6
Attar do... .6 76*6 OOldo bag 'Ots.22 00*27 00
Provisions.
Wheat
l
Win jr
7 25*7 60:Pork—
Fap-nts
-20 60*21 00
Hacks
jfisn.
Clear —19 60*20 00
O'jd. -i> )C
..18
Mess.
75
Snore
4
25*18 60
60*4
Large
Large nank4 60*5 oO Beat—
9 26a.9 76
Small.3 6U(i4 00■ Kx Mess,
Pollock.2 50 *3 26: Plate.... 11 00*1126
Haddock.2 00*2 60. KxPlate 11 2**11 76
Hake.2 00*2 25i LardI Tubs |* v* 10%®11%
tlerrmg
Tierces.. 10%*11%
Sealed 4> bx
26*27
Nol...T.. 00*001 Palls.10%@13%
I Hams k»ft 12%a\3
Mackerel» bid—
Hhorels.24 00*26 001 do eov«redl4%®14%
Oil
Shore 2s.20 OOmSS <«H
Sled.3s.$00 00a<>0OOib-erowneHut. P“t. 9%
l,arge
*00*00 OOiPo
mo

..

..

IPratt’sASt’l.irbbl. 13
Oranoerries—
8 60*9 00 Devoo’s Brilliant.
Cape Cod
Pea Beans...2 00*2 kBiLlgonl*.10%
Medium....2 26*2 60;
German ma2 26*2 601 Centennial.10%
Raisins.
Tellow Eves.2 60*2 761
Bwt Potatoes,2 76*8 601 Muscatel.... 2 00*3 00
| London Lay’r 2 86*8 26
9%@10c
londura Lav
New Potatoes,bus
7 % *8
60c 1V aieucia.
Suttar.
*3 00.
Onions hi bbls
granciatea it lfc.7%

Chickens.14S16lRxtraC.7%
Fowls.13*141

Seeds.
0093 10

I Red Top_(3
i Timothy S«ed2
'Clover. 9

G"0- 6.
Ducks.

Apptos.

25*2 30
@i2c

Cheese.
160*2 261
Evaporated w ft 8@9«|Vermont.... 11 *13
N.Y. factory 11
*13

Isage.13

@14

Butter.
ICreamery t* 1b. ..22*26
Lemons.
Palermo.6 0ii.g6 261 (Hit Edge Ver....21*24
Messina.0 00*6 2&|Cholee.18*20
__

_

iGood.16*17

Mabigers....

1 Store.......i*@ie
I
Eggs.
1 Eastern exr..
@23

Oranges.
Florida.
Messina

ai

„„„

*

and Pa-

I Can& Western

Palermo Vbx.6 00®650l Limed.
Trade

21*22

Notes.

Liverpool, Apples are In active demand and
quoted at 9s@Us for Baldwins.
At Milwaukee, Flour Is firm and unchanged.
At

Foreign Exports.
MOTEVIDEO. Bark Skobeleff—638,059 feet
lumber.

BUENOS AYKES.
ft lumber.

Bark Clilnampas- -663,764
_

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Oct. 13.18*8.
Receipts by Maine Central Railroad—For Portland 103 cars miscellaneous merchandise ;for connecting roads cars.118 miscellaneous merchandise.

_

Crain Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
WHEAT.

Friday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Oct.
11*

.nicnlng....

ili.-hesf..
Lowest....

11*
ll*
11*

...

0H«lng-....

Nov.
114%
11*%
116

ll*1*

OOBH.
Oct.

46%

Opening....
Highest..
w

\

46%

46%
*6%

Lowest..

Closing.

Nov.
46%
46%
46%
46*/,

OATS.

Opening....
I Ugliest.
lamest.

Closing.
Saturday’s quotations.
Nov.
Oct.
Opening........
116
111 guest.
;114%
114
114%
Lowest.
114%
114%
dosing.

Dec
U7
117%
115
U6

Dec.
41%
41%
41

41%
OCt.
24%
24%
24%
24%
Dec.
116%
117%
116%
116%

COBH.

1
*•

Opening.

Highest..

l-owest..
Closing.

Oct.
44%
145%
44%
46%

Nov.

46%
46%
46

46%

Dec.
41%
41%
41
41b

OATS.

Oct.
24%
24

tamest.

24%b

dosing.

Portland Dally Press Stock List.
Corrected by 8wa* & Bakbett,
Brokers, 186 Middle street.

Descriptions.

Bankers and

STOCKS.
Far Valoe. Bid.

Canal National Bank.1W 163
1*3
Oasco Nat. Bank.....100
First National Bank......... 100 112
*8
3umMerland National Bank.. *0
Merchants- National Bank- 76 119
National Traders’ Bank.100 182
Portland Company.
80
Portland Gas Company. 30

BONDS.

*

State of Maine 6s, due 1889 ..••102
Portland dty 6s,Munlclp’l variouslOO
Portland City 6s, K. R. aid 1907.. .123
Portland City Funding 48.101 Vfc
Bath dty 6s, Mun. various.102
Bath dty 6s R. R. aid various.... 101
Baugor City 6s, long R. R. aid.... 113
Bangor dty#,, long Mun.120
Belfastdty #g, R. R. aid....... 10*
And. ft Ken R. R. #. various.... 108
Portland ft Ken. R. K. 6s, 1896. 109
Leeds ft Farmlmr’tn R. K. #s.106
Maine Central fi. R. ist png 7s. .119
Maine Centra R.R. Consol 7s....181
Maine Central R. R. 8kg Fund 6s. 106
Portland Water Co.
2d mtg 6s. ...103
8d mtg #,,.. .no
Consol 4s.

Asked

166
1**
116
60
130
134

MS
108
116

126
106
103
11#
123
106
104
111
111
121
183

106
106
113
96

Boston Stock Market.
rue

Moonsets.

do

pref.

142%
19%
29%
66%
18

102%
60%
96%
89s,4
6%

Texas Pacific (new)..
Union Pacific.|
U.iS. Express...
Wabash, SL Louis A Pacific....

—

iug

Co.
Sell A
ing Co.

16

81%
90%
26%
60%
113%
108%

104

39%
107%
24%
62%

Fishermen.
Ar at Vineyard-Haven 12th, schs Gertie Lewis,
Eddie A Minot, aud Fannie Bell, mackerellng,
(and sld 13th southward.)

79
16

28%
86%
10%
79%

k. xenu.new. 10%
EastTeun. oref.. 78%
W ells. Fargo Express.140
Oregon Nav. 94%
Houston A Texas. 17
9
Mobile A Ohio.
Metro; olltau K1.127
ilton A Terre Haute.46
do pref.....80
Richmond A West Point.20%

Domestic Ports.
PORT TOWNSEND—Ar 6th, barque George S
Homer. Warlaud, Yokohama.
DARIEN—Ar 11th, sch Austin D Knight, Perry
New York.
BAILEY’S MILLS—Sld 6th, sch Jose Olaveri,
Arey. South America.
PORT ROYAL—Ar 11th, sch Prescott Hazeltine, Knee laud, Elizabethport.
GEORGETOWN, DC-Ar 12th, schs Electric
Light, Malcolmsou, Kennebec; Hattie Baker,
Crowell, do: Hunter. Williams. Vlnalliaven.
BALT IMORE—Ar X1 tli, schs Joshua Baker,
Kelley. Kennebec; W Abrahams, Snow, do.
PH1LADELPH1 A—Ar 11th, sch E W Schmidt,
Cramner Kennebec.
Sld tin Delaware Breakwater 12tb, brig Ellen M
Mitchell, (from Baltimore! for New York.
PERTH AMBOY—Sld 12th. schs Silver Heels,
Mullen, and Lucia Porter, Grindle, eastward.
NEW YORK—Ar 12th, ship Chas Dennis, Allen,
Calcutta 126 days; schs Hattie Duun, Poland, fm
Boston; schs Geo E Dale. Bangor; Fannie Flint,
Moncton; Lady Ellen, St John, NB; Menawa,
Bangor; Leonora, Nellie Doe, Frank Herbert.Eva
Adeil, Samuel Lewis, lzetta, July Fourth. Union,
Joseph Oakes, and Ella, fm Bangor; Jessie Hart,
Bootubay; Marla8, Calais; C B Paine, Eastport;
Nellie Grant, Ellsworth, Olive Branch, and Adam
Bowlby, do; A K Woodward, Light of the East,
and Wesley Abbott, do for Rondout; Jeuuie E
Simmons, Frankfort; M W GrliUn, Gardiner, F
Edwards, do; Hortensla, Macblas; John Pierce,
and Lizzie S James, Portland; Grace Webster,
and Nellie J Dmsmore. do; Mary Stow, Rockland;
Sardinian, Richmond, W M Suow. James L Maloy
Fleetwing, M J Lee, Martha Innis, Flora Woodliouse, and Robt H Parker, from Rockland.
Also ar 12th, sells Gardiner B Reynolds, Saco;
A E Anderson, Seal Harbor; Geo Nevonger, So
Gardiner; Emma Heather, and Cbromo, Sullivan;
Governor, do; Uicbard Hill, Thomaston; Silver
Spray, and Mary B Smith, do: Louisa Smith, and
Eliza Levenseller. do; Irene E Meservey, Viualliaven; Manituu, and Stephen Bennett,do; Mary A
Tralnor, do lor Philadelphia; L A Lewis, Boston;
Carrie D Norton, and F C Pendleton, do; Lucy M
Collins, New Bedford; Nautasket, Fall Kiver; A
F Crockett. Newburyport; Nellie, Providence;
Sandy Point, do; J Nickerson, Newport; Brigadier, and A L Mitchell, New Haven.
Ar 13th, barque Klanor Vernon. Berry, Auckland. NZ, June 16; sell Grace Gower, Hinds, from
.'oatzacodlcos.
Cld 12tb, ship San Joaquin, Drinkwater, Sydney
NSW; brig Motley, Harper. Rosario.
Sld 13th. sch Helen Montague, for Port Royal.
PKOV1DENCE—Ar 11th, sch S J Watts, Watts,
Sullivan.
Ar 12th, sells City of Ellsworth, Bellatty, Ellsworth; Florida, White, Rockland.
Ar 12tli, sch Fannie Hodgkins, New York.
DUTCH 1SALND HARBOR—Sld lltn.schs Billow, Emery, and Sandy Point, Grant, Providence
for New York; Laura Uobinsoii, Matthews, from
Hyaouls for do.
Also sld, brigs Geo E Dale, and Katahdin, for
New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR- Ar 12th, schs W
FGreen, Groekatt, Hoboken for Boston; David

140

94%
17
10

127|
45
80

26%

Mining Stocks.
are

OoLCoal.
'86 11
Hocking Coal.• •. 22 76
Homestake.
10 60
Ontario. 32 00
■

Quicksilver
do pref.

Amador.

8 60

37 00
2 26

[By Telegraph.]
following quotations of stocks

are receives

danv:
York Manufacturing co. 1010
Portland. Baco ft Portsmouth R. 125
New York and New Ragland Railroad. 51%

Print Cloth Market.
FALL RIVER, Oct. 13, 1888.-The|Fall River
cloth
statement
for the week is as follows:
print
Production.|. 176,000 pieces
Deliveries..... 171,000 piece*
Stock on hand. 12,000 pieces
Bales. 134,000 pieces
Snot.....'.
12,000 pieces
Future. 172,000 pieces
Prices 3% c for 64s; 3%c nominal for 60x 68s;
market active and firm.
Boston Produce market.
BOSTON. Oct. 13. 1888.—TUe following arc today's quotations or Provisions, sc.:
Pork—Cuts 19 007619 25; backs 1950.320 00;
leau ends 20 50321 00; pork tongues at 19 50;
prime mess 19 00(319 60.
Lard—Choice at lH4c{* ib in tcs;|10-palls in
cases ll%c. 6-lb 12>4c.
Hams at; 12: Dressed hams 12Hc.
Hogs—Choice city dressed hogs at 8%c t- lb;
country do at 7%c.
Butter— Western {extra ermery 25326c; firsts
and extra firsts at 22324c;'extra imitation erm
at 18®19o; do seconds 16®17cjdo factory, choice
at 12V4®15c; New York and Vermont extra erm
26,327; do ext firsts at 22®26c; New York and
Vermont, good to choice, 2i®24c; fair to good IB
i320c; Eastern erm good to choice at 20®25c.
Tile above nuotations are receivers’ prices lor
strictly wholesale lots. Jobbing Drlces 132c
higher.
Cheese—North choice 11(311 V4c; lower grades
astoqualiW; Western at 10Vi®llc; sage 11®
12c. Jobbing prices
higher.
Eggs—Eastern extras at 23c ;fancy near-by stock
higher ^Eastern firsts at 2l®22c; extra Vt and
N H 23c; fresbWesteru at 20®21c; jj Sana N
B at 2l®22c;|Michigan choice at 21@22c. Jobbing price lc higher.
Poultry—Fresh killed North and East chickens
Choice spring, 18322: fair to! good at 14®16c;
fowls, choice at 16®00c; common to good af 12@
14c; ducks, young,12®14c:Westeru iced turkeys,
young. At 14315: old 10®llc; live chickens 93
loc; live fowls, EasternjS® 10c; ducks 9>A@10c.
*
Beans—Choice small N Y band,picked pea at
bush: choice New York large hand
2 15@2 25
picked do 2 00®2 10; small Vermont hand-pick-

State. Baker, New York bound east.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 11th, sch Golden Rule,
from Bangor.
Ar 12)h, sch Delaware, Arey, Lincolnvllle.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 12th, sch Charles E
Balcli, Manson, Richmond,[Me, for Philadelphia.
Sld 13th, brig Chas Dennis: schs Jas Warren,
Joe Carlton, Idaho, Gen Banks, Wm Flint, Mark
Pendleton,
KDGARTOWN-Ar 11th, schs 8 P Hitchcock,
Blair, Philadelphia for Bath; May Williams, Reed
Baltimore for do; B L Eaton, Grierson. New York
for Salem; Leonora, Gray, do for Viualhaven;
Edwin. Anderson, Amboy for Portland.
MAKION-Sld 10th, sch Marla S, KnowltOD, for
New York.
BOSTON—Ar 12th, barque Joe Reed, Allen, fm
ADalachlcola; brig T ltemick, Fossett, Harbadoes
schs Ida A Thurlow. Guptill, Grand Manan, NB;
Fostina, Pliilbrook, Port Johnson; Oriental, Wilson, Millbrldge ;
Lamartine, Eaton, Deer Isle;
Nellie F, Huntley, Macblas.
Cld 12th, sch Elbridge Souther, Falcs, Georgetown ; J C Haynes, Hamilton, Kennebec, to load

Hay—Choice prime $19®$20; some fancy $00;
fair to good at $18 003Jig 00; Eastern line $14
3$15;poorto ordinary *13®$16V4: East swale
li>3tll. Rye straw, choice, at 0 00®$16 50;
oat straw 8 00®9 00.
Potatoes—Houlton Rose at 60®56c ft bush, Be_

Cmcago cattle Market
By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO. Oct. 13, 1888—Cattle marcel—receipts 4,000; shipments —; beeves —; steers at
3 00®5 60; Stockers and feeders at 2 10®3 40;
cows, bulls and mixed at 1 45®2 90; Texas cattle, 1 76@3 25: Western rangers 2 753 4 00.
Hogs receipts e.ooo; shipments 3000. slow and
10c lower; mixed 6 6036 0; heavy at 6 7636 26;
light at 6 S5®6 06; skips 3 oo®6 4 >.
Sheep—receipts 4,000: shipments 1000:steady:
natives 3 0o®4 20 ; Western 8 26®3 66; Texans
at2 76®3 40; lambs atS76@5 40.

large
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Forelsn Ports.
to 19th Inst, ship LeadNew York.
Hinkiey,
ing Wind,
Passed St Helena —, barque Edwin Reed, Fulton, Galle for New York.
Sid fm F'lores 21st lust, barque Kennard, Bettencourt, Boston.
Passed Taritia 6th Inst, barque Vldette.Tunnell,
New York for St Louis Du Rhone.
Sid fm Rio Janeiro Sept 18, ship Frank Pendleton, Nichols, New York.
Ar at Vera Cruz 4th lust, barque Hattie G
Dixon, New York.
Ar at Asplnwall 10th Inst, barque Isaac Dodge,
Gaul, Pensacola.
At Constable Island Sept 10th, barque Payson
Tucker. Young, for Philadelphia.
Sid fm Kingston, Ja, Sept 2tStb, sch Carrie E
Woodbury, Bryant. Pedro Cayes aud Savannah.
At Kingston, Ja, Sept 26th, brigs Minnie Abhie,
Plummer, for New York; Mary C Marluer, Wharton, and Ouolaska, Griggs, for Philadelphia.
Ar at Little Glace Bay 7th Inst, barqne Florence
Garter, Boston* 72 hours.
Ar at St John, NB, 12th, sch Hattie G Ktug.ColAr at

Havana Market.
HAVANA, Oct. 14,1888—Sugar market. Buyers held aloof
IromOugar, although holders were
willlug to sell, during the past week. Quotations
were

nominal.
regular to good polarization,
|2.60@2.87% gold per quintal.
Muscovado, fair to good refiniug, 86 to 90 degrees. 60.00460.00.
Centrifugal 92 to 98 degrees in hhds, bags
K
and boxes, 63.43%@3.81%.
Stocks in the warehouses at Havana and
boxes.
Matanzas, 1,600
108.200 bags, and 65
hhds; receipts1 ifor the week, 414boxeti. 00
bags,! and 66 hhds; exports during the week
96 uoxes, 21,000 bags and 83 hhds. of which
00 boxes, 18,600 bags and 00 hhds were to
the United States.
Freights nominal; » hhd of sugar loading at
Havana for the United States, *176@2.oo gold.
Per hhd of sugar from ports on the north coast of
Cuba (outside ports) lor the United states at

Hong Kong prev

Ulrica R
UlClU1l<2tth,aschs
Bchs Llewellyn, Colwell,

Smith, Rogers, NYork;
Kockland;

Sea

Foam,

Nichols, do; Sultan, Gale, Rockport; E M Sawyer, Bagley, New York; Wallula, Springer, Thornaston; Nellie Waters, Rockland.

62.U0@f2.25 gold.

Sooken.

|

Oct 12, oft Charleston, sch A D Lamson, from
Philadelphia for Savannah.
Sept 16, lat 20 N, Ion 32 W, barque St James,
Cook, from New York for Yokohama.
Oct 8, thirty miles N of Tortugas, barque Formosa, Pettigrew, from Mobile for New York.

sell yon

FOUR

3KAN0

—

New

AJfD

as

TIMES

any other in this section of New

England, and

we can

prove it.

goods

FOR

The favorite

1888.

HORSE BLANKET
Strongest blanket made. Will
five ordinary blankets.
Don’t be deceived by imitations.
Always look for the Horse
oranded inside. For salt by all dealers,
eutwear

advantage.

Freights for the West by the Penn. U. it., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded tree of commission.
Beaad Trio IIS
Passage 910.00.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to
D. B. sinPSOV, Aaeal,
■ldtf
Ls«« Wharf. Beelea.

_TO

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

$15.00
We know what these cost regular dealers and they cannot be
bought outside of our store for
less than $20.
500 handsome Brown, Blue and
Black Moscow Beaver Overcoats
cut in Men’s andYoung Men’s sizes
33 to 44 and made for line appearance, durable colors and genuine
service, good trimmings and warranted perfect fitting at only

HEADQUARTERS

for FLAGS,
BANNERS, TENTS, TORCHES,
UNIFORM, NAMES of CANDIDATES, BANDANNAS, FLAG

HANDKERCHIEF and BUNTING.
C. W.

SIMMONS&CO,’s,

32 to 34 North Street, BOSTON.
jly9
eodiirm4m

Hold

This is the jobbing price on these
goods and retail dealers generally
are obliged to sell them for at
least $12 each.

CONDUCTORS’ OVERCOATS
cnt long, made from a fine Blue
Beaver, side pockets, two ticket
pockets and inside breast pockets
made of ticking, besides two out
side muff pockets, are wool lined.
Warranted fast color and well
stayed and made every way, sizes
35 to 44 only

This coat cannot be produced by
any other house at this price.
Men’s genuine Pontoosuc double
breasted Blue suits, heavy Winter
weight at only

$8

toy gall Druggists.

PRICE

35c* SCO. and *1.00.

Dr. JOHN F. TRUE & 00.,
AUBURN
AieTape Worms

removed In from
tc three hours.

Proprietors,

Regular $12

MAINE.

per suit.

CIDER BARRELS.
Barrels and Ke^s for Cider;
also IOO Bass' Ale Hhds.,
—

FOB SALE BY

$13, $15, $18 and $30.
We would cordially ask all young
men

wanting something

nice for

Winter Overcoat and at the
time

not

expensive,

to

a

same

see

our

Beavers and Kerseys at

have had made to our special
order 150 fine all wool suits cut in
regular large sizes for Men 40 to
50 breast and waist measure,
these goods are nice, warranted
durable, and a

GRAND OPPORTUNITY

These are equal to custom garments in quality, make up, trimmings, tit and finish, and are about

Two-Thirds the Price

Gentlemen’s Fine Overcoats,
Mace fr

410ForeSt., Portland, Me.

oct3dtf

$15

to

Island
dtf

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co.
STEAMER ERTERPRISEHJAPT. ALFRED RACE.

Middlesex, Edward
and other well-known
makes of fine goods made up in
our best manner, and offered in
all sizes, at only

$15, $18, $30, $33, $35
and $30.

FRIEZE ULSTER1NGS.
The best known materials for
Also all
warmth and comfort.
grades of Ulsters at the lowest
manufacturers’ prices.
Extra quality

LEATHER JACKETS
at $3.75, $5.00, and $8.00. LeathLeather Vests $2.50 and $3.00.
er Vests with sleeves $4.00.

for Gentlemen and Young Men.
We have manufactured an exceptionally tine line of these goods,
and for perfect fitting, well made
Pantaloons, we think these have

$20 per Suit.

Also large sized overcoats.

Steamboat

Young

Men’s

Fine sens
Frock, at

$15, r 18, $30, $33, $35
and $38
Gentlemen’s Prince Albert Dress
Suits, finest quality, at $25.00 and
$30.00 per suit.

Co(

lows:

for all ages.

We offer a few lines
in Men's and Young Men’s sizes, as
large as 42, all wool, wool lined,
satin sleeve lining, and large full
capes, at only

Between Freeport and Portland touching at
Great Chebeague, Little John’s and Cousins I si
ands.
Leave South Freeport dally (Sundays excepted)

at 7.00 a m.

Returning will

3 p. m.

These are very popular this season, and these Overcoats are regular $20 garments.
Several lines of handsome Union
Beaver Overcoats in new patterns,
in Men’s and Young Men’s sizes, at
only $5, $6 and $8. Sizes 33 to 44.
These aro exceptionally tine bar-

gains.

leave

Burnhams wharf. Portland,

E.B. MALLBTT. Jr„ Manager.
Freeport.

selOdti

SURGICAL HOSPITAL
FOR WOMEN,

FREE

$15 Each.

Happened bribe VlURDOCK LIQUID
FOOD Ce., Claiaabereagh Hired, ceraer
ef Haaiiaglea A venae, Beaten.

fhla

nhluof la

huuaif ran tlui fant fhal

AVurv <411 ruis*AA

BOYS’ OVERCOATS.
Age 14 to 17 years, at $5, $6, $7,
$8, $10, $12, $15, $18 and $20
each. Elegant display.

1

operation of any magnitude whatever Involves
loss of blood ana a sboek to the nervous system,
and the additionally well demonstrated fact, that
In proporallon to the rapidity of regeneration of
the blood and toning up of the nervous system, Iu
such proportion Is convalescence hastened.
n pursuance therewith each patient, for several
days prior to and Immediately after the operation.
Is placed upon a diet of the most condensed and
at the same time the most easily assimilable nutriment which scientific experimentation has been
able to produce, made from common food products, also one tablespoonful of Murdock's Liquid
Food before each meal and on retiring; and where
patients are constipated, as most are after their
operation, they also use our Kxw Food Suppositories daily. Each adult's suppository contains
Vi oz. Murdock’s Liquid Food.

THIS IS CONFIRMED
BV THE

CHILDREN’S OVERCOATS.
With capes and

$15.

KEt'OHDN OF THE

1,278
discharged (with only 17
deaths), as they gained iu health, vitality and
weight. In some instances those remaining tu
the Hopsital, Including operations, gained

patients who

without,

at $2 to
Every grade and every size.

BOYS’ DRESS SUITS
in both two and three pieces. Our
Knee l‘ant Suits with Vest, for
boys 10 to 16 years, are very popular and stylish.
See our Boys’ all wool Knee
Pant Suits and Hat to match, for
only $3, Sizes 4 to 14 years. The
greatest bargain of the season.
1000 pair of Boys’ Knee Pants
at 25, 50, 75 cents, $1, $1.25 and

$1.50 per pair.

GUT THIS ADVERTISEMENT OUT AND BRING IT WITH YOU IF YOU WISH.

were

25 pounds in 6 weeks,
“
“
“
1«
45
•*
“
“ 31
35
This last case had 6 operations, aa-can be seen
by our Hospital reports, which also show that our
operations included between 60 and do different
kinds, and every kind known in surgery, as uo
case Is rejected that needs an operation.
Average length of time of all patients remaining
In the Hospital, 3-1 days, or 2(1 days after opera
tlon; and one lady remained 14 months, and then
eft restored to health, after S operations.
Murdoch's Liquid Food U adapted to all
ages, la krallk or disease, as i( will make
aew blood faster thus all foods or prrpar
atioas kaowa, it is not aa extract ar tonic,
evea if it is a liquid, which it aerrsoariiy
must be, as it is free of all insolublr mailer, also drags, minerals, salts aad arids.

Any person suffering from xny general disease
will llnd that they are improving by the use of oue
twelve-ounce bottle of our Liquid rood, and If so
WlUcontlnue;aadif iadeubl, abandon il.nad
yau will soon be convinced of its valor
We do not depend on an analysis to show the
value of our Liquid Food, as that would have no

practical value, as no analysis can find all the
properties In any preparation, and when made can
not tell of what the preparations are made from,
Natural mineral
or If they are raw or cooked.
waters and manufactured oues prove this fact.
A practical test, as we have sustained by
Free Hospitals for 3 years, covering
all classes of disrase and operations. Increasing the number of beds annually,
which now number betwrea IOO aad 206
every oar free—aad restoring lo health by
with only 17 deaths,
1U7N operations,
shows ao testimonials can be obtained from
any source better than the restored bralth
of patients from oar Hospital. We are also
indorsed by essays aad discussions before
the National Vlcdicul Mocirties of 44rrat
Britain aad tbo United Blairs, mil oo essay was rrrr read brtoir any of them except on Via,dock’s Liquid Food.
our

We

Made of galvanized iron and copper. Absolutely no leakage from any source; no dripping
or sweating;. fire-proof; Ventilating.

alway have just what

Galvanized iron and copper cornices and gutters.
Sheet metal work for buildings. Send for illustrated

advertise and

a

OINTE

STRICTLY

great deal

more.

PRICE.

AND REMEMBER

circular.

E. VAN NOORDEN & CO.,

Facts

M&ThOm

We

are

Manufacturers and can save you at least
CENT on all purchases of Clothing.

£20

to 25 PER

TEEL PENS
SPENCERIAN
STAN AID CLOTHING CO.,
Are the Best.

IN^m^JSSENTIAL

QUALITIES

*

OF

255 Middle

Durability, Evenness of
Point, and Workmanship.
for trial of 12 different styles by mail, on
receipt of lO cents in stamps. Ask for card Mo. 8.

Samples

IVISON, BLAKEMAN & CO.,
apr9

W. O.
dlawMly

are

always

mere

cearinciag tkaa

Opiuleas.

383 Harrison Ave. BOSTON, Mass.
il’23

we

ootll

WAR.E3,

and
Physicians are Invited to visit our Hospital
to luring or send us Patients.
_. h
to
baby
restore
your
to
wish
Remember, if vou
health or preserve Its health, U«W**“5£*® "!
ofo, .8—^Infants* that are* not regular
L
cents dozen.
f.y
maiuf'not^kept
di-u^stdozeu.
Adult Suppositories, $1.20
one

a

MURDOCK LIQUID FOOD CO.,
BOSTON.
au22

POLICIES

St.,DPortland,”Me.
-

Popnlar

dlw

Protected

Maine

Law issued

Manager.

a

vour

WM&Sil

by

the

Non-Forfeitnre

only by

the OLD UN-

of Portland, Maine.

(a Lifer! J

nar

HM,

1

A3,

Leave Portland, vta O. T. Railway, 7.10 a. m.i
Lewiston 7.15:
Mechanic Palls (mixed traia)
9.00. Arriving at W. Minot 9.26;
B. Hebron
9.64: Buckllela 10.06; K. Sumner 10.46; Hartford 10.66; Canton 11.15 a. m.
Leave Portland 1.80 p. m.; Lewiston 8.00, Mechanic Kalis 3.16. Arriving at W. Minot 8.30;
B. Hebron 8.40; Buckfield 8.63; E. Sumner
4.06; Hartford 4.11; Canton 4.35, and Gilbertvllle 4.36.
RBTUKNING—Leave Canton 6.00, 3.10 a. m.;
arriving at Portland 8.26 a. m., 12.16 p. m.
NT AUK CONNECTION*!,
DAILY—From W. Minot 10.00 a. m. and 1.30 p.
m. for Hebron Academy:
Buckbeld 3.06 p. m.
for W. Sumner and Turner; Canton 4.27 p. in.;
arriving at Peru 6.30: Dlxtteld U.OO; Mexico
7.00 p. m.; also for Brettuu’s Mills. Livermore.
Returning, leave Mexico 6.00, DixtUld 7 0 a.
m.; arriving at Portland 12.16 p. m.
L. L. LINCOLN. Sui t.
B. C. BRADFORD. G. T. A.
U;> 1 TUtf

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.
Portland & Rochester R. R*
STATION. FOOtTTpREBLE STREET.
On and after .Bandar. Jane 99. Isas,
Passenger Trains will Leave Psrilaadi
lvarcealar, C'linlaa, Ayer Jaarliaa.
Haahaa, Windham and Kpplag at 7.3d
а. ae. and 19.99 p ae.
far .Baachaaicr, tlaaeard. and points North
at 19.99 p.
far Keebrsier, Mariagrwlr, Allred, tv air re
hara, and Mace blear a! 7.30 a. ae.. 19.99
and (mixed) at 0.30 p. ae.
far feerhaae at 7.30 a. as., 19.99, 3.00,
O. to, and (mixed) at 0.30 p. ae.
far Uuccarappa.ilambcrlnad .Bills, V r,a
hraah Jaarliaa and Wsedferd’s a) 1.J1
and 10.00 a. ae., 19.93, ?.««>, 6.-e« and
(mixed) ■«.:(»* p. ae.
far Fares! A cent (Dearlag
10.00 a. as,,
3.00 and 0.90 p. a.
The 19.99 p. ae. tralo train Portland eounecta
lyrr Jeacb Wlth 'lleeesr Taaael Kaala”
(01 tho West, and at t'alea Miatiaa, WarceaVarU
rta
ier, (»r Proviilrarr and Hree
far

Proridrarr I.iaa” for

Harwich and

Hew

Varh, via "Harwich Line", with Hasiaa *
Albany B. K. (or the West and Hew Vovk,
ail rail Vis "Hpriaggeld", also with N. Y. *
N. E. K. H. ("steamer Maryland
Koute”) (or
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington,
and the Month.

Through Tickets to all points West
may

and death
be had ol 8. [I. H ELLEN,Ticket Agent. Port.

•Does

not stop at Woodlord’s.
J. W. l’itTKK.x Host

Jeiiadtf

W CENTRAL RAILROAD
lis aad -.iflor October O.INhS, Passenger
Trains leave Pnrllaud, Hew
Eaten dlaliea, us failewsi

For Ankara aad l.ewislsa, 7.10, 8.49 A m.,
1.25 and fi.05 p. m. Lewisieu via Brans*
wich, 6.50a. in.. 1.80 and til.80 p. m. For
Kuih 6.50 a n., 1.80 and 6.10 p. m„ and on
8.0 ur la) s only at 11.80 p. m. Hack la ad and
Manx aad Liacala K. K., 6.60 A m. and
1.30 p. m.. and on Wednesdays and Saturdays
at 6.10 p.m. Brunswick, Nardlnrr, Hal.
lawrll. and Aagasla, 8.60 A m., 1.20, p, m.
(express), 1.80, 6.10 and tll-30 p. m. Farmiagieu via Lewlsiaa, 8.48 A m., 1.26 p.m.;
via Hreaswick. 6.60 A m., 1.80 p. m. Ilea,
issuih.
Wialhrep. l.abr Baraaecaah,
Kraddcld. Oakland aad Harlb Aasaa.
7.10 a. m 1.26 p. m. Walerville aad Skewbegan via lu*wisiea. 7.10 a. hi., 1.26 p. m.
via Augusta, 6.60a in.. 1.20 p. m, (Express,)
1.30,6.10,111.80p. m. Belfnse aad Driirr.
1.26, 1.80, tll.so p. 111. Stnagra via Lewistea, 7.10 A m., 1.26, p. in., vl» Aagasla, 6.80
A III.. 1.20 (Express), 1.80, 111 30 p.m. Banger nad Pisrnlaqnie H. B., 6.60, 7 10 Am.,

tll.80p. m. El Is warn., mil Bar llarbar
1.20, 11.30 p. Kl- Vaa. ebare nad Heallea,
б. 60,7.10 Am., 1.25, 1.80, ,11.81) p, m
HA
niephra. oHalais,) Araasteah i'ssaly at.
Jsha Halifax and the Praviacrs, 1.26,
1.30, 11.30 p. m.
tNtght express with sleeping ear attached, runs
every night, Sundays Included, through t" Hunger, nut not to Bkowbegan Moudsv mornings or
to Belfast and Dexter or
Bangor, except
to Bar Harbor, Sunday mornings.

wu11*it lun ar alas, a..
For Cumberland Bills 8.80, 10.10 A m., 12.60
2.00, 6.46, 6.16 p, ill.; (or Uebagu Lake 8.60
tor Eryrksrs,
a. ni., 12.60, 6.46, 6.16 p. m.
Ns. lb l eawai, lllra Sluliea, 1 ran lerds
and Fsbjuae 8.60 a. m., 17.90. und fur BarsIrit 6.16 p. in.
The 8.6o a in. train connects (or all points la
Northern New Hampshire and Vermont and runs
West. All trains counect at Brtdgton Junettou (or
Harrison and Waterford.
Arrival* In Portland, from Sehago Lake 0.45 a. m.,
from Cumberland Mills at 11.45 a. m. and *.80
p. m. from Augusta and Bath, and from Bartlett
8.36 a. in., Lewiston 8.40 a. m.:
from Bangor
Rockland, etc., at 18.25,12.30, 12.36 p. m., and
from White Mountains at 12.35 p. m.; from Wa
tervtUe, Bath, Augusta and Rockland, at 6.20 p.
m.. Flying Yankee at 6.30 p. in.;
and Lewiston at 6.40 p. in.; through trains from
Montreal and the West 7.60 p. in.; Night Pullman 1.30 a. m.

Brtdgton,

Farmington

PORTLAND, NT. DESERT ft MACHIAS STBT CO
8teninrr City of
Kirliinonil,
(APT. WH. K. DR33ISOV,
(weather uennlttmej and until (urtlier notice
will leave Portland Tuesdays and Friday
at 11
o’clock p. m.
Returulng, leave Maehtasport
Mondays and Thursdays at 4 o'clock a. ui., onnecting at Portland with the night and early
morning trains (or Boston.
PAYSON TUCKER. General Manager.
F. K. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass, and 1 .i-kei Agt.
oct&ttf
Portland, Oct. 4, 1888.
c

BOSTON AND MAINE
la

effect

Ocleber

IS,

R.R

ISVS.

WESTERN
Trains

leave

1)1 VISION.
Portland.
Union
Station,"

Hesion
17.30, 18.45 a. m..
)I2.50,
16.10 p. m. Hosleu fer P.rllssS 7.80,
8.30, a. m., 1.00. 4.00, 6.00 p. m. For Hear,
here Brock, Ptnr Petal, 7.30. 10.26. a. in.,
3.30, 6.15 p. m. Old Orchard Heart,, Ware,
Hiddetsrd 7.80. 8.45. 10.25 a. m.. 12.60,3.30,
6.16,6.10 p.m. hrnsrhsak, 7.30, H.46 a. in.,
12.60. 3.30, 6.16, 6.10 p. m. Writs Mearb,
7.30,8.46 a. m., 3.30, 6.16 p. m. Nerth HrreicU, tlivsi Pall*. Oerei 7.30, 8.45 a. lu.,
12.50, 3.30, 6.16. 6.10 p.m. Exeter, Haverhill, l.asrrvacr, and Eesrell. 7.30, 8.46 a.
Hoeheslcr Paria
m„ 12.60, 3.30, 6.10 p. in.
iaglea, Allea May, 6.46 a. m., 12.60, 3.30
Manchester
*nd
ui.,
Caacar
I (rut Lawp.
rence) 8.46 a. in., (via Newmarket Junction)
3.30 p. in.

War
3.80

TRAINS LEAVR COMMERCIAL STREET
STATION (or Pape Elizabeth 6.46 p. in.:
for Mrarbere Bench, Piae
Petal, Old
Orchard,, Hare, Hlddrferd ead ktennebuaU, 7.10. a. in., 3.30, 6.«5 p. m. 7.10 a. m
train connects at Union Station with 7.30 a. m.
train for Baetea, the 8.36 a. m„ 12.40, 8.30,
6.00 p. ni., trains connect at Transfer Station
with trains for B«i.« and way stations.
Traiusleave Uuloo Statlou for Commercial St.
Station at 12 66, 6.06, *8.10. *10.10. *11.06 p. m.

Sunday Traias Front Union Station.
Fur Hesiaa

aud way stations 1.00 and 6.30 p.

cTuesdays and Ft ’days.

Eastern Division From Union Station.

Per Hesien (18.00 a.m., dally), 10.00 Am., 11.05,
16.00 p. 111. Returulug leave Hesien 7.30, 69.00
Hlddea.in., 12.30 p. in. («7.00 p. m. dally).

ferd, Pertseseelh, fkewbaryperl, Vslra,
Lysz 2.00, 9.00 a. m„ 6.00 u. lu. Aseee
bary 9.0*’ a. in., 1.06, 600 p. m.
fit pc Elizabrth, 9.00 a. m..
Pullman cars on above trains.
(Connects with Rail Lines for New York, South
aud West.
(Connects with Sound Lines tor New York.
••West Division fr m North Berwick Sundays.
6Vla Westeru Dlv. Irom Scar boro Crossing.
Through Tickets to all points Sooth and West
for rale at I a lea wiatlea, ('eagre** fkirvri,
Csavrmzl Mirrn Station. and at Eaten
lifUr* i»**ic». id K«ch«atir tircfl,
J. T. FURBEK Oen’l Manager, Boston.
D.
r.. An i'Kun, i,™. p. a i. a., Huston.
M L. WlULIAAIH, Geu’t Agent, Portland.
dtf
sep3
__

SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE
LUMBER AND TIMBER.
Memorandums of Lumber furnished at the low.
est market prices from our stuck on tne wharf, or
direct from our Southern Pine Mills, aud lu the
quickest possible time.

ION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE

COMPANY,

Arraagemru.

beyond

EVEBY BED EUEE.

114 BEDH.

The object of this Institution and It is the largest In the United States, Is to relieve aud cure m
the simplest, safest and quickest way the uumerous surgical ailments to which women are subject.
The method sought for the accomplishment of

fist

no

in

urdy
Squirrel Island, Boothbay,
Island,
South Bristol, East Boothbay, Clark’s Cove and
Damarlscotta.
Every Thursday at 8.30 Am. for Squirrel Island,
Boothbay, Heron Island, South Bristol, East
Boothbay and Pemaquld.
Returning will leave Damarlscotta every Monday and Wednesday at 7.00 a in., tor Portland
and Intermediate Landings.
Every Krldy at 7.00 A m., will leave Pemaquld
for Portland and Intermediate Landings, arriving
Id Portland about 2.30 p. m., connecting with Boston boats from Portland. Through tickets sold no
the boat to Boston.
Positively no freight received after 8.15 at Portlvnd on the day of sailing.
Freight received and delivered by W. H. Bobanon on the wharf.
my4dtfA. MONTG OMERY Pres.

On and after Oct. 8th, 1888. the steamer Phantom, H. B. Townsend, Master, will run as fol-

CAPE OVERCOATS

m

equal.
Elegant styles

and

Children’s sizes.
Men’s sizes $4 to $15.
Young Men’s sizes $4 to $15.
Boys’ sizes $5 to $12.
Children’s sizes $3.50 to $10.
We are handling more REEFERS every season probably than
all the houses in the city together.

Harris,

cut Sack or Four’Button

is now offered for BIG MEN to get
a small expense. Prices

fitted at

Men’s, Young Men’s, Boys’

in

$18, $30, $33 and 835.

—

R, STANLEY & SON,

7.46; Jenks 8.00; Hope Island 8.06; Little Chebeague 8.15: Long Island 8.35. Arrive In Port-

Freeport

FINE TROUSERS

we

an 13

fine Overcoats in. Blue, Brown,
and Black Kersey’s, Chinchilla
and Elysinn Be.avers at only

suit.

FOR LARGE MEN

Tape Worm*
hour andthl-ty minutes

Specialty.

a
on«

REEFERS

$10.00 each.

$12.00 each.

ft 1. acknowledged to be the best, Bafest anf
most potent ami effectual remedy known for
this child-killing disease.

Steamboat Co.

On and after Oct. 10, 1888, Steamer .nIE
KYCONKAU will leave Orr's Island 0.46 Am.;
Bailey’s 7.00; Harpswell 7.16: Oreat Chebeague

and after Saturday, Hay 6th,
Franklin Wharf every Tuesday and SatONleave
Heron
for

YOUNG MENS

Romford Falls k R Afield Railroad
8»aarr

Tiwsdar ud Frida*.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p. m. From Fine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 13 m.
Insurance one-half the rate ol

Steamer will

$250 Worumbo Kersey Beaver
Overcoats in handsome shades of
Seal Brown and Blue, elegantly
made and trimmed and warranted
to fit perfectly, and in size 34 to
44 ana are offered by us at

JOSEPH HICKSON, Genera Manager.
WM. KDG A K, Genl Pass. Agent,
J. 8TBPP BNSON: Supt.
ie25dtf
Portland, June 26,1888.

USE.

land 9.15. Return leave Portland for Orr’s
and all Intermediate landings at 2.30 p. m.
oc2

L.

Lowest (ares from Portland, Yarmouth Junta
tton and Danville J unction as follows: To Chicago, $21.00 and (19.00: Detroit, (18.76 ard
(16.00: Kansas City, (32.60 and (28.86; St.
Paul (32.60 and (28.00; St. Louis via. Detroit,
(26.00and (21.25; St. Louis via. Chicago, (28.60
and (24.90; California, (82.60 and (63.78.

BFMIFSniV ssd SATURDAY

ISLAND NTBAniRR.

Our Wholesale House and Manufacturing Rooms are at 395 to
403 Washington Street, Boston, and]] A LARGER STOCK AT
LOWER PRICES THAN WE OFFER !]THIS SEASON HAS NOT
BEEN SEEN ANYWHERE.
We ask YOUR CLOSE ATTENTION now]to a few of the many
Bargains we offer. An EARLY examination will prove to yonr

a.

T1CBI,T OPFli'B,

Boston; Philadelphia

Harpswell

§.35

86 Euhangi St., mdDmot Foot of India CtiooL

1888.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 0 p. m. lieturning, leave Pier
88, Bast River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
Oeceral Agent
•eptSl-dtf

are

and

Te Ulea Haase and Briers good to go Satreturn Monday following, for (6.00.

The
Steamers ot this Line will leave Ballroad Whart, loot o( State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 6.30 p. m„ (or
EASTPORT and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. HfFrelght received up to 4.00 r. n.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or (or other lnlormatloD at Company's Office, Railroad Whart, toot
ot State street.
J. B. COY LB.
Gen’l Manager.
nov!4dty

tten

Ceatea, 7.10 a. m

urdays and

and St. An-

STEAMSHIP

a ad

m.

Preoa Oaebee, 18.16 p. m.
Preen lalaad Pead, (Mixed) 7.16 p. ni.
Pullman Palace Sleeping oars on ulgbi train and
rarlor cart on day train between Portland and
Montreal.

CO.,

SUMMER ARRANGEMENTS.

BachBcld

A ft HIT ALB.
Praat l.rwlalea and Aabara.

—

route^to C'ainpo^riio

and

a. m.

m

18.16, 3.16 and 6.38 p. m.
Pram Uerhaa, 8.26a.m., 18.16 and 6.48 p. hi.
Prana Chicago aad Meaireal, 18.16 and

—

FARTS OF

and Chicane, 9.16

Oaebee,1.80 p.

б. 48 p. m.

For NEW YORK.

WE HAVE STRICTLY ONE PRICE
and all

ALL

From PHILADELPHIA

LARGE

AS

1.30 p.

Uramwlck, N«?a Nroiia, Prince Kd«
w»rd* Island, nnd l ap* IS men.

IFIDw

Onr stock for selection is

HORSE

Per
Per

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN N. B.. HALIFAX N. S

From RDSTDN

PRICES AS LOW AS RAAY DEALERS PAY FDR TIER.

eod&wlytopofcolcd

myl6

mew

mko, Dnsko, Elizabetliport; D Sawyer, Kemp, Kondout; Wm U Card, Wooster, from
New York.
In port 12th, scIib Danl Webster, Provincetown
lor Kockland; Thos 11 lx, Kockland for New York;
Idaho, Boston for Bangor; Brunette, do for SearsAllstoii, do for Bangor; Kate Lilly, do for
live Elizabeth,do for Bangor; Eva May, do for
Somes Sound; H J Holway, do tor Machlas; Vtclory, do for Kockland; Vineyard, do for do; Stella
late, Hoboken for Brooklin: Abm Richardson.
New York for Bangor; Emma Me Adam, Kondout
lor Calais; Empress, Bangor for Cottage City; M
E Oliver, do for New York; A Hammond, Bath
[or do; Damon, Bangor for Bridgeport; Alpine,
lo for Flushing; Nancy J Day, Gardiner for New
York; Maria Adelaide, Bangor for New Bedford;
Annie Lee, Gardiner for New York; C H Eaton,
Meptune, and Susan Koss.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 12th, sch Victor, New York
for Kockland; City of Philadelphia, from Philadelphia for Saco.
In port 12th, schs Nallae American, from Boston for Calais; Veto, Salem for Kockland; Frances
Ellen, Boston for Kennebec; W K Chester, do for
Machlas; W G K Mowry.do for Calais; Charles A
Sproul. Weymonth for Damariscotta; Gamecock,
and Kuth S Hodgdon, Boston for Bangor; Agues,
Bangor for Boston.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 12th, schs Annie P Chase,
Poole, Elizabetliport; Jennie M Carier, Eaton,
New York; Fannie Hodgkins, Kimball. Hoboken
for Dover; Catawamteak, Perry, Kockland.
Below 12th, schs Ben Hur, from New York for
Augusta; Nile, Boston for Wlscasset; Radiant,do
for Kockland; M B Rogers, and Cambridge, do for
Bath; Lincoln, do for Millbridge; H 8 Boynton,
do for Bangor; Native American, and Wm Dureu,
do for Calais; Lygonla, do for Clark’s island; Ella F'rauces, do for Camden; L 11 Smith, do for
Bncksport; Frolic, do for Bootlibay; William Butman, do for Bearsport; White Foam, do for Hancock; Coquette, Wlscasset for Boston; Minetta,
Wlnterport for do; Peerless, Gloucester for Portland; J S Lane, llinghamfor Bangor; Ruth S
Hodgdon, Boston for Rockla nd.
BATH—Ar 12th, barque Alex Campbell, Bunker, Portland; schs Mattie A Fraukliu, Larrabee,
and Ophlr, Dodge, do: Sarah, Oliver, and Frank
Harrington, Kent, Boston.
Sid 12th, schs Carrie 8 Bailey, Welch, Darien;
CH Haskell, Silsby, Charleston; W L Roberts,
Bray, Washington; Bessie H Rose, Adams, ami
and L V Rose, Leeds, Philadelphia; Agricola,
Garland, and Reuben Eastman, Eastman, New
York; Judge Tenney, Ham, Boston.

can

Par Meaireal

1.30 p. m.

Internationa!
—

1888,

PKFABTl'BBl,
Bar Ashsrs aad l.ewieiaa, 7.10 and 9.16
а. m. and 1.16 anil 6.20 p. m.
ParUarhaas, 9.15 a.m. and 1.80 and 6.20 p

m.

STEAMSHIP

after MON DAT, Oct. 13,
(raise wlllraa as fnllewa,

On sa4

JH2.-

DIRECT

DontTakMny Other
Jno. FlNZER & Bros.,Louisville,KyC

Loon, Morrell, Tiverton.
Cld 13th, sch John H Kennedy, McValn, for
Souris, PEI.
Sld I8ih, barque James G Pendleton, for Melbourne ; schs Cora Dunn, Sami Dllloway, H Prescolt, Will Mason, Rogers, Thos N Stone. Leonora.
Aobie Ingalls, H U Havey, Elbridge Souther, J C
Haynes, Norman, Westerloo, Moses Eddy, Mabel,
M B Oakes, A Hayford, Imogene, Mary Eliza,
Fearuaught. and others.
SALEM—Ar 12th. sens C Matthews, Hardy, fin
York; FT

been within our ability* to produce. We
OVERCOATS in many grades at

t'ijli'jfclSL

For Freight, Passage, or general lnlormatlon
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
B. A. ADA.EM * CO..
113 Slate Street. Cwr. Bread Nt., Emms.

A FAIR TRIAL.

Knight, Maker, NYork;
Minstrel, Brown, Penobscot: Jas Holmes, Ryan,
Belfast; Matilda, Lowell, Wlscasset; Silas Mc-

Markets.
iBy Telegraph.]
N RW YOfiK. Oct. 13, 1888.—Flour markei
receuxs 14,110 packages; exports 1731|obls aud
12,800 sacks; unchanged, dull and easy; sales
10,680 bbls: low extra S 8634 60; city mills extra at 6 76@6 90; city mills patents 8 7648 00;
winter wbea'.low grades at 8 8544 50; fair to
fancy 4 80@6 40; do patents at 6 Oil a 7 75; Min
nesota clear at 4 6546 16; do straight at
76@
7 00; do patents at 8 26@7 85; do rye mixtures
at 4 65@6 75; superfine at 3 00@4 36; fine 2 85
@3 76; Southern flour is dull and weak; common to fair extra at 3 904 4 50; good to choice do
4 55@7 25. Bye flour dull; superfine 3 76@4 60.
Whvm—receipts 132,860 bush; exports
push;
sales 9,000 bush; lower, weak and dull; No 2 Bed
at 1 11%'al 12 elevand afloat. lll>4@112%
f o b; No 3 Bed 1 00@1 02; No 4 do nominal ;No2
Chicago at l 12%; No 2 MU 111%. Bye quiet
and firm; State at 63@70; Western at 62@66.
Burley quiet.
Cern—receipts 312,800 bush;
exports 44,900 bu, sales 142,000 bu; lower aud
weak with a moderate business: No 2 at 62%@
52%c in elev, 52%@52%c afloat. Oais-ieceiuts 77,000busfi, exports
bush; sales 97.000
bush: lower and less doing: No 3 at 29c; White
do at 31%c; No 2 at 29%@30c; do White 33%@
33%c; No 1 at 31c; White do 41c; Mixed We”
tern at26'4Bl%c; White do at 28442; White
Slate at 31442c; No 2 Chicago —. Coffee—Bio
dull and easier; lair cargoes at 16c.
kngar-raw
unsettled and nominal; refined quiet; Cat6%c;
Kx C 6%@6 11-lec; White Ex C 6%@l> 13-16C;
Yellow o%@6% standard A 7% ; Mould^A 7%c;
confectioners A 7%c; off A 6-94@7c; powdered
7%c; granulated 7%c; Cubes 7%e; cnt loaf aud
crushed 8%c. Molasses nominal. Petroleum is
steady and quiet: united at 94%c. Fork quiet;
mess 16 26418 75.
Beef strong. Lard Is quiet;
Wesiem at 6 60; city steam at 9 20; refined dull;
Continent at 10 60; 8 A 11%. Butter is strong;
State dairy 17@2lc > Sikerw quiet and firm.
Preiaki* to Liverpool steady.
CHICAGO. Oct 18, 1888.—The Flour market
is steady andfuncbanged.
Wheat, spot market
very steady; No 2 Spring at 113V441 14: No 2
Bed 1 13V4@1 14. corn quiet but shade higher—
No 2 at 45%c. Oats are steady; No2at24%c.
No,2 Bye at 66%@66c. Barley is nominal. 1’ri
visions slow—nless Pork 16 00.
Lara at 9 12%
@10 00. Dry salted shoulders 8 67%@8 75;shoit
clear sides at 9 12% 39 26. Whiskey at 1 2u.
Becelpts—Flour, 21,000 bbls. wheat 63,000 bu,
cort279,000 bush, oats 3<;7,000jbu,barlej, 62,000
bush,rye 84,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 19,000 bbls. wheat 67,000
bush, corn 490,000 bush,oats, 165,000 bu, parley
81.000 bush, rye 4,000 bush.
8T. LOUIS, Oct. 13, 1888.—The Flour market
is quiet. Wheat quiet; No 2 Bed at 1 09. Corn is
dull; No 2 at 80%e. Oats are steady; No 2 at
83c asked. Bye—No 2 at 64c. Whiskey steady
at 1 14.
Provisions are dull. Pork 15 26@16 60.
i-ard -prime steam nominally at 8 60; ary salted
'neats—shoulders —; longs and ribs at 8 80; short
clears 9 10. Bacon—shoulders at 9 25; longs and
ribs 9 87%@10 00; short clear atl0 25@10 60.
Hams 611 504613 60.
Keceipts—Flour, 4,000 ibbls; wheat. 4B,ooo
bush;,corn 17,000 bush; oats 36,000 bush; .rye
7.000 bush; barley, 30,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 8,000 ,bols ; wheat.! 6,000
bush:;corn, ll.oou hush; oats, 60,000 bush; rye
2.000 bush, barley 1,000 bush.

ever

MinnEK AKlCANCiCIflENT.

P.SSM,

As early as August, 1887, we placed LARGE ORDERS with some
of the Leading Hills in this country for Woolens, and by taking advantage of the market at that time and since, we have been
able to place upon onr counters THIS SEASON some of the

that has

oc3__dtl

GRAB TRIM RAILWAY OF CA.YAIIA

COLON.sails Saturday, Oct 20, Noon.
From San Francisco. 1st and Bran nan Sts.
For Japan and Chiu.
CITY OF PEKING sails Saturday, Oct. 27,

DON'T FAIL TO GIVE

OLD HONESTY

PHILADELPHIA.

From New York, pier (not ol Canal Bt„ North
River, (or San Francisco, via The Isthmus «f

stock of

GRANDEST BARGAINS IN OVERCOATS

[oi Washington.
Ar 13th, schs Caroline

Domestic

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LIVkUJMOL, Oct. 1B.-Tbe Cotton marketbusiness good at Hardening rates; middling uplands 6%d; do Orleans 6’/ad; sales 10,000 bales;

CLASS ARTICLE IN

Torrey, Orue, Nortbport for Portland; A McNIchols, Reynolds, Port Johnson for Saco; JohnCadwallader, Dolce, fm Gardiner for Patchogue; Bay

ed do at 2 76.

brons 6(c.

California. Japan. China, Central
and South America airi Meiico.

Reefers,Ulsters,Storm Coats,Leather Jackets, <*

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

Memoranda.
Darien, Oct 12—During a heavy gale last night
sch Ada Bailey, of Bath, loading at Union Island,
broke from her moorings, takiug the piiliug with
her. She dropped anchors and held.
Sch Sarah, before reported In collision with schr
Morellgbt, arrived at Batb 12tb. Sbe lost flying
jibboom and headgear.

73%

pref. 28%
Western UnioD. 86%

IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A FIRST*

fm Cardiff lltb inst, barque J H McLaren,
Wyman. Buenos Ayres.
Ar at Cardiff 12tn inst, barque Bonny Doon,Burgess, Havre.
Ar at Kingston, Ja, 13tb, brig Hattie, Coombs,
Charleston.

112
66%
107

do

call your att jntion THIS WEEK to their

Sld

109
31 %

24%

T Haynes, Dodge, Bangor—Paris Flour-

FROM

19

76%
23%
16%
30%
87%
173%
68%

62
80
16

ENGLAND,

ROUTE

FOB

Leave New Vark, Depot Central It. K. of New
Jersey, foot Liberty St., at 4,00, 7.46, 9.00.
11.00 a. in,, 1.30,3.15,4.00, 6.80, H.SO. 13.00
p. m. Suudays, 8.46 a. m., 6.S0.12.UOP. m.
Leave Philadelphia, Depot Philadelphia A
Beading K. R., 9th and Green SU., 7.30, 8.80,
9.30, 11.00 a. m„ 1.16, 3.45,6.16. 7.00, 12.00
p. in. Sundays 8.30 a. m., 6.30,12.00 p. m.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPm
—lht$ for—

OVERCOATS,
OLD HONESTY Plug CHEWING Tobacco
is made from the BEST BURLEY LEAF!
for CHEWING ONLY!
and not for Smoking.

—

day evening at 7 o'clock; arrlvlnglln
(or connection with earliest trains (or
points beyond.
Through tickets lor Pr.vlde.cf, Uwdi,
Worcester, New Y.rlt, Ac.
Returning, leare INDIA WHAKF, Boston every week day evening at 0 o’clock.
J. B. COYLK. Manager.
sepl7tl

Sp.

SUNDAY. Oct. 14.
Arrived.
Sch Nellie May, Dexter, Cape Shore, NS, with
100,000 lbs flsh.

143

Reading. 54
Rock lstand.109
81 %
8t Louis & Sau Fran
do pref. 72%
do 1st prf.112
8t Paul. 67
do pref.107
81 Paul. toinnlA Man..103%
St. Paul & Oinaua. 39%
Bt. Paul A Omaha prf.107%

INUNEW

AT A REASONABLE PRICE

Mahoney, Bangor for Boston.
Cleared.
Barou Skobeleff, Tucker, Montevideo—W & C R
MUliken.
Barque Chluampas, (Br) McQuarrle, Buenos
Ayres—S C Dyer & Co.
Sch Wapella, Raekett, New York
Portland
Kerosene Oil Co.
Sch J S Glover, Maxwell, Bangor—Paris Elour-

17%

Missouri Pacific.
81%
New Jersey Central.
9i>%
Nor. Pacific common. 26%
do pref. 60%
Northwestern.113%
.143
Northwestern prel
New York Central.108%
New Vork. Chicago A bt. 1 outs.. 19
do pref. 76%
Ohio & Miss..23%
Ont. & Western. 16%
Oregon Trans-Cont’l. 30%
Pacific Mall.. 37“/*
Puinnan Palace.172%

To^iss!^0

Scb M B

118

16

NEWS.

SHORTEST AS It QUICKEST

Only $1.00.

Fare

a^d Trenton.

Julr let, l«M.

Time Table

FALL ARRANGEMENTS.

leave FRANKLIN WHAKF,Portland,
alternately
week

CLOTHING

Philadelphia

BOUND BROOK ROUTE.

STEAMERS.

■eason

Quality of

Sell Cuas M Bayles, from Philadelphia for Bath.
Sch John S Chase, Falklugham. Sackville, NS,
bound west.
Sch V ixeu, Haunnoud, Gouldsho/o—wood to J H
Blake.
Sch Cinderella Nichols, Round Pond.
Sch Cora C Meader, Meader, Boothbay—superphosphate to Cumberland Bone Co.
Sch Eugene, Godfrey, Millbridge for Boston.
Sch Rose E, from Steuben for BostoD.
Sch Auaconda, Flekett, Machias for Boston.
Sch Iowa, Strout, Machias for Boston.
Sch Clara Jane. Allen, St George for Newark.
Sch James Ponder, Hodgdon, Bangor for New-

161
114
118

Mchtean Central. 69%
Muiu s st. Louts. 6%

pftoin

For

BOSTON

JOHN 8 ROO KSandTREM 0 NT

Coyle.

...

....

soi
8117 in

K tii noaitn.

every

SATURDAY. Oct 13.
Arrived.
Steamship Wlnthrop, Bragg. New York—J B

stocks:
closing quotations
Oct 12.
Oct. IS.
Adams Exnress.150
149
Am- Express.110%
110%
Central Pacific.
36
35%
19%
Chesapeake 61 Ohio
19%
136
Chicago A Alton..13d

18
lAke Ktrle A West
Lake Shore.
106%
Louis A Nash..|60%
Manhattan Elevated. 96%

I...

Largest Manufacturers and Retail Dealers of

ConfbinatioTiVOt alurayd
to be /?ad.
^-

A Fine

HTBA.HBHS.

_

STANDARD CLOTHING COMPANY,

Will t»e |bur\cla*

j.

.}

PORT OF PORTLAND.

The following are

Co.... 118
Delaware,:Lacka. A Western —142%
Denver A Rio Grande.
19%
Erie.
29%
Erie pref.
68%
..118
UlinolsICential
Ind. Bloom A West.
17%

117|ueignt

MAHINE

do Mnkine Minds.......

NEW YORK, Oct. 13,18S8.-The following
to-day’s closing quotations of mining stocks;

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

Valencia

Sunsets.High

Central Pacific lsts.116
.120
Denver & R Gr. lsts....
Erie 2ds.100%
Kansas Pacific Coo mis.110%
.109%
Oregon Nav. lsts
Union Pacific 1st
.113%
do l and Grants

Delaware A Hudson Canal

water

Length of day ....1100

4%s, voup...108%

do pref
.161
Chicago,^Burlington A Quincy.... 114

10
16
17
17
18
18
19
20
20
20
20
20

MINIATURE ALMANAC.OCTOBER 16.

__

MNMSIsL

Green

(By Telegraph.]

«KW FORK. Oct. 13, 1888.-Money on call
nas been easy, with no loans,
closing offered 2%
per cent. Prime mercantile paper In good demand;
611 to 90-day indorsed bills receivable at 4% a 6.
St ci ling Exchange dull and steady, with actual
business al 4 aa% for co-day bills and 4 87% for
demand;posted rates 4 84%a4 80. Government
bonds dull and weak for 4s Railroad bonds dull
and steady. Tbe stock market closed dull.
cue trap .actions at tne stock Excnange aggregated 07.256 shares.
sue toituwuig are to-day's ;‘dotations of Government securities:
United Elates 3s
..
New 4s, >eg..127%
New 4s,| coup.. 127%
.108%
New4%s, reg

New York

A young widow, In erecting a monument to the
dear departed, cleverly availed herself of the opportunity to Inscribe upon the tomb:
“Sacred to the memory of Mathuzin Bezuchet.
who departed this life, aged 68 years, regretting
the necessity of parting irom the most charming

of women."

New York Stock and Mlonov dBarkdt

New

fn OijrPopu/arBrand

FOR

Alaska.New York..Liverpool....Oct
Em9.New Yora..Bremen.Oct
Adriatic.New York..Liverpool_Oct
Saale.New York..Bremen.Oct
Suevia.New York. Hamburg. .Oct
Liverpool.... Oct
Oregon.Quebec
Liverpool ....Oct
Circassian...Quebec
City of Richmond New,York..Liverpool....Oct
Auranla.New York..Liverpool....Oct
Fulda.New York..Bremen.Oct
.New York..Hamburg_Oct
Rugia
Philadelphia.New York .Laguayra ...Oct

nilCKLUNEOCK.

_

SAILING DAY8 OF STEAM8HIPS.

•Ex-dividend.
A Double Help for the BillousIn addition to that chief remedial measure—the
use of Hostetter’f Stomach Bitters—persons suffering from au acute bilious attack, will facilitate
recovery by the use at first of milk and lime water
and thin gruels, aud by a very gradual return to
the use of solid foods. Fatty substances should
be excluded from the diet. Blue pill Is a remedy
of double satety, particularly If there be nausea
liver
and vomiting, frequent conrcmitants of
trouble. The Bitters, provlutd Its reformatory
action be not retarded and marred by gross Indiscretions In diet, will soon restore the equilibrium
of and action of the liver, stomach and bowels, all
three disordered by biliousness. In all forms of
malarial disease, which tu every one of Its phases
presents Indications of liver trouble, Hostetter’s
Stomach Bitters is the foremost of specifics. The
light of over thirty years’ experience also shows
it to be fine remedy for rheumatism, kidney
troubles, dyspepsia, nervousness and debility.

miSCELLANEOUS.

DEKRIilll.WI.VSI.on * C O.,
MS Commercial ftircet,

j«4

Portland, file
eodtl

MONDAY

MORNING, OCT. 15.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
NKU

BRIEF JOTTINC6.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

The Masonic Token for October has been
received.
The total value of exports last week was
847,966.70.
Tonight Mr. Alger V. Currier gives the
private vl6w of his paintings at Stubbs.’
There were 33 arrests last week, of which
18 were for drunkenness.
The towboat Belknap will go on the railway for repairs today.
The Berlin will be taught at Gilbert’s to-

STETSON’S OPEBA COMPANY.
A well pleased audience of
good proportions, enjoyed the performance of “Ruddvgore,” at the matinee Saturday. The opera

PRESS.

THE

ADVKKTIrt

HEgTM

TO-ISAF.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Jarvls-Conklln mortgage trust company.
Uardlner & Roberts, Oxford building—2.
T. K. Homsted—461 Congress street.
For sale—Half Interest.

Messenger's notice.
Owen, Moore & Co.

night.
Machigonne Tribe
degree tonight.

Rtnes Brothers—3.
AUCTION SALES.
F. O. Bailey & Co., Auctioneers.

Any
John F. Baker, of

Brlghtwood Mass.,

Straightened Up.
John F. Baker had a narrow escape from being
helpless cripple. He was at work putting up
some machinery for the
Holyoke Card and Paper
Company, and being obliged to stand upon a blgh
horse, It broke and threw him backward, be
struck upon his head and shoulders. Mr. Baker
Is an old man of 70, and those who saw him fall
thought for sure he was killed. He was helped
up by his fellow-workmen, when it was found he
was badly injured in the hack, stdes and stomach.
The heavy fall doubled him up so his stomach was
Injured to that extent that be could not straighten up to breathe without great agony.
Mr. Baker
suffered terribly, and did not know what to do.
thinking he would be a bent-over cripple the rest
of ills days. He had for months been reading of
the wonderful cures being performed by Doctors
Smith and McMullen, the celebrated
Magnetic
physicians at the United States Hotel, not thinkhe
would
ever
ing
require their services. So he
managed to get to the hotel to see if he could not
be cured. Doctors Smith and McMullen
gave him
a magnetic treatment that at once
relieved the
pain la the side, and Mr. Baker oould again
breathe without pain. Heconld also
straighten
up, and In fact he put on his overcoat himself and
weut home much relieved iu mind and
body. He
received In all four treatments and Is now as well
and strong as before his lujnry.
He Baker went
to work after the first treatment and never lost
but one-half day after his first visit to these
Justly
celebrated physicians.
Tne above remarkable cure was made more
than oue year ago, and is now given for the purpose of showing that the cures made by Doctors
Smith and McMullen are lasting.
Mr. Baker
Is a well, strong man today, and has never missed
a day’s work since. Doctors Smith and McMullen
are permanently located in the city of Portland at
the United States Hotel. They treat
successfully
every form of chronic disease. Consultation free
from 9 a. m. to 6 p. m.
a

Advice M Vloihn-s.
MRS. WINSLOW’S
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
suRerer at once; It produces natural,
quiet sleep
by relieving the child trom pain, and the little
chernb, awakes as “bright as a button.” It is
very pleasant to taste, it soothes the child, softeus the gums,
allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the bowels, and is the best known
remedy
tor diarrhoea, whether arising from
teething or
other causes Twenty-live cents a bottle.
>“16
FMftWlkwly
—

_

We would call our reader’s attention to the advertisement of the Jarvis-Conklin Mortgage
Trust Co., one of the oldest, most reliable and
conservative of the companies doing business in
Western Securities. We would commend this
Company to.the favorable notice of those wishing
to make investments.
In order to avoid ail danger of
ruining your
health by drinking impure water, add 10 to 20
drops of Angoaiura Bluer* to every glass of
water you drink.
octSeodAwlw
Are free from all crude and irritating
Concentrated medicine only. Carter’s
Little Liver Pills.
Very small; very easy to
matter.

take;

no

pain;

no

griping;

no

__

purging.

Try

octOd&wlw

■Harper's Bazar—This beautiful weekly publcation is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle.
The number for the ensuing week has been received by N. G. Fessenden, 484 Congress street.
Castorla cures Colic, Constipation;
Bour Stomach, Diarrhoea, Eructation;
Gives healthy sleep; also aids digestion;
Without narcotic stupefaction.
oct&d&wly

consumption or any of the family of throat and
nose and head and lung obstructions, all are bad.
All ought to be got rid of. There is just one sure
way to get rid of them. That is to take Boschee’s
German Syrup, which any druggist will sell you at
76 cents a bottle. Even If everythln6 else has
failed you, you may depend upon this for certain.
“•>71
dlycTu
__
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE WAX.TON.

Saturday—The following divorce cases were
heard.
Cora A. Harmon vs Charles J. Harmon, cause,
cruel and abusive treatment. W. H.
Motley1 for
libellant.
Franz Baron vs Helen Baron, cause adultery.
Elliot King for libellant.
Alice L. Clark vs
George B. Clark, cause, gross
and confirmed habits of intoxication and desertlon. Frauk and Larrabee for libellant.
Martha J. starbird vs Daniel W. Starbtrd,
cause, adultery and desertion. The libellant said
she had been married three times before; her first
husband waa killed in the war and the other two
died. "Had your last husband Starbird, been
married before?” said the judge.
“Yes your
honor” said Martha, “he had been married four
times and divorced three times, but 1 didn’t know
Lu?,tu *Iter 1 tbttrried him.” D. A. Meaher tor
libellant.
Catherine E. McGlnty vs Michael J. McGinty.
cause, cruelty and husband sent to State prison
for highway robbery.
D. A. Meaher for libellant.

Decrees will be entered
the term.

on

these cases durinc
*

SUPERIOR COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE BONNET.

Saturday—John W. Deerlng vs Robert D.
Orchard.
Action upon'a promissory uoteof Oct.
23d, 1888,
for $85 ami Interest,
payable In monthly Installments of six dollars each,
given to one B. C.
Sprague and by him endorsed.
The note In suit was given to Sprague In payment for an organ. Sprague borrowed
money of
peering, giving his, Sprague’s, not. therefor, returned in this note wtih others as collateral security. This was In November, 1886. Orchard
had no notice of the transfer of tbe note and
Sprague c ntinued to collect the monthly installments of Orchard uuiU the full amount was
paid.
Sprague went Into insolvency and I eerlng seeks
to recover the amount ol the collateral note. The
defendant claims that as the note was placed in
Deering’s hands only as collateral, li e real title
was in Sprague so that
payments to him relieved
the prisoner. Decision reserved.
G. M. Selders for plaintiff.
A. F. Moulton for defendant.

PERSONAL.
Mr. Eben Burns, for nearly twenty years a
letter carrier, has accepted a position with
Kines Bros.
Mr. A. C. Darling, for many years matron
of the Home for Aged Women, will soon retire from the position.
Mrs. Dr. Gilman has resigned the presi-

dency, and Mrs. S. E. Spring the vice presidency of the Aged Women’s Home.
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Smith and
family

will spend the winter in the south of France
and in Italy.
Mr. W. E. Wood, agent of the Maine Central at St. John, N. B., was
lately badly bitten in tbe hand by a Newfoundland
he
was

dog

playing

with.
Dr. Charles R. Crandall will lecture in the
Methodist church, Knlgntville, on the evening of Oct. 17th, on “The Lost Arts of

Egypt.
Signe Tornebladh,
spending the summer with
W. W. Thomas, Jr., will
Miss

who

has been
her sister, Mrs.
leave for New

York tomorrow, and sail for Sweden shortly.
Mr. L. W. Chamberlain of this city has
sold his Interest in the Haverhill (Muss.)
Banner, and accepted a position in the Haverhill Bulletin.
The Searsmont correspondent of the Camden Herald announces the death of
Chesley
Neal, aged 109 years. Chesley Neal was a
native of Westport, and
lived in Lincolnville and Searsmont the
most of his days,
where he has numerous descendants. He resolved over

forty

years ago not to do another

For the last twelve years he
day’s work.
has not been out of the house. He
lived
with his third wife, a woman about GO
years
old, In a small house with but one room, enjoying good health. He was a prisoner In
the war of 1812.

The Cumberland County Musical Convention will meet at the First Congregational
Church, Falmouth, on Wednesday and Thursday of this week, at 8 a. m., 2 and 7.30 p. m.
They will give a grand concert on Thursday
evening under the direction of E. A. Blanchard of Yarmouth.
The Schubert Quartette of Portland will be present, also Miss
Florence Knight of this place, and the Pleasant Hill Orchestra of ten pieces, the violin
and piano being played by four young ladies.

an

evening a

week
address

teacher at the Fraternity will
Miss Foster, No. 104 High street.

praise.
THE BOSTONIANS.

The travelling men are to have a reunion
the Pemtegewasset Hotel, Plymouth, N.
H., Wednesday evening.
The smelts are running in Back Cove and
the smelters are catching them in large numbers.
Tonight the ball given by the drivers of
the Fire Department will come off in City
Hall, with music by Collins’ band.
The Cape Elizabeth cabbage crop, the past
season, will amount to between four and six
thousand tons.
The Portland Steam Packet Company will
have a new steamer, larger than the Tremont, but the arrangements are not yet completed.
An election for captain and first lieutenant
of the Cadets will soon be held. The new
armory on Union street will be very fine

This week will be notable from the fact

at

that the Stockbridge course will open with
the Bostonians in opera on Friday evening!
when the delightful “Mignon” will be preaented. Saturday the company will give the
“Bohemian Girl” and “Don Pasquale” out
of the course. Mr. Stockbridge has arranged
for a picnic for all who visit the city on that

evening, to take action
Joseph Castell, Jr.

on

the

French

Grand Entry.

Song......Miss Annie Greely.
War of the

Roses.Thirty young

T!

...

by

cutci

MtiULUeni

Will

De

corps of efficient aids.

recent

Hon. Joseph C. Holman, of Farmington,
will plead before the Governor and Council
Tuesday, for the pardon of Charles H.

Welch,

of

Farmington,

now

fifteen boys taken to the police
station Saturday morning for robbing orchards on State street.
They received a
severe reprimand from the Marshal and
any

Mr. R. J. Chisholm, the owner of Richmond Istand, off Cape Elizabeth, has raised
on his island farm this year 225 tons of cabbage, 3100 bushels ef beets and 100 tons of
hay. Forty-four head of cattle will be wintered on the island.
A man named Perry, who lives on Cotton

KNOX COUNTY.

The old quarry in the prison

yard at
Thomaston, in which is the old cess pool, has
overflowed and flooded parts of the prison.
Chase, the Portland murderer, is the first

sentenced under the new law for murder in the first degree. He will have to be
kept at work apart from the other prisoners.
The warden has not arranged a coop for him,

man

on opening his door Saturday morning, found a stranger in the entry who asked
if a Mr. Conley lived there. Mr. Perry said
no, supposing the man was asking for a

street,

as

yet.

KENNEBEC

COUNTY.

A report comes from Augusta,that a young
marEnglishman, who last January
ried an Augusta girl, has skipped, after borrowing #1100 from his mother-in-law and
mortgaging the household furniture for
which he hadn’t paid.

boarder.

The stranger waited until Mr.
Perry went about his work and then cut
Mrs. Perry’s pocket from her dress, containsmall sum of money.

LINCOLN COUNTY.

Bosworth Relief Corps.
At a regular meeting of Bosworth Relief
Co rps, held Friday, October 5th, a commutes of sixteen was appointed to take into consideration a grand fair at City Hall for the
benefit of the Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Monument Association.
A
sub-committee of
three was appointed consisting of Mrs. A.M.
Sawyer, Mrs. Oren R. LeGrow and Mrs.
John Williamson,to wait upon the chairman
of the executive committee of the Soldiers’
and Sailors’ Monument Association and ascertain if it would be agreeable to that committee to receive one-half of the net proceeds
of a fair to be held at City Hall, March next,
from the 18th to the 23d inclusive, under the
auspices of Bosworth Relief Corps. The
following communication, which explains
itself has been received:

The Boothbay Register reports that
Llewellyn Qulmby, who murdered William
Kenniston.of Boothbay,is suspected of being
the murderer of a half witted boy who was
burned to death in a barn in Rockport in
1887. Ayoung man,who is now believed to be
Quimby, was working in the vicinity and
was suspected at tbe time.
OXFORD COUNTY.

Ayoung man named William Dean of
Buckfield, is missing from his home, and a
searching party

looking for him. He
A few weeks ago this young
years
man left home under similar circumstances
and was found in Yarmouth.
He told his
mother his money had given out and that
was the reason he got caught.
He said that
when he made another attempt he would be
sure aud have more money with him.
His
mother thinks he had from #10 to #20 with
him.
is 24

are now

old.

PENOBSCOT

COUNTY.

The stable of D. D. Flynt, Dexter, was destroyed by fire Saturday.
Loss, #500; insured.

The

hundredth birthday of Phcebe
Campbell, of Dexter, was celebrated
Saturday.
one

Moore

I

If

so

right

left,

or

the storm! the iron bolts of war fly

And Is the Seventeenth Maine still there?—It wa
vers not;
Its colors still, though rent In shreds, defiant
float.
Its veterans firm! the earth beneath them quakes
with dread!

bieast.

*■

come!

But more the honor due

as

Still there,

Though foiled, recoiling

boys!

our

aid is less, in strife.

from the shock.
The foe, persistent, gathers up bis scattered

strength,
Compact, full four to one. determined now to gain
The field still firmly held by sturdy boys from
Still

Maine!
held as If each stalk of grain with life-blood
red

the living hearts this life blood

as

Again

More withering

the^ell!

the battle

now

Lead to the tender flesh, Iron to the brittle bone!
r oes at the front, aud foes who at the
left and
right
Focus their fury here; rages and roars the
fight!
Mercy affrighted flies to Heaven; but leaves a
wall,
Blest wall, where, powder gone, the bayonet
C06CKS At last!

By

ones and tens and scores our

best and bravest

fall,
Yet still undaunted there the rest!

Secession’s

wave

Breaks

the Northern rocks; Disaster here is

on

curbed
In mid career! hurled back
field saved!

come

are a

people.

Gents’ good style good looking Camel’s Hair Underwear at 89 cents.
This is another bargain secured at the very mills where they were
knit, at bed
rock prompt cash prices.
Cents’ heavy and soft wool Undershirts or Drawers at $1.25. Now,
gentlemen, these are fine goods
and a larger quantity of them will be retailed at
$2.00 than at even $1.50.
But see our price is only
$ 1.25.
We have good Underwear, reliable in every
way.
We have it at the lowest prices. We have it for the
smallest children. We have the largest we can find
for ladies or gentlemen. We have the smallest, the
medium sizes and the largest sizes. We have the
low cost, the medium cost, and the qualities such
as are made
by Warner Brothers, Medlicott, and
the famous English firm of Cartwright & Warner.
Every person-can come to our Underwear counters
and secure Underwear to fit at the most reasonable

RINES BROTHERS

two

at

immortal Gettysburg.

hood

men

true

fought,

to

GREAT SALE OF

man-

Baise high the granite shaft, nor art nor treasure
spare,
To evidence, in lasting stone, the honor due
To
battled thus, for love of country

them.^who

And

register the debt of gratitude, anew.
After the reading of the poem remarks

made by Col. Bachelder, the historian
of the Gettysburg battle, in which he highly
complimented the 17th regiment.
The monument was then turned over to
the Gettysburg Memorial Association
by Col.
Moore to be cared for until such time as the
State of Maine should present tbe monuments of the other organizations in a more
formal manner.
The members of the regiment and their
friends then went to tbe Devil’s Den and
took part in the dedication of the monument
of the Fourth Maine Regiment. In the evening the whole party attended a banquet in
their honor at the Springs Hotel. The weath.
er throughout the day has been
delightful.
Most of the party leave for Washington
were

IT 40 CENTS.

Thursday evening.
The Index is
Pears Soap

YORK COUNTY.

John Anderson, who came to Biddeford
last Wednesday in charge of a drive of logs
and who had considerable money, is reported to be missing.
RAILWAY MATTERS.

a

pure

laundry

secures a

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

soap.

beautiful complexion.

MIARRIACES.
In South Paris. Sept. —. E. U. Audrews of Paris
aud Miss Auuie B. Burgess of Bruuswick.
In Noi way, Sept. 30, John C. Twombly and Miss
Hattie F. Abbott.
lu Norway, Sept. 29, Willie E. Cole and Mrs.
Lizzie B. Osgood.
In Oakland, Oct. 4, W. I. Chase and Miss Maud
Mortou. both of Watervllle.
in Watervllle, Oct. 3. Jarvis 0. Ferrv of Bockland and Miss Edith K. Hall of Watervllle.
In Camden, sept. 29, Marlon V.Orayaud Bertha A. Biehards.

DEATHS.
In this city, Oct. 12, Maria, wife
Fenley. aged 63 years 11 months.
[Funeral tills Mouday afternoon at

of

Levi W-

2 o'clock,
from ner late residence. Burial at convenience of
the family.
In this city. Oct. 13. suddenly, Joseph
Castell,
Jr., aged 48 years 7 months,- sou of Joseph and

Eunice Castell.

afternoon at 2.30 o’clock,
[Funeral on
at ms late residence. No. 8 Vine street.
Burial at
convenience of the family.
In Kn ghtvitle, October 13, Nellie E. Latham,
aged 26 years.
[Funeral Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock from
her father's residence, Kmglitviiie.
In Brtdgton, Oct. 7, Amasa U. Merrill, aged 40

Tuesday

years.
lu Byron. Oct. 2, Mrs. Buth Young, aged about
86 years.

lu Oxford, Oct. 3, Capt. Samnel Stuart, aged 79

years 6 tnoulbs.

In Bucktleld, Sept. 27. Samuel B. Churchill, aged
79 years 6 mouths.
In Blddeford, Oct. 12, Georgia, daughter of Clias
Whitney, aged 6 years 9 mouths.

FOR YOUR INTEREST.
From the many

offering

One
One

I have used Hood’s Sarsaparilla in my family
for three years, and have taken it personally with
great success. It has always built up my system
bv civ in ir

mo a.

mHi

and has made

nnnpt.ltA

ha«

mv

sleep. I have suffered
from nervous prostration, and have been cured
but Hood’s Sarsaparilla and occasionby uothing
ally a tew of Hood’s Pills.” G. K. .Ir vnmiivv,
Supt. of Music in Public Schools, Cincinnati,O,
skin

me

Blankets at 98 cents a pair.
Eleven-quarter Blankets at $1.59 a
pair. Very good bargains for the price.
Eleven-quarter Cotton and Wool Blankets at
$2.25 ond $3.50.
All Wool Blankets at $4.50, $5.39, $6.00 and
$6.98.
Our stock of Blankets is very large this year and
we shall sell them at the lowest prices.
By giving
us a call we can
convinco-you of the fact.

RINES

suffered

great while with dyspepsia, and
tried a good many remedies. A L h ud urged me
to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and I have now taken
two bottles. It has entirely cured me of
dyspepsia, aua a scrofulous affection has also entirely
“I

Beaver,
Blue Beaver,
Green

Joseph Castell, Jr.
Mr. Joseph Castell, Jr., head of the firm of
Castell & Co., job printers, died suddenly
from congestion of the lungs at his father’s
residence Saturday evening. He had been
suffering from a severe cold for a few days
but nothing serious was anticipated.
Mr. Castell learned hi3 trade in the State
of Maine,
l^ater, with Mr. Eustis, he
formed the printing firm of Eustis & Castell,
and when Mr. Eustis retired, that of Castell & Co. He was an excellent printer, and
a warm hearted amiable man, liked by all
who knew him. He leaves a mother,
father,
two sisters and a brother. He was a charter

Whatever other branches of the Boston and
Maine system may have done the fiscal year
just closed, the Maine Central system has
maintained its record of continous improve
ment. Save in a single year, the passenger
business of this company has increased
every
year in the past ten years, and it will probably continue to increase so long as Col. Boothby is at its head. While 1888 has been an “off”
year at the mountain and seashore resorts,
the Maine Central actually increased its passenger business. By the building of a new
country road the Maine Central this year
took nearly all the Poland Springs passenger
business, which had previously been tributary to the Grand Trunk.
The schedule of the property of the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company, signed by Samuel J. Anderson, receiver of the
Portland & Ogdensburg, and Arthur Sewall
president of the Maine Central, was filed in
court Saturday morning, by counsel for the
Maine Central.

member of the Typographical Union, and a
member of Ancient Landmark Lodge, Mt.
Vernon Chapter and Portland Commandery.
The funeral will take place tomorrow at 2.30

He

was 48

years and 7 months old.

THE DEXTER & DOVER ROAD.

China and the Chinese.
Happee, editor of tiie “The
Chinese Evangelist,” was present at both
sessions of the Second Parish Chinese class
yesterday. He speaks the Cantonese language with perfect fluency, making his aid
most valuable in the religious work among
the Chinese of this country.
His lecture on
“China and the Chinese” In the vestry this
evening will be given in costume, and will
be both Instructive and
entertaining. Singing by the Chinese will add to the interest of
the evening. All are invited.
Mr. J. Stewart

Woodbury.
Woodbury has received

The

The cutter
her
sailing orders for the winter and will cruise
between Cape Elizabeth and Eastport. Huge
oak “backing chocks” have been put on the
stern, making It impossible for the rudder
An entirely new rudder,
to be cramped.
rudder post and steering geer have been put
been

repaired,
carpets and new upholstery work put in the
officers’ quarters.

Id, the machinery has

new

The Death Rate.

The whole number of deaths in the city for
last week was 11, from the following
causes:
tv—-wards-

cong“T. .l

2

?
Cancer.!._1

4

6

?

7

1

Consumption. 1
Heart..

1

_

Infantile.

1

7
*

_

Lungs..IT"

Pneumonia.
Suicide.

Teething.
Total.

_

_

Z

1
1

S J 1

_

_

I

_

8

\i
:
7

_

8

xi

Frank W. Hill, the Exeter capitalist and
one of the directors of the Maine Central
railroad, was asked Friday If the proposed
railroad from Dexter to Dover will be built,
and he replied: “I have no doubt about it.
We shall effect a permanent organization
next week, and shall at once advertise for
proposals, and there are no less tjian five
Canadian Pacific men who have laborers,
teams and tools at hand ready to bid for the
jobs. Our Maine Central road has voted to
lease the road for 9il9 years and take care of
the bonds.” Mr. Hill says he sees no reason
to doubt that ground will be broken this fall,
and thought November would see the contractors at work. Fifteen thousand dollars a
mile, It is estimated, will build the road.
The five per cent, assessment on the stock
of the Dexter & Piscataquis railroad has
been paid in, and the railroad commissioners
have been notified to that effect. These latter will at once issue a certificate, stating all
requirements of the law have been met, and
this will at once be presented to the Secre
tary of State, who will, upon payment of $20,
issue the charter.
notes.
It is understood that the railroad commissioners of Maine have been asked by the
Canadian Pacihe company to
inspect their
track, which is now complete between Greenville and the State line, with a view to the
commencement of.train service over tb&t division.
On and after today the Grand Trunk Railway company will discontinue their mixed
train to Danville Junction, at 6.25 p m
and
the mixed train from Danville Junction at
7.45 a. m.
The Portland Company will send out two
freight cars to the Somerset railway today
The new Maine Central freigpt shed on
West Commercial street is completed and
will be occupied by the Ogdensburg at once
Mayor Bragg, of Bangor, says lie did not
say, as reported in the Press, that he favored
the acceptance of Frank Jones’s offerf or the

BangoiCand Piscataquis road, provided Jones
would also assume the lapsed bonds.

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. *1: six for *6. Prepared
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,
Mass.

IOO Doses One Dollar

Blactf Beaver,

Beaver,
Plaid Beaver,
Navy Blue and Gray Chincillas for Boys
Overcoats, Fast Color,
Ladies’ Long Garuiets cut and made for
Cardinal

-AT-

T. F.

HOMSTED’S, No.451 CongresSt..

octlti_

Messenger's Notice.

MORTGAGE TRUST
KAHHAI

6 & 7

perCent.
On

CITY,

1st

CO.,

MO.

Mortgage

Loans

Improved Properly.

QTr

vAlll LltU

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too
Hearty Eating. A per
feet remedy for Dixit
aess.
ness,

Nausea, DrowsiBad Taste in the

Uouth,CoatedTongue,
.tPali) In the Side, TOR
PH) LTVER. They regulate the Bowels.
Small Pill. Small Dose. Small Price.
■

—

Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County, state
of Maine, Cumberland, as., October 13, A. D.
1888.
is to give notice, that on the twelfth
day of October, A. D. 1888, a Warrant in
Insolvency was issued out of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the

THIS

estate of

Secured by FIRST MORTGAGES only, deposJAMES W. JOHNSON, of Scarborough,
ited with the Boston Sale Opposite ami Trust Co.,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of
as Trustee.
said Debtor, which petition was Hied on the
twelfth day of October. A. D. 1888, to which date
Henry J. Nazi*. Manager.
Interest on claims is to be computed.
Boston Office, 66 State Street.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Rostonreferences—Nath. J. Bradlee, Esq., 87
Debtor, and tlie transfer and delivery of any
Milk St., BeuJ. F. Stevens. Esq., Pres. N. E
M.
property by him are forbidden by law.
Lite Ins. Co.; Chas. G. Wood, Esq Treas. John
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor
Hancock M. Life Ins. Co.: Samuel Atherton, Esq.,
to prove their debts and choose one or more
PrcOfew Eng. Nat. Bank ;AlIred D. Foster, Esq., ; assignees
of his estate, will be held at a Court of
87 Milk St., Boston.
octlSeodSm
to be holden at Probate Court Room,
Insolvency,
In Portland, on the fifth day of November. A. D.
MACK—Three story brick house conat 10 o’clock In the forenoon.
taining 13 rooms, solid and substantial, 1888,
Given under my hand the date first above writlarge kitchen 17x21; suit of parlors, dlulng room
ten.
H. R. SARGENT
and 9 chambers, 30 lidkd. cistern, granite steps
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Inand Iron fence; a good bargain, price $5,ut)0.
for
of
said County
Cumberland.
solvency
GaKDINER & ROBERTS. Oxtord building.

FOR

_15-1
MALE—Two story brick bouse, containFOR
ing 9 rooms; bath room, stable and carriage
house

connected; horse cars near: price $3,5oo;
a cottage of 8
rooms In good repair; price
$1,700.
GARDIN ER A ROBERTS, Oxford
15-1
block, 183 Middle street.
also

__octlf>&22

OPERA GLASS SALE.

LAMSON,
8 .8.

White’s,

H. D. Juste’s, ana John

son & Lnnd’s Best

$.1.00

Teeth,

PER

SET.

These are the best Teeth manufactured In the
world, and the prices lor these teeth the past fif
teen years haveraused from *10.00 to *15.00
eVKI1 *20.00
per set. Wilmington Teeth
*4.00 per set. Gas free to kll who wish to have
one or more teeth extracted without
pain. Gold
Filling *1.00 and upwards. Silver Fillings 60
cts. to 76 cts. Cement or Bone Fillings 50 cents.
Appointments by mail will receive prompt attention.

Dr. F. J. BONNEY,
4W 1-2

mar29

■

Dentist,

Congress, Cor. of Crown.

dtf

Pi anion,

h

ud Hountir..

undersigned, having been for thirty-eight
years engaged in the prosecution of Claims
for Soldiers, Seamen and their heirs, and having
for over twenty years past employed as bis assis-

THE

a thoroughly competent clerk, believes that
those wishing advice and assistance in any claim
for Bounty or Pension, will find It to be for tlieir
interest to call at ills office, so long established in

tant.

this city, instead of entrusting their business to
Office, Davis Block, Cor,
strangers at a distance
Exchange and Congress Sts.
oct3d*w3w
Z. K. HARMON.

Those parties who have myclubaud discount
tickets lor photographs purchased from different
agents during the last seven or eight years are
urgently requested to use tile same and come In
and sit for their pictures, between now and
December 1st. Although the time within which
these tickets could be used has thus far not
been limited, yet I feel called upon to give this
public notice to my patrons, that it Is very probable that they will soon be discontinued, especially those Issued years ago. All tickets now are
good, however.
Those who sit within the above specified time
will receive extra benefits. For further particulars Inquire at studio.

Respectfully,

Photographer,
HEARN,
514

THE

JEWELER,

than

ever

PRICES
offered before.

PLAIN BLACK and colored leather; black or
gilt tubes, mounted with the best high power achromatic lenses Irani #2.00 upwards.
"MOTHER OF PEAK].’’ In all shades, gold
mounted, *8.00 up.
Now is the time to buy while you have this op-

For You

13,1888.

BARGAINS

LET—Tenement,
Congress St. up7 rooms, desirable location and
TO stairs.
Enquire
PREMISES, and at 106
Rleasant
11DDLE ST.12-1
376

frame house, 711
ow street; severbeen
al ol the rooms have
newly painted and papered, and the Interior of the bouse Is now In good
repair: price 6360 per annum. BENJAMIN
SllA W, 48
Exchange Street.11-1
BENT—Two

story
FOB
Congress street, opposite

market.

Warranted

the latest and best In tile
every rttpect. Price $45

by Mr-Ctark

G.L BAILEY, M3 Middle Mtreel.
dtf
sep24

for bis own use.

FINE

upper tenement of six rooms and
good cemented cellar: very pleasant location. Apply at 78 FRANKLIN ST., Cor. Federal.
LET—An

_11-1
LET—A very pleasant and convenient rent
seven rooms at 38 State St., to small

Establishment

family; terms favorable.
Apply
DEWEY, 3u Exchange St._

the Corner,

on

LET—Lower tenement
TIO
good repair. Enquire at
B.

STEVENS._

to

8ATURDAY, Oct. 20th, at 10.30
ON
Horse A Carriage Mart. Plum St.,
sell about 25

at 64 Brown St.,
68 Brown St. A.
10-1

Enquire of FREDERICK STOKER,

LET- A

or

MIDDLE

on

crammed

STREET,

jnmined fall of

JustWhatYouWant!

While you

are

going without

HIIEUCtUDUMSM

DRAPERIES.
Parlor Suits in Brocade
Plush for only $35.
Ash Chamber Sets, 10
pieces, $18.
Base Mirrors.
Extension
in
Tables,
Black Walnut, 25
cents per foot.
they have ever
bought before.

been

Smyrna Rugs, Rockers,
and the famous

LUX-DUX LAMP.
Whohasuot heard the adieu of
the Sun to the IHoon!
It
was in this wise:

done,
it is wise for you to decamp;
You are not worth shucks,
Here s the new tUX-OUX,
LIGHT LEADER, the Wonderful Lamp."
Then the Moon wjnt into eclipse undone.
For the LUX-CUX only compotes with the Sun.
our

Pearl Street

side, while the middle Street side,
although not as beuuttful to look
upon, is really INVITING and possesses nearly as much
INTEREST,
particularly at this time when
WINTER is casting about unwelcome warnings
of his early ap-

Me.9-l_

TO RENT.

f. o. bailey &

second store and two.thlrds of upper or
third story of the large new building fust
completed, at east end of Kennebec dam, Augusta, Me. Each floor has capacity of some 13,000
sq. ft., or 346 It. long by 68 ft. wide. 300 bone
power already established with several hundred
more In reserve.
Building within 60 ft. of railroad, side track running direct to building.
One of the best manufacturing locations In Kennebec County. The whole or any part of the above
now ready for occupancy, and will be let on reasonable terms. For further particulars Inquire of

THE

W.

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
V. O. H.4II.KV.
marls

Acorn,

Brunswick,
Croveland,

an

this State;
best of references given and required; a chance
with; a fine run of custom; a safe and
reliable business can be easily shown.
W. F.
CAKBUTHKRS, 11 Court street, Boston.
16-1

Octagon

is well filled and fuel lighted.
handsomer or better

FOB

MALB—First-class Dairy Farm Io New
the homestead farm of Thos.
situated
on the Portland road, 12 miles
Clark,
from Lewiston, 9 from Yarmouth, and 19 from
Portland; near churches, school houses, etc; within two miles of three It. fi. stations; the farm consists of about 20o acres splendid upland and Intervale, in good state ot cultervation; cuts from 80 to
100 tons good quality hay: three good pastures:
will pasture 30 cows; good orchard ot about 300
apple trees, grafted and bearing well; the buildings consist of two-story brick house and ell, two
barns, one 42x84, clapboarded and painted, with
cellar nnder the whole, the other 32x40;
arn connected to house by carriage house, shop,
woodlouse, etc.; good ice house and creamery ;
buildings situated on high land, shaded by elm
trees; one of the finest places in this beautiful
town; this is one of the best among the many good
farms In this wealthy agricultural town, and only
offered for sale because the owner being over
eighty years of age wishes to retire from business.
Address THOS. CLARK, New Gloucester, or
BENJ. SHAW, 48Vs Exchange street, Portland,
Me.13-1

FOB
Gloucester;

MALE—A

PARLOR STOVES
offered In any community than what we are showing in
were ever

windows

ness

FOB

First National

U. H. KICKER a co.,
SSLE ‘CENTS, Portland

■

agent In every town and
WANTED—On#
City, to sell our mixed paints, colors in oil
and Japan. Accept the same
dress L. B. D„ at this office.

HOLME

Ranges.

Adili'liTV

oetlOeodgw

Fob

MALE

rience If any, and references.

POB MALB—Two tickets for the Stockbrldge
r Course, I 33 and 34. D. LATHAM. 243
Commercial 8t.
ia-1

In

a

expe“E”, Press Offlee.
111

WANTED—A MAN OP TEMPERATE AND

VT mural habits, seeking
employment, to represent an old established house In nls own section.
Salary B70 la *1041 per month. References exacted. bitt. Manukaituriso Hocse, 30 Reads

TTlOB MALB-Must be closed this week; valA
uable property In Deerlng, consisting of grocery store, with a nice rent of seven rooms overhead : good stable connected;
this property Is to
be sold as above and is an exceptionally Hue
chance, either to engage In business or for an investment. Apply to JOHN F. PROCTOR
13-1

»t., N. Y.sep!7dlawM4w

TTTANTED—Men U> collect small pictures to
vv
copy and enlarge In crayon, India Ink and
water color; salary paid and outfit free. Address
with references Torparticulars EAMTKKN COPYINO CO„ 21 Main St., Bangor. Me.14-tf

MALB—87 fine building lots, ail platted,
FSOB
and well located in rhe rapidly Increasing city
Sioux

of

city. Iowa; population has thrlbbled during the past six years and is now 30,01X1; this Is a
rare chance for a good investment.
GARDINER
A ROBER IS, Oxford Building.13-1

MISUELLANKIIlm.
and mantle tii.rm.received some new designs In
English
glazed and unglazed Art Tiles
for hearths, vestibules and mantles. PORTLAND
CEMENT PIPE AND STONE CO.. 24 Plum
street.__ 13-1

We have
Hearth
Mosalr

Houses In the city, prices varying from (1,000 to (10,000 and above; and in
Deerlng, So. Portland and other locations; purchasers of properto will Hud It for their interest to
examine our list and pi ices. GARDINER & ROBERTS, Oxlord Building, 186 Middle street. 13-1
MALB

—

AWASCU 68 ,ound * V

MALB—House and lot No. 827 Congress
FOB
street, containing 10 rooms, with all modern

conveniences;
on the street.
Block.

MMALL-WARR DEPARTMENT
OKH
1s always stocked with the best qualities to

of the roost desirable locations
JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial

one

obtained In the markets of the world. Patrons
will find their “favorite brands” In many small articles constantly demanded, and at prl e« as low
bf.^ss.than
many dealers ask for Inferior goous.
OWLN, MOORE A CO., Portland, Me.
*0-1
be

i3-i

MALB—To close an estate, the two-story
house and lot, situated No. 10 Washington
street, near Congress street, is offered at a bargain If applied for at once, JOHN F. PROCTOR.

FOB

\| AINE BRNEALOlill AL SOCIETY
ivi There will be a meeting of the Maine lienealoglcal society on TUESDAY KVENINO
October 16 at 7.80 p. m., In Reception HalL Cltv
JJh'Wlng; all are Invited. FRED OD^KLL

_131
MALB—On Congress street, a two-story
brick house, with French roof, containing 13

FOB

rooms, besides bath rooms; all modern conveniences ; excellent location for a physician. JOHN
F. PROCTOR, Centennial Block.
13-1

CONANT,

Secretary._

»-l

Himns.

MALE
At abargaln, In East Deerlng,
two story bouse, containing eight furnished
FOB
with
and
—

LIT-One or two front rooms, with alcove
If desired, on Cumberland St., between High
and State. Address M.. Press Offlee.
131

TO

rooms,
8ebagu
furnce, cemented cellar;
good stable; large lot of land anil fruit trees. Apply
to JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial Block.
13-1

T® LRT-a suite of furnished front rooms, up
A. one (light. A gentleman and wife or two
ladles preferred, at 3 TOLMAN PLACE
JO-1

MALB—Two modern styled houses, containing nine rooms each, westerly end of the
city; well located and sunny; near street cars;
also one centrally located, and well situated;
modern style;
nine rooms;
prices (6uOti and
$6600. GARfjINKR A HOBKltT.% oxlord Building, 186 Middle sheet.
13-1
—

—

omhc

vu

puccv,

m7a

ill.i y

BOARD.

1IOAKDRRM WAttTKD
One or two
JLD
gentleman can
obtain good board and
pleasant front chamber In small family: location
near Congress Square.
Address with name.
DOOM, Dally Press Office.
19*1

uricih

Wanted.

MALE—Valuable lotot land
of
transient
FOBFearl
and Newbnry streets, containing 0000
BOARDERS,
board by the meal, day
square feet; suitable for store or
let
corner

or permanent;
table
or week; furnished

manufacturing
JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial

with or without board. Appply at
looms
liyadttam spring street.

13-1

MALE—3 thoroughbred Shepherd dog
pups, 3months old, fiom the best cattle
trained stock In the country, |5.U0 each; 25 bandsome
thoroughbred male Angora kittens,all colors,
•3.00 each., M. H. KAN LETT, Kockland, Me.

FOB

LOST AND POIND.
reward. A large liver colored bird
LOWT-IIO
dog; heavy haired legs; leather collar, and

,r8. Adams, Bedford, N. H.” The
suitably rewarded by addressing
THOMAS R. PHINNEY, care J. 8. J. Skillin,
marked,
Slate
nder will be

___18-1
MALE- Lot 56x53
FOB
and Wharf street*. West End:
business

of Congress

comer
a

very

Portland, Me._
CjtOUND—A large

desir-

LINGS, nearby.

18-2

MALE—A well built, two story, mansard
roof, frame house; containing sixteen rooms;
arranged lor, and now occupied by two families;
corner lot; sunny exposure; excellent neighborhood, and centrally located; lot about 50x68.
BENJAMIN SHAW, 48Vj Exchange street.
11-1
_

FO

B

__

That the Compound Vapor Bath, If
taken. Is a positive cure for rhematam. gout, sciatica.neuralgia, salt rbeum,catarrh,
kidney diseases, liver troubles, dyspepsia, pile.,
hydrocele, colds and all blood and skin diseases.
Baths administered and apparatus for sale at 413
CONGRESS STREET.
13-1
Lioi'ND
A
properly

—

MALE—$500— Investment bonds, ten
payments of *30 each, annually. Bonds delivered on the first payment, yelldlng over 8
per
cent, compound Interest oil the Investment. Also
Sewall Car Heater Stock. American Railway Gate

FOB

_

fall laprobe
FOUND—A
may have tbe
RYDER, South
owner

Stock. GARDINER A ROBERTS, Oxford BuildIng, 185 Middle street.io-i

EkUSI.K

at 75 VAUGHAN STREET, corner
not call earlier than 11 o’clock.

A I.E —K. B. Robinson

competent cook and laundress.
WANTED—A
MRS. J. P. BAXTER, 81 Deertng St.

__10-1

__10-1

MALE—House and land at 282 Spring
Street. Enquire of D. O. C. O’DON OG HU K,
FOB
75
Street.

GIRLS WANTED.
By Forilund

Mar .Haich Co., Wed
Commercial Hired.

10-1

li'OB MA LE—i second-hand 12 dorse power
engine, aud one 14 horse power boiler with
heated pump, Inspirator and all fittings at a bargain Address, HIDDEFORD STOVE FOUNDRY, Blddeford. Me.oc6tf

sep28

•«-

lfE.MLKHE.VS FINE SHOKS.
Gentlemen’s Cordovan, Gentlemen's French Calf,
Gentlemen’s English Enamel and Patent Leather.
Also the latest Styles In Ladles’ Fine Shoes,
Patent Leather and Glazed Dongola. in fact we
think we can please all who may come.

Wyer Greene & Go.,

at

539 Congress Street.
«ept2Ictxiu

WAMTED—A rent of three rooms for a famtIn western part of city. Address
J ’. ft?*two.
M,
o
ernoti

DUTCH BULBS.

Place.

Hyaelnlh*. Tulips, Lille*, Crocus
Narcissus, Ac.
Also a large variety of FLOWEK

Mrs. Dr. Sherman has relumed
and ladle* who wouW like <>cr
J,,lnt!' »n*l ha*1
tlmis
-,B BROWN ST.,
wn visit
vu^I!f7etbelr.,™er,at
will
residence without extra charge.
5-2

T,K

Mi!ii5.«r,hS,i<n,iFrowln?

ME.

POTS.

KENDALL &

Highest cash prices paid forcastclothing, ladles or gents, or eicliange

l‘lea3C send letter
D»G ROOT, 84Vi Middle street.

or

Cwrwer Federal

Dostal to

capable bookkeeper; must
have good reference. Address P. 0. BOX 134,
octlSUlw
Maine.
Kockport,

IMMEDIATELY.

it

ad

WHITNEY,

Temple Wireesa.

_S£*i_d2w

6-tfSW

To Vessel Owners.
IUUwi,y

WANTED.
A

fall and winter Styles

UENTLEMEN’S WAUKENPHAST

to know I shall'be
B9a Contest .street.
COLE, JSSt
Dressmaker.
13-1

V

our

In

WANTED

A., No.

dtf

We have just received

homestead of the late Wm. F. Seal of
Deerlng containing nine acres of land of flue
quality, dwelling house and large barn, said baru
contains a hall.
Also five acres of land adjoining Captslc Pond
with all the privileges In said pond for the purposes of cutting Ice, possessed by said Seal In his
life time. Apply to
L. B. CHAPMAN, Adm’r.
P. O. address Portland.
Deerlng, Me.
sep28
dim

at“y

do

6-2

»<=<•■__10 1

FOB

’T.
MK8. F. J.

Bowdoln;

TtrANTKD-A young lady to tend In a stavT
tioucry and art store, must be acquainted
with the business. Address II. H. H., Pres# Of-

MA I.E—Good family horse, 8 years old,
weight 1000 lbs., safe for ladies to drive.
be seen at "LORD'S STABLE”, Fearl street.

Emery

HILP.

A

thoroughly competent girt for
WANTED
general housework, with good references,
—

PIANO*
fers Ills stock of square and

Can

C. E.;
U. 8.
by
Portland, proving property and
on Cottage road,
same
calling on

paying charges.12-1

ofupright pianos,
some but slightly used, at very low prices to close
out his busiuess. ROOM 11, Brown Block, Congress street. Take Elevator.lO-tf
M

ia-i

assortment of fancy cups
A" and saucers suitable for presents; bread and
milk sets; fancy plates; shaving mugs; with an
extra ot of vases; at low prices; at MITCHELLS
5c STOKE, 620 Congress street, opposite Mech.nics Hall.
18_y

YV ANTED—My patrons

Co,

UK I P

to 18 years old.
WANTED—Boyle
grocery store. Address, giving age,

THE

HOUSE

13-1

Our
i'hriaiasiM
■aiw M CT Bawks iSelllng from 60
cents to (3.60) will pay you a larger
profit than any others the next three
months. CASSELL A CO., B. B. S. D„
104 & 106 Fourth Ave., New York.

Aduiiuistrator’s Male.

THE ATKINSON

assignment. Ad-

_

—

MALB-On the corner of Danforth and
Maple streets; a two story house; containing
16 rooms; arranged for twe families; cemented
cellar and good drainage: will be sold at a bargain
if applied for soon. JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial Block.
13-1

FOB

Do not want for anything. We
have an abundance and It is yours
for u trifle.
Do not expose your
family, do not expose yourself to
youi lumily until their wants are
satisfied.
Come to-day.
Come this eve.
Come In time.
Do uot procrastinate.
Come and see how much
we can do for you for u little money.

on

"

Now Is your time to have your doors and windows
up before It gets too cold. This Is the
fourth year that they have been In use, they have
given good satisfaction.lo- t

—

WOOD-

AfigltTH WANT SCO.

tightened

Groveland,

A

Room 5. Boston,

_10-1

1NOB MALE—Air tight weather strips, at
Jr BLAiSDKLL & BERRY'S, 67 Cross street.

Quaker,
New Tariff,

EMERSON

AC—One bait Interest In Real Estate
dness chance, offlee finely located
and doing veil; also stores of all kinds, large
variety oflodglng houses Indifferent parts of tne
city, and a variety of other chances for business;
EMERSON & WOODBURY, 172
Investigate.
10-2
Washington St., Room C, Boston, Mass.
HA
and 1

location In this rapidly growing portion of the city.
Apply to FRANCES SKIL-

Take your choice in au OVAL,
ROUND or SQUARE, but EXAMINE CAREEULLV, and compare
our prices und Stoves with others.
No matter how WARM we may
be, well cooked food Is just as essential, therefore do not full to see
our line of

-A.ND

selling.

reason for

or

owner

BURY, 172 Washington Bt„
Mass.

FOB MALB—In western part of
the city; contains ten rooms besides bath
room and laundry; pleasantly located, on
sunny
side of the street, and near both lines of horse
cars: has all modern conveniences: is in
thorough
repair, and io one of the best neighborhoods in the
city. Price (6300. Address E., Press Office.
161
__

able

This Week!

New

money;

a

Block.__13-1

No

for

nice Ught business
lady
FOR
gentleman out of health; paying good
has other busireturns for
little

good

purposes.
Block.

our

one

SALE-Grocery and provision store,
convenient to Harvard College; doing a large
and profitable trade; good teams and fixtures.
This can be bought at a great bargain as the owner is obliged to leave the business.
Apply to
RITCHIE * BROWN, 173 Washington tit., Boston, Maas.11-2

house, containing 10 rooms, heated with
steam; all modern conveniences, pleasantly situated; large lot. JOHN F. FROctoR, Centennial

Parlor Stove

profit;

seldom met

—

rUR SALK.

r

nr or zzr

CBANiTS.

NAl.K-llalf Interest In
old established veterinary business; pays (6,000 per
FOB
of the best locations in

year

FOB

Eastern

V. W. AU.kS
m

HI HINKNM

COLE, Aeent,
AT THE OFFICE OF

co.,

Anciioneem and Commission Mmhants

EDWARDS MAX’F’G COMPANY.

oca

PtB

no," laughed the Sun,
|‘0h,
"Your work Is

This describes

DINSMOKK, Auburn.

—

the

Less than

KEV. J,

IV.

BARGAINS ARE GOING

at

shall

we

manufacturers to close their summer
business. Some of tbe best builders In New England are represented. Purchasers at previous
sales well remember tbe wonderful bargains obtained. No carriage allowed In tbe sale with a
limit on It. Can b e examined on morning ol sal*.
The above sale was adjourned from Saturday
Oct. 13 to Saturday Oct. 20.oetlBdlw

9-1

rent at Woodfords.
InTO quire of A. pleasant
F. HILL, 600 Congress street,

in block

a.

Carriages, consisting of Open, Canopy and Extension 'Top Surrys, Ladles' and regular Phaetons, Plano, Box aud Corning Top BugOpen Wagons and Buggies. Beach Wagons,
.xpress Wagons, Ac. These sales are made by

Storer

Block._

Four Storied Store House,

AUCTION.

A. G.
10-1

KENT-On and after October 16th, the
FOB
desirable house No. 18 Pine street, containing ten rooms, bath room, furnace and Sebago Ites,
order of
water.

Every Inch of the

—

CARRIAGES

BY

TO of

EVERY FOOT OF SPACE l\ OCR

OF

—

11-1

SHAW, 48>/a Exchange street.

TO

SALE

near

ANTED—Situation as bookkeeper or aaXXf
vv
slstaiit, can furnish good references as to
character and ability. Address BOX 838, Woodfords, Me.
_21-4_

is

m

FALL

stable

KENT—The commodious frame
FOB Neal
street,
Brackett street; built
Barker
BENJAMIN

Everybody.

AUCTIONEERS.

4th ANNUAL MANUFACTURERS’

TO

oil

For

F. 0. BAILEY A CO.,

LET-A rent for a small family. No. 46
Winter street. Inqulreat No. 43 WINTER
11-1
STREET.

m
M.

Hammerle.a S-a,

desirable down

cor.

BARGAINS

PORTLAND,

THElTHACA

—

No. 1
lg.1

sale, small farm,
mil from Oorbam corner; good barn and
brick house; will be sold cheap to dose the estate
L. O. BEA N & CO- 40 Exchange street.
Ill

For Your Friend§.

On. ITih.

io

BY

one

Cor. Pearl and Middle Sts.,

For tickets and Information, applv to the Ticket
Agent, B. A M., and M. C. S. R., Union Station
Congress «t. Lowest rates to ali polnu- West aud
derlKVttf
Sontn.

Westatreec_

LET—A

Furnishing

EVERY WEEK VIA ALL IMS.

IO<b

VIRTUE of a license from the Hon. Judge
of Probate, within and for the Count* of
Cumberland. I shall sell at Public a union
(unless previously disposed of) all the right, title
and Interest tbe late Daniel O. Keed had at the
time of his decease, In and to the following parcels of Real Estate:
To be sold upon the premises,
First Parc k i.
being tbe Daniel G. Keed farm, situated near tbe
coversd bridge In Falmouth, on tbe country road
to Yarmouth, on Wednesday, Oct. 10, 1888, at 10
o’clock In the forenoon, being the premises conveyed to said Reed by tbe deeds ol Jesse M.
Hartshorn, and WU lam and PhanelaH. Williams,
and for further description see Cumberland Registry Books 388 and 386, aud pages 181 and 423.
Second Parcel—And at 3 o’clock p. in., on
said October 10, 1888, on the premises No. 85
Myrtle street, Portland, all the right, title and Interest said Keed had at the date of his decease In
and to said premises, being the homestead of said
Reed, and being the parcel conveyed to him by
deed of Charles Q. Clapp, recorded In Cumberland
Registry, Book 334, Page 493
FREDERICK FOX.
octlldlw
Adm'r ol estate of Daniel O. Reed.

very
stairs rent of
7 rooms with modern conveniences;
TO
Hill
and Ellsworth streets; also for

portunity.

octl3 dtf

18-1

rear

SALE.

Adjeaarard AiBiniunMr'. Hale Irmma On.

on

Hirer I,

Portland, Oct.

PftdcTOK.

VCushman Court

lias opened a splendid line of the best imported
Opera Glasses which he will sell at

LOWER

John f.

AUCTIONEERS.

ADJOURNED

desirable house, contain-

I.KT—TWO deslratle tenements lo let, In
Monroe Place: 6 and S rooms. Enquire W.
TO
J. DUNSCOMB.

eodtf

J A K VIS-CON KLIN

6 PerCent. DEBENTURE BONDS

i<---(Positively Cared by
A1
BO these Little Pills.

$4.00 per yard
$4.50
$3.50

Ladies’ Short Garmets cut and made for

d&w

SICK HEADACHE

$3.5© per yard
$2.50 and $4.00 per yard
$4.00 per yard
$3.50 and $4.00 per yard
$2.50 per yard

and

TO

proach, but all can bid defiance to
his ICV BREATH, snowy munlle,
and cheerless company, when an

Green and Blue Plaid Waterproofs, all Wool,
$1.50 per yard
Waterproof Clotli in Grays for
50, 75, and 87 1-2 per yard

a

I cau hardly find words to express
nigh appreciation of Hood's Sarsaparilla.”
Allen H. Melhom, City Hotel, Lancaster, Pa.

BROS.

CLOAKINGS.

my

MAINE CENTRAL.

pair.

Cures Dyspepsia

disappeared.

__

a

case of
case of

season

Sarsaparilla

in our line that we are
would like to call your at-

One hundred and twenty pairs of Bed Blankets

at 75 cents

Is a feeling peculiar to persons of Idyspeptic tent
dency. or it may be caused by change of climate

Hood’s

bargains

this seasr n, we
tention to the folic wing:

Out of Sorts
or life.
The stomach is out of order, the
head aches or does not feel right, appetite
is capricious, the nerves seem overworked, the
mind is confused aud irrliable.
This condition
finds an excellent corrective in Hood’s Sarsaparilla
which, by its regulating and toning powers, soon
restores harmony to the system, aud gives that
strength of mind, nerves, and body, which makes
one feel perfectly well.

Apply

BARGAINS arc WAITING for the
first LEVEL HEADED man that
comes along, for he is sure to see
our magnificent display of

TO-DAY

new

LET—Down stairs rent of six rooms, very
pleasant and sunny, good yard, cemented
cellar and water closets, Piice |1& including
on the premises.
D.
SebjLKo^water.
KA\ KROHOCK.K.i^utre
203 Oxford street.
12-1

While you wait the

PLUSHES

A

T®

F. 0. BAILEY A CO.

18-1

Apply at the HOUSE.

ing 10 rooms, nicely flnlshed; heated by steam;
cementcellar;perfect drainage: located ouMellen
street.
lo

prices.

you,

corner

nrst-class condition.

good 50 cent quality.

The wrong buttons only causes them not to
match in with a larger lot and so they are sacrificed
by us at less than cost.
Ladies’ regular $1.00 Undervests or Pants, at 89
cents. These are regular quality we have sold for
years and the best $1.00 goods now in the market.
Ladies’ Winter Underwear 31 cents. This is one
of the many bargains we have secured for Portland

AUCTION MLM.

LIT

LET-House No. 87 Free St, with all
To modern
conveniences, steam heat, etc., In

We shall sell TO-DAY a large lot of Gents* Undershirts and Drawers in any size required, at only
36 cents each« These are heavy Winter
weight and

lines of Blue
To guard this vital point, thus long hours held by

Upon this spot, where these

TO

BARGAINS

the foe! the Wheat-

Your.duty done, OSeventeenth! here
The Wheatfleld's

FCINITVBk.

MISTAKE!

It chance, to

Fierce flashes gleam; the leaden hail pours In;
Thunder of guns, shrieking of shell, and hissing
ball!
Death and Destruction rampant In the sulphurous
air:
The hebel yel1, the Union cheer; and face to
face
The bayonet! this is the hour that calls for manhood’s best!

riOLAiA^blP WUNX X.

A Dover despatch says: Edward Hall, the
alleged Lake Onaway murderer, Is not In the
vicinity of his old camp. He arrived in
Boston July 4th at 6.20 a. m., went to the
Nelson House, took a room and retired. In
the afternoon he bought a railroad ticket a
yard long, and said he was going on a cattle
ranch West.
Hall is on a cattle ranch and
the placing of him elsewhere is sensational.

Me.

Brain,

now

free:

fent

more.

p. m.

Breaks

on

advbbtihkhiknts.

A MANUFACTURER'S

confined in the

State Reform School for larceny.
A petition for the pardon of the youth has been
signed by Fred C. Perkins, Hiram Titcomb
and Samuel G. Craig, selectmen of Farmington. and by Samuel R. Norton, Isaac W. Sarand Jonathan Crowell, selectmen of
'emple. The petition has also been endorsed by Hon. Albion Little, of Portland,
Hon. W. W. Bolster, of Auburn, and Hon.
Henry Ingalls, of Wiscasset, of the Board of
State Reform School trustees.

were

In behalf of the executive committee
I am, ladles, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
John Marshall Brown,
Chairman.
The committee are duly organized and will
proceed to work at once, and It Is hoped that
all of our citizens will contribute
something
to the success of the fair.
All communications should be addressed to Mrs. Caleb N.
Lang, secretary, 237 High street, Portland,

a

State fair returned nearly
#8.000in profits, of which #5,000 is available
for payment on the debt.
FRANKLIN COUNTY.
The mall bag sent to the West Freeman
post office, together with the mail matter
which it contained, Monday, Oct. l, mysteriously disappeared before it reached its destination, and the most careful and exhaustive search for it had not up to Friday morning of last week revealed its whereabouts or
any trace of it.

Winthrop.

layed memorial.

vcuiug

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

It is reported that Galen C. Moses & Co.,
Bath, will build the hull aDd the Hyde
Iron Works the engines and boilers, for a
new steamer for the Maine
Steamship Company, which will be a sister ship of the

Have great pleasure In notifying you that It has
been most gratefully accepted.
It seems fitting and proper that your admirable
organization whose pious work is to care for the
suffering survivors of the war. should be first, to
take part In the effort to finish this too long de-

a

The

of

Portland. Oct. 13, 1888.
Ladles—The proposition which you have made
on behalf of the ladies of the Bosworth Belief
Corps, to contribute to the Soldiers’ and Sailors
Monument Association, one-half of the proceeds
hf vnnr nrnnooaH fair k«o Knot,
>/.nni„n/«
_^

c

THE 8TATE.

vited.

a
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repeated and followed by a promenade concert of twelve numbers, including the new
“Berlin.” Prof. M. b. Gilbert will superintend tbe dancing, and his orchestra of eight
pieces will furnish the music.
Mr. F. N.
Calderwood will be floor manager, assisted

back to this port and the Katahdin came in
for shelter.
The schooner Moonlight which was recently damaged in a collison at sea, will be
repaired here to an extent that will enable
her to reach Calais safely where she will be
fully repaired. About 1,000 bushels of her
cargo of 3,600 bushels of corn were damaged.
Gen. John J. Perry will address the Portland Prohibition Club tonight at their rooms,
51J Exchange street, giving reasons why
they should vote for Harrison. Members of
the club will reply.
The public are in-

ing

ladies.

A scene.Empress Josepidne and Napoleon.
Miss Annie Alien.
Danse des fleurs Franeaise, by etgnteen little
girls in beautiful array in the presence
of Queen Flora.
A Living Picture—Mary Queen of Scots in the
presence of Queen Elizabeth.
The French Form Dance, by 32 young ladies and
gentlemen, in special costumes.
Dinner will be served at the hall Thursday,
and there will be a sale of articles during the
afternoon, and supper at the usual time.

UlUolUc

not to do so

nigh?

are

To stand till succor comes?
die?

shed.

Selection...Orchestra.

Saturday, accompanied by a thick fog. The
City of Richmond and State of Maine put

Can you be brave as

To stand, though comrades none,

Were precious

Flower Festival.

Thursday, will open Wednesday noon with a
dinner from 12 to 2 o'clock. The programme
for Wednesday evening is as follows:

frost.

promising

at

The flower festival to be given by the
Ladies’ Aid Society of the Church of the
Messiah at City Hall next Wednesday’ and

pounds; Montieello. 15,000.
Burnham A Morrill’s canning establishment at South Paris has put up th.s season 400,000 cans of corn and
succotash.
One-third of the crop was destroyed by

released on

secured

The Schubert Quartette of this city will
sing at White Rock, October 15; Cumberland,
October 18; Biddeford, October 22.
Misses Hattie Marshall and Pauline Sanderson, both with the Wilkiuson Opera Company at the islands, two years ago, are with
the Stetson Opera Company.

House, making six trips daily. Last summer Mr. Libby carried 8000 passengers.
The following were the arrivals of fishing
vessels Saturday: Martha D. McLain, 15,000
pounds; Lizzie May, 15,000 pounds; Willie
and Alice, 13,000 pounds; Little Nell, 10,000

There

face

foe I

NOTES.

The regular Monday evening meeting of
the Veteran Kepublican Club will be postponed until next Monday evening, October
22d, when good speaking may be expected.
Mr. C. E. Libby will extend his omnibus
line next summer from Portland to the Ocean

ucavy

of

No succor yet! and thin and thinner are the
ranks,
And fast the lessening store of cartridge goes—
No aid! though eager thousands wait the word to

be

be crowded on each occasion.

noon.

nao

there,
Laughing In
gay?

the

operas, and tickets can

railway

Dr. H. A. Lamb delivered a lecture on
“The Science of Life” to a highly appreciative audience at Science ball yesterday after-

rrsi__j.l_a. -i._
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Stand Arm, O Pine Tree Sons;—upon you now is
Uid
The safety of the whole! Guard well the Wheatfield gate,
You boys with Diamond Ked and •‘17” shining

stations which cau be exchanged at
These op
Stockbridge’s for coupon seats.
eras will be given in the excellent stylo for
which the favorite English opera company
of this country is noted, and City Hall will

Trains, it will be seen by the advertisement, will run into and out of Portland, so as to accommodate patrons of the

of

death

nkw

Hearts strong, nerves tempered in the flame of
battle, tncirs;
Their true aim reaps its harvest; death and crippling wounds
But what they give they
They deal to foe.
take.
Alas! by ones and tens our noble lads go down.
The weeping grain wraps Us soft mantle round
the slain
And tenderly supports the wounded on Its

occasion.

when finished.
There will be a meeting of the Typographical Union at the Argus Office at 6.15 this

Cumberland County Musical Convention.

willing to give

given in excellent shape

and the principal numbers redemanded. In the evening
the storm kept away many from the representation of the “Mikado,” but it was given
with admirable dash and verve, while the
opera was beautifully staged and costumed.
Miss Lament was a charming Yum Yum,
Miss Alice Caile a pleasing Pitti Sing—although the character is rattier out of her Hue
—Miss Baker a dignified Katisha. Broccolini
sang and acted artistically, and the other
mens’ acting was better than their voices.
The chorus and orchestra were entitled to

Hunter

as

were

Clve Them a Chance.
That Is to say, your lungs. Also all your breathing machinery. Very wonderful machinery it isNot only the larger air-passages, but the thousand
of little tubes and cavities leading from them.
When these are clogged and choked with matter
which ought not to be there, your lungs cannot
half do their work. And what they do. they cannot do well.
Call it cold, cough, croup, pneumonia, catarrh

one

will work the

was

AT GETTYSBURG.
[CONTINUED FROM FIRST PAGE.]
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